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1. REPORT INTRODUCTION 

In 2004 Archaeological Heritage and Management Solutions Pty Ltd (AHMS) completed an 

archaeological assessment for the Palais Royale site at 684 Hunter Street, Newcastle (see Figure 1).  

At that stage the site retained the former structure of the Palais Royale Dance Hall.  That report 

concluded: 

“There are clear indications that the site may contain historic relics associated with use and 

occupation from the early historic period onwards.  These relics are assessed as likely to be 

substantially intact and highly significant at a local level for their research potential, their 

historic heritage values, and their associations with important individuals in Newcastle’s 

history.  In addition, some of the relics indicated at the site are likely to be rare surviving 

examples of the city’s colonial and convict heritage.  Any such relics are assessed as likely 

to be disturbed by excavation required to establish the proposed building at the site. 1  

On the basis of that conclusion a Research Design was completed for an archaeological testing 

program to determine the extent and integrity of any in situ relics on the site to allow their 

significance to be reassessed.   

An interim report on the results of the test excavation was completed, in August 2007, to meet 

condition 16 of the Excavation Permit (Application No. 2005/S140/028). The report contained 

recommendations for future management of historical archaeological relics identified by the work 

and which would be affected by the proposed development at the site.  In addition to the interim 

report, in Feb 2006 AHMS completed a demolition plan to manage potential archaeological impacts 

that may ensue from the removal of the remainder of the Palais Royale.   

In June 2007 the site suffered some of the effects of the Newcastle floods as flood waters moved 

across the site from the south (see Figure 3).  Between April and November 2008 the remainder of 

the Palais Building was demolished (see Figure 4).  This demolition took place without reference to 

the Demolition Plan provided and damage to the subsurface historical relics as a result of these 

activities was observable during the test excavations of 2009.   

1.1 Site Location and Description  

The excavation site is located at 684 Hunter Street, Newcastle, on the north side of the street and 

adjacent to its intersection with Steel Street (see Figure 1).  The cadastral details for the site are 

Lot 11 DP 872463.  The site consists of a vacant block of land encompassed by the NSW Health 

                                                
1 AHMS Pty Ltd, 2004, 684 Hunter Street, Newcastle West, NSW, Former Palais Royale Site, Historical 
Archaeological and Development Impact Assessment,  Report for Palais Royale Holdings Pty Ltd, p.40.   
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building and Steel Street (to the east), the ACCOR Ibis hotel (to the west), a rail corridor to the 

north, and Hunter Street to the south.  

The site is approximately 2,400m2 in area, with its’ boundaries being 60m x 40m. It has undergone 

significant previous disturbance during construction of the former Palais Royale. The Palais Royale 

was originally built in 1888 as an Elite Skating Rink, before being converted into a music and dance 

hall in the early 20th Century. In more recent years it has been used as a machine shop. While these 

structures were demolished by the time of the excavation, evidence of these activities were evident 

across the site, mainly in the form of a variety of deep concrete and brick footings. Some 

earthworks and land manipulation was also evident in the northern quadrant of the study area.  
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Figure 1. Aerial view of the site of the former Palais Royale (outlined) with Hunter Street to the south of the site and the railway line to the 

north.  The photo dates from c.2007 and the remnants of the former Palais Royale building still remains on site while the northern 

extension of Steel Street is yet to be surfaced.   
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Figure 2. Plan outlining the areas of excavation from the 2007 season (blue) and the 2009 

season (dark red outline).  Other elements shown are the remnants of the partly 

demolished Palais Building in 2007(green) and the positions of the machine bases 

(red).  By the 2009 season the remains of the Palais had been demolished.   
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Figure 3. Results of the June 2007 Newcastle flood on the site.  Trench 1 (dashed line) is in 

the immediate foreground running towards the remnant Palais and showing 

displaced geotechnical fabric.  Note also the remnant machine base in the 

middle picture.   

 

Figure 4. Excavations being undertake at the Palais Royale site during the 2008 demolition 

work. Note the extent and depth of excavation at the north west corner of the 

site.   
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2. SITE HISTORY 

2.1 Introduction 

The occupation of the Palais Royale site has been divided into the following historical phases: 

1. Aboriginal Occupation; 

2. Government Farm; 

3. Weller and Scott occupation; 

4. Henry Dangar and the Newcastle Meatworks; 

5. Railway Period; 

6. Elite Skating Rick and Western Markets; 

7. 20th Century and Palais Royale.   

2.2 Aboriginal Occupation 

The Awabakal people are the traditional owners of the Newcastle region which was included in the 

area from the Fern Bay/Stockton locale, north of the Hunter River, and then south to the Tuggerah 

Lakes.  Mulubinba was the fern gathering area of the Awabakal, corresponding to Newcastle 

township and was recognised by 19th Century Europeans as the original Aboriginal name for 

Newcastle.2 The Awabakal name for the Hunter River was Coquon.3 

Aboriginal occupation of the Hunter Valley dates into the Pleistocene period but in the coastal zone 

the vast majority of dated sites are less than 5,000 years old.  The prevalence of sites dating to the 

last 5000 years may be a result of the last significant rise in sea level, approximately 6000 years 

ago, inundating the sites that are older and now offshore.  This sea level rise would have submerged 

many of the older sites along the coastal fringe and forced Aboriginal groups westward to the 

current coastline.   

The Awabakal exploited the swamp and wetland resources of the coast, the Hunter River and small 

creeks such as Cottage Creek.  Swamps are rich in diverse plant and animal resources and were 

economically important places for Aboriginal people living in the Hunter Valley.   The Awabakal 

people lived in huts or ‘Gunyah’s’, which were fashioned from local materials such as bark with 

                                                
2 Noted in Well, W.H., 1848, A Geographical Dictionary or Gazetteer of the Australian Colonies, 
Sydney, p.284 and later cited in Anne Keary, 2009, Christianity, Colonialism, and Cross-cultural 
Translation: Lancelot Threlkeld, Biraban, and the Awabakal, Aboriginal History, 33, p. 121.   

3 Maynard J, 2004, Awabakal Word Finder: an Aboriginal Dictionary and Dreaming Stories Companion, 
Keeira Press, p.14.  
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windbreaks of brush, as seen in Lycett’s 1817 view (see Figure 6).  Considering the positions of 

Nobby’s Head and the current site of Fort Scratchley the image portrays a camp in an area close to 

the Palais Royale site.   

The Palais Royale site was situated within a complex series of dune formations within this coastal 

zone.  This dune complex was inter-mixed with high water and/or storm surge deposits from 

Cottage Creek and/or the Hunter River that had formed over the last 6,000 years.  Prior to this, in 

the Pleistocene (pre-10,000 years ago), a sand dune had formed on the site but this was destroyed 

c.6,500 years ago during higher sea level conditions when the lowest part of the current site was 

deposited. Aboriginal objects and other elements of this Pleistocene dune were then reworked into 

this early beach. 4  

Over the next 3,000 years the site was subject to several periods of inundation, most likely from 

Cottage Creek, leaving a series of strandline deposits. Aboriginal occupation is evident during this 

time though probably ephemeral.    

Between about 3,500 and 2,500 years ago climatic conditions associated with El Nino led to the 

deposition of two sand bodies representing the majority of the soil profile excavated. Between 

2,500 and 2,000 years ago the highest concentration of Aboriginal objects were deposited on the 

surface of the dune and saw significant use and/or occupation of the dune by Aboriginal.  

Between 2000 years ago and the occupation of the area by Europeans the deposits contain abundant 

shell and other Aboriginal objects (frequently mixed in with historical artefacts) suggesting an 

exploitation of local shell beds began during this period.   

The traditional life of the Awabakal, reflected in the material culture described above, was 

interrupted in the early 19th century with the introduction of European settlement in the area. The 

impact of smallpox and influenza decimated the Aboriginal population, with individual epidemics 

killing large numbers of people.  White settlement of traditional hunting lands deprived Aboriginal 

groups of sources of food and access to camping and ceremonial sites. This forced individuals to 

either relocate into the potentially hostile lands of neighbouring Aboriginal groups, partially 

integrate into colonial society as fringe dwellers, or to resist. Resistance by Aboriginal groups was 

often met with retaliatory action by white settlers and the colonial administration. A combination of 

these factors led to the gradual demise of traditional lifestyles, particularly in and around the early 

colonial settlements, including that at ‘Coal River’, later known as Newcastle. 

In the initial decades following European colonisation, the Awabakal people proved to be resilient in 

the face of a developing introduced culture and were able to retain their traditional ways of life.  

                                                
4The preceding information is presented in the companion volume to this report which details the 
results of the Aboriginal archaeology excavation.  See Section 87/90 Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit 
1098622 Excavation Report for SBA Architects, May, 2011 by AHMS Pty Ltd.    
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This aspect of the cultural history of the area was graphically recorded in the paintings and sketches 

made by contemporary observers such as Joseph Lycett and recorded in detail by Rev Threlkeld. 

Two illustrations attributed to Joseph Lycett may provide illustration of aspects of Aboriginal life in 

the region.  The first (see Figure 5), depicts a 'Corroboree at Newcastle' while the second (see 

Figure 6) depicts 'Aborigines resting by a camp fire near the mouth of the Hunter River, Newcastle, 

NSW'.  Taking into consideration prominent landmarks depicted in the images (Nobby's Head and the 

Fort), both illustrations depict Aboriginal use of land in the immediate vicinity of the study area and 

the corroboree image may in fact represent the corroboree ground claimed for Wickham.5  The 

images, while they may demonstrate aspects of local Aboriginal custom into the early 19th Century, 

were not created as anthropological studies.  The corroboree scene may in fact be compared to two 

other Lycett illustrations, the first plate VI in James Wallis’ An Historical Account of the Colony of 

NSW, and “Corroboree around a Camp Fire from His Drawings of the Natives and Scenery of Van 

Diemen’s Land, 1830 both rather romantic versions of Aboriginal activities in the first two decades 

of the 19th Century.6  The plate from Wallis’ Account is accompanied by a colourful rather lurid 

account of “primitive and grotesque practices” associated with the corroboree.7   

Race relations in the convict town of Newcastle, during the early 1800’s, were heavily dependent 

upon individual attitudes and circumstances.  Some in Colonial society were happy to engage the 

Aborigines in a variety of activities eating, fishing with them and the authorities saw the advantage 

in employing them to track and catch escaped convicts.  Others, reportedly the lower members of 

society, took advantage of them and the nature of the convict population and the low numbers of 

white females in that population (there were never more than 50 females in the early convict 

population) proved problematic with respect to sexual assault reportedly against many aboriginal 

women.8    

Some Aborigines, such as Jemmy Jackass and Johnny McGill went beyond the docile and obliging 

attitude that whites desired of most Aborigines and impressed Peter Cunningham with their 

willingness to engage with the expansive objectives of Colonial society (see Figure 7).9  Jemmy and 

                                                
5 Dyall, L, 1971, Aboriginal Occupation of the Newcastle Coastline, Hunter natural History, August, 
p.156.   

6 Whilst attributed to Wallis the illustrations are more likely to have been the work of Lycett who had 
possibly met Wallis as early as 1814 while being transported to the colony on the General Hewitt.  For 
a discussion see Smith, B, 1989, European Vision and the South Pacific, Oxford, p. 236ff.   

7 See http://uoncc.wordpress.com/2009/11/16/james-wallis-historical-account-of-new-south-wales-
1821-online/  

8 See Brayshaw, H, 1986, Aborigines of the Hunter Valley, Aborigines of the Hunter Valley: A Study of 
Colonial Records.  Scone & Upper Hunter Historical Society, Scone, pp. 52-57 and Turner, 1980b: 10 – 
Table 1..   

9 Cunningham, P, 1827, Two years in New South Wales: a Series of Letters Comprising Sketches of 
the Actual State of Society in that Colony, London, Vol 2, p.26-7.   
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Johnny reportedly cleared 10 acres of bush for Threlkeld at his Reid’s Mistake mission in 1826 and 

later took part in overland trips to Post Macquarie and even assisted in efforts to curtail bushranging 

in the area.  All the while the authorities were still wary of too numerous a presence of Aboriginals 

in the town, fearful of an attack in a still very isolated settlement.10   

From the Aboriginal perspective the abduction and rape of their women inflamed local Aboriginal 

men and led to considerable resentment of the Europeans who committed these crimes.  Not 

surprisingly, Aboriginal men’s active involvement in the capture of escaped convicts became a 

means to strike back at white criminals under the aegis of the white authorities.  Lancelot Threlkeld 

later wrote with reference to the relationship between the military establishment and the local 

Aborigines at this time: 

 “Providentially for the colony, the Aborigines were as much opposed to the prisoners of the 

crown, in consequence of the their bad conduct towards the wives and daughters of the 

blacks, so that whenever the police, or military, required a guide to direct them, or to trace 

the footsteps of the Croppies, as the Aborigines termed the runaway convicts, the blacks were 

ever ready for service”.11  

Not surprisingly as a consequence of Aboriginal assistance in catching convict runaways, there was 

often physical conflict between them, usually over convict treatment of Aboriginal women.  On the 

18th of September 1819, convict Henry Langton received 75 lashes for ‘cutting a black native with a 

knife’.  This was the same Langton who 1 month previously had received another 75 lashes for 

attempted murder.  12 

Physical conflict was also a consequence of the pursuit of escaped prisoners by Aboriginal tracking 

parties.  In 1820 a group of escaped prisoners were pursued by Aborigines, and in trying to resist 

capture the convicts killed King Burrigan¸ who had met with the Governor during Macquarie’s 

earlier visit to the town.  The convict Kirby was brought to trial for Burrigan’s murder, in Sydney, 

and was hanged on the 18th of December, 1820.13   

 

                                                
10 Bramble, C, 1981, Relations between Aboriginals and White Settlers in the Newcastle and Hunter 
District, 1804-1841 with Special Reference to the Establishment of the Penal Settlement, Unpublished 
D.Litt Dissertation, UNE, pp.19-20.   

11 Threlkeld quoted in Turner, J and Blyton, G, 1995, The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie: A Brief 
History, Lake Macquarie City Council, pp.28-9.  

12 Turner, J, 1973 Newcastle as a Convict Settlement: the Evidence Before J.T. Bigge in 1819-1821. 
Newcastle: Newcastle Public Library, p 237 and 199. 

13 Col. Sec. Corr, 1820 Oct 31; Nov 16  SRNSW Reel 6067; 4/1807 pp.135-7;143;150; Turner J & 
Blyton, G, 1995: The Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie: A Brief History.  Lake Macquarie City Council, The 
History of Lake Macquarie Series, p 29 
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2.3 Government Farm and Cottage 

In 1812 Gov Macquarie visited Newcastle and Port Stephens and in the course of this inspection he 

visited the Government Farm which had been placed some distance from the main settlement. 

At 11 a.m. I landed again and walked to inspect the Government Farm, which is about 1 ½ 

miles Distant from Newcastle, returning on board at ½ past 12 O’clock.14   

Six years later Macquarie was to return to Newcastle and visited the site again recording: 

Soon after Breakfast Mrs. M., myself and Lachlan, set out in the Barge accompanied by 

Capt. Wallis, to visit the Govt. Farm and the Lime Burners; the former being about one mile 

and the latter six miles from the Town of Newcastle. — We found the Farm in very good 

order, with a very neat cottage on it.15 

From the tenor of the first report, insofar as it does not mention a cottage - and it is likely to have, 

given the importance placed on construction in the early town - it would be reasonable to conclude 

that it was between Macquarie’s visits in 1812 and 1818 that the cottage had been constructed.16  

Jefferies plan of the Hunter (1816) while noting the farm fails to indicate the cottage (see Figure 8).  

From Jefferies plan it would also seem that the Government Farm was reasonably extensive perhaps 

extending as far east as the former Honeysuckle Rail Workshops.   

The Government Farm was sited where it was no doubt due to the presence of the creek, soon to be 

known as Cottage Creek, with a view to taking advantage of the supposed rich alluvium here.  

However in reality the site was just above the high water mark with salt marsh bordering to the 

north and the dune sands, which constituted the soil here, demonstrating low fertility.17  As noted 

above Jefferies depiction of the site, from 1816, shows little in the way of development, no 

structures, fences or organisation of the ground are indicated ( in fact just the opposite with a 

suggestion of scrub and uneven ground as comprising the site) and the depiction suggests a farm in 

name only (see Figure 8).  The Lycett view of about the same date supports the lack of visible 

development of the site and its surrounds (see Figure 9).  This possible view is the only image 

illustrating details of the cottage and its orientation.   

                                                
14 Macquarie Journal, January 5th, 1812. http://www.library.mq.edu.au/digital/lema 
/1812/1812jan.html.   

15 Macquarie Journal, August 5, 1818, http://www.library.mq.edu.au/digital/lema/1818/1818aug.html.  

16 It is not specifically noted in Wallis’ record of construction in Newcastle between 1814 and 1818 
when he was replaced by Morisset.  See Sydney Gazette, December 26, 1818. However there is an 
1818 entry in the Bonwick Transcripts noting the construction of “House and garden at the riverside 
for the Commandant”, cited in Turner, 1973, op cit, p. 221.   

17 Groundtruth Consulting, 2009, Geomorphology and soil materials of the Palais Royale site, Hunter 
Street, Newcastle, p.2.   
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The mangroves which had once inhabited the shore here and all along the south bank of the river 

would gradually be removed, both to give access to the creek and harbour but also for shipping to 

Sydney where they were used for repairing cart wheels and providing framework for ships.18  In the 

late 1820s an observer could still describe the southern shore of the Hunter River as “low and 

swampy for a considerable distance along this route”.19 

The reason for constructing the cottage may initially have been one of control of both the convicts 

working the farm and for securing the produce in the ground, in an effort to prevent convict 

pilferage.  The cottage may also have been sited with consideration of controlling access across the 

creek at this point.  The creek may have formed some notional boundary in the early stages of the 

town.   

The cottage is possibly represented by Lycett in a painting held in the Newcastle Regional Library 

(see Figure 9).  A structure appears as a small white rectangle at the far right side of the image, no 

detail is readily discernible.  The identification of this as the cottage has been criticised, as there is 

no suggestion of the structure fronting a beach or creek.  However when assessed in light of 

Mitchell’s drawing of the township (see Figure 11), where the government cottage is identified, the 

position of the structure shown in the Lycett image compares well with that indicated by Mitchell.   

After the opening up of the area for free settlement and the reduction of the convict population of 

the town the cottage appears to have seen only intermittent occupation and was used as ‘spare’ 

accommodation for a variety of visitors at the Commandant’s discretion.  In 1825-6 the cottage saw 

the brief occupation by the Rev Lancelot Threlkeld, his second wife Sarah and their growing family, 

his wife gave birth to their daughter, Elizabeth Sophia, there on the 16th September 1825.20  

Threlkeld had been born in 1788 in Southwark, London and had arrived in Sydney in 1824 after the 

death of his first wife in Moreea, Tahiti.  He was persuaded to commence missionary activities in 

Australia from a base on Lake Macquarie at ‘Reid’s Mistake’.  However while the house on the lake 

was being constructed he was granted a temporary place of residence at Newcastle, at the 

Government Cottage, moving in on May 9, 1825.  He recorded that: 

“directly we had entered therein the tribe of blacks belonging to Newcastle took up their 

abode outside our house within the enclosed premises where I erected my tent in order to 

have them with me in the daytime for the purpose of obtaining a knowledge of their 

language… 

                                                
18 Turner, J, 1980, Manufacturing in Newcastle, 1801-1900, Newcastle, p. 14.   

19Cunningham, 1827, op cit, p.150.   

20Gunson, N, 1967, “Threlkeld, Lancelot Edward (1788 - 1859), ”Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
Volume 2, Melbourne University Press, pp 528-530 and Sydney Gazette, September 2, 1825.   
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The blacks chose our place of residence for their new encampment they having been so 

frequently molested by many of the prisoners of the crown who perambulated the 

settlement in the night for purposes that would not bear the light of day”.21 

On the night of the 11th of May the Aborigines moved to the area around the cottage and cooked a 

kangaroo – later inviting the family to a dance to honour their arrival.  The Palais site was therefore 

a critical spot for the development of White/Aboriginal relations in the Newcastle region due to 

Threlkeld and the Aborigines interaction on the site.  The Aborigines had reportedly already a camp 

at the site of the later School of Arts, in Hunter Street, but moved further west along the Maitland 

Road to the comparative security of Threlkeld’s occupation.22 

Threlkeld was quickly becoming a highly trusted confidant of the locals tribesmen as he also notes 

attending the burial of a local Aboriginal girl in May 1825 at the sand hills in the vicinity of the 

cottage – the fact that later cemeteries were also placed in this area has led to suggestions that this 

area was already known for Aboriginal and unofficial early European burials.23  Sadly Threlkeld is not 

specific about the location for this burial as he was specifically requested by an old Aboriginal man 

not to divulge the whereabouts of burials as they were fearful of them being disturbed by the 

whites.  It may be burials such as these that were later uncovered during the demolition of the 

Borough Market in 1915.   

Threlkeld then described the cottage in a passing comment that dealt with how he felt about his 

surroundings and part of the European population of the place: 

(We are)………”In a very lonely situation a mile and a half from the town and our greatest 

danger is from Robbers; Newcastle having but just immerged (sic) from being a penal 

settlement the most choice rogues are of course here”.24   

It is not surprising that upon hearing of Threlkeld’s reason for being there local Aborigines would be 

interested and curious about meeting the person who was to live among them.  The residence of the 

cottage site by the Threlkeld family was a significant episode in relations between the whites and 

blacks in the early colony.  While the Reverend’s reputation in inter-race relations has been 

recognised little has been said of Sarah and her active role in the mission and relations with the 

natives.  That she may have played some active part in her husband’s efforts is suggested by the 

contemporary comments of Tyreman and Bennett, the organisers of the London Missionary Society’s 

mission to Australia.  On the occasion of the Threlkelds’ marriage they congratulated Lancelot: 

                                                
21 Gunson, N, 1974, (ed.) Australian Reminiscences and Papers of L.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to the 
Aborigines 1824-1859, Canberra, pp.44-45.   

22 Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners Advocate, 13 November, 1915.   

23 Ibid.   

24 Ibid, p.88.   
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We rejoice that Providence has directed you to a partner in life, like minded with yourself, 

we trust, as to Missionary views and feelings.  Her intimate knowledge of the natives, will 

qualify her to take an active part with you in promoting their welfare, and especially the 

good of her sex, to which we are confident, to the extent of her domestic convenience, she 

will devote herself.25 

The comment highlights two aspects of women’s roles in early missionary work – a direct role with 

the Aboriginals derived from the same attributes that served their spouses in the cause and their 

role in the creation of the European domestic sphere in the bush, as a counterpoint to the non-

European, “uncivilised” natives mores.26  As Johnston notes Sarah’s active role in the enterprise 

remains unrecorded by her husband but Tyerman and Bennett’s specific mention of her abilities in 

relation to knowledge of the Aboriginals would, on the face of it, speak of her particular experience 

perhaps born of her upbringing on the Hawkesbury at Cattai.  The missionary and his family lived in 

the cottage until September 1826, when the house at his Lake Macquarie mission was ready for 

occupation.27   

The cottage subsequently appears to have seen numerous occupants who occupied the place at the 

discretion of the Commandant – it would therefore appear that by the 1820s it had served its 

possible use as residence for the work gang overseer.  Subsequent occupants included Lieutenant 

Sweeney, Mr. Wood the catechist and L. H. Halloran’s daughter and son-in-law.  It is during the 

latter occupation that it is noted that the cottage was under the care of “a constable and his 

wife”.28   

By 1828 the cottage is reported as being “wholly neglected” by surveyor Mitchell during his survey 

of the town and it forms the extreme end point of Mitchell’s vista sketched from the top of Flagstaff 

Hill emphasising its isolation from the remainder of the town (see Figure 11).29   

In 1830 the cottage was described as 

                                                
25 Tyerman Rev. D and Bennett, G, Voyages and Travels Around the World, 1841, London, cited in 
Johnston, A, 2003, Missionary Writing and Empire, 1800-1860, Cambridge, p.179.   

26 See Mitchell, Jessie. ‘“The Nucleus of Civilisation”: Gender, Race and Childhood in Australian 
Missionary Families, 1825-1850’ in Evangelists of Empire?: Missionaries in Colonial History, ed. 
Amanda Barry, Joanna Cruickshank, Andrew Brown-May and Patricia Grimshaw [online] Melbourne: 
University of Melbourne eScholarship Research Centre, 2008. Available at: 
<http://msp.esrc.unimelb.edu.au/shs/missions.   

27 Gunson, 1967, op cit.   

28 Cynthia Hunter, 1986, “Government Cottages at Hunters River”, in E. Guilford (ed.) Journal of 
Hunter Valley History, Vol.2, No.1, pp.134-5. and Sydney Gazette, February 8, 1827.  

29 Hunter, 1986, op cit and Towers, C and Sumner, T, 2009, Sir Thomas Mitchells Angular 
Observations and Field-Note Sketches of Newcastle, Unpublished report Surveying Department, 
University of Newcastle at http://uoncc.wordpress.com/2010/05/17/mitchell-1828-exhibition/.   
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.......... built of studs brick nogged and weather boarded.  Walls and ceilings plaistered 

(sic).  It requires new shingling together with other repairs but is on the whole in rather 

better condition that the above described [referring to a cottage on the Williams River].   

The ground approximate to this building extends 65 links southwards from it to the Maitland 

Road and is bounded on that side by a line East 2328 links, on the East side by a line North 

220 links to the creek, West by that creek 228 links and on the West side by a line South 220 

links.  It is situated about ¾ mile from the Church.30 

2.4 James Weller and A.W. Scott 

This description that the cottage was a small brick nogged, timber building is also supported by a 

advertisement for its sale in the Government Notice section of the Sydney Gazette, 22 May 1830 

wherein the Colonial Secretary’s Office pitched the building to prospective buyers as: 

A Cottage situated about (3/4) Thee Quarters of a Mile from the Church at Newcastle, on 

the Banks of the River Hunter, constructed of Brick-nogging, Weather-boarded, Walls and 

Ceiling plastered, containing Four Rooms in the main Building, and a Verandah around, with 

two small Rooms taken off it. 

The Colonial secretary’s efforts were rewarded for in October 1830 the whaler James Weller 

purchased the cottage for £65, receiving it via a Crown Grant for £3/6/8 on the 19th of that month.  

The details of the Grant in NSW Lands and Property Information records indicate that it included: 

The fate of the cottage at about this time has become the subject of some discussion with the 

suggestion that it burnt down and a newspaper notice of 1831 hinting that it may have been partly 

dismantled.31   

By the 1840s the site was still relatively isolated being at the extreme western edge of the town.  

Development of the town was restricted to the west of Brown Street due to the restrictions placed 

on the Australian Agricultural Company and their extensive land holdings.  However in 1841 a one 

acre site for use as a Roman Catholic burial ground was secured near the study area. 32   The first 

recorded burial was of John Mazzard on May 11, 1842 and the majority of burials up to 1856 were 

registered as convicts, ex-convicts or soldiers.33  Additional areas were later secured for use as a 

                                                
30 Report from Supt. Public Works, Newcastle, 30 April 1830, cited in C. Hunter, p.136 

31 The Sydney Herald 10 October 1831,   

32 Elaine Sheehan, (ed.), 1999, Newcastle West New South Wales: Presbyterian Burial Ground 1844-
1881, Family History Society, Lambton, p.2. 

33 Sheehan, E, 2000, “The Three Lost Burial Grounds of Newcastle West, New South Wales, Descent, 
p.6 
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Presbyterian Burial Ground (1845) and Wesleyan Methodist Burial Ground (1846) adjoining the 

Catholic site.34   

Weller finally sold the land and cottage to A.W Scott for £130.35  In 1842 White shows Weller’s 

allotment with a structure indicated in the centre (see Figure 12).  No details of the site are given 

other than the rather schematic representation of the structure which probably still represents the 

original cottage.   

Scott was a noted industrialist, district magistrate and was also the first elected Warden of the 

Newcastle District Council of 1843.36   

2.5 Henry Dangar and the Newcastle 
Meatworks 

Newcastle by the late 1840s – early 1850s was an important transhipment town and port, servicing 

the wider Hunter Region.  Its fate was still firmly tied to its most valuable resource, coal, but the 

developing pastoral industry of the Hunter Valley was increasingly directing economic endeavour.   

Yet for all its increasing importance the town still had less than 200-300 houses and 1,500 in 

permanent population, of whom 20% were coal miners.  It was still seen by contemporaries as 

”neither distinguished by any feature or facility that could recommend it as a residence”.37  The 

Hunter River port, though small, was still the major connection with the larger town of Sydney and 

would remain so for the next two decades. There were certainly plans to construct a railway though 

would not commence until 1854 and finally connect to Maitland until 1857.  However the expansion 

of the railway through northern NSW was to become one of the most important events in 

Newcastle’s 19th Century development - though the town was to wait until 1856 to enact plans to 

upgrade the port to increase its capacity.  This expansion of the transport network and the 

continuing growth of the pastoral industry, in the hinterland, both influenced the next development 

of the site by its most influential owners of the 19th Century – the Dangar’s.   

By 1844 the study area had changed hands again, being mortgaged by A.W. Scott to Arthur Pooley 

Onslow, of the East India Company, who had a property at Wagga – “Euretta”.38  During the period 

of Onslow’s ownership it is probable that he erected the slab building and yards noted in the sale 

notice below as he may have been taking advantage of the proximity of the site to the slaughter 

                                                
34 Elaine Sheehan, (ed.), 1999, Newcastle West New South Wales: Wesleyan Methodist Burial Ground 
1858-1881, Family History Society ,Lambton, p.3.  

35 No.959, Book F.  Memorial.  NSW LP&I 28 April 1834.   

36 NSW Government Gazette October 10 1843.   

37 Wells, 1848, op cit, p.284 and Suters Architects, 1997, Newcastle City Wide Heritage Study, 
Thematic History, p.5.  .   

38 Conveyance No.814, Book 14(7?).   
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yards at Wickham and using the site for temporary holding of livestock prior to slaughter.  The site 

still was no more than a holding pen on their way to slaughter but that lack of development was to 

change markedly with the subsequent owners, though it would still be inextricably linked to pastoral 

concerns.   

The site was put up for sale again in 1848 when it was advertised in the Maitland Mercury of January 

1st.  The Mercury later recorded (Jan 15th) the purchase, made by Henry Dangar (see Figure 13) at 

that time, also referring to the improvements made: 

Notice that the above property has been sold to Henry Dangar Esq. for £90……….. “a slab 

building with stock and slaughter yards erected thereon” 

The paper could confidently report that the large wooden building being built on the site was for a 

meat preserving works for Mr Dangar and that machinery was to be placed there, for that purpose, 

overseen by an unnamed Englishman with “experience in one of the London houses”39.  The meat 

preservation process, which was to be employed by the Dangar’s, was that patented by Stephan 

Goldner, employing a calcium chloride brine bath.40 

Farrer notes that in fact Dangar opened two sites: the first along the Maitland Road (the study site) 

and another, formerly known as Furlong’s Paddock, of 24 acres at Wickham.41  It is likely that the 

larger of the two sites, at Wickham, saw the initial slaughter of the animals (perhaps outside the 

municipal boundaries) and the butchered carcases transported to the processing site in Hunter 

Street west, in a procedure similar to that described for the Goulburn Meat Preserving Works.42 The 

method generally followed in the processing of cattle, for meat preserving, appears to be43: 

1. The animals are transported to near the works and quartered in yards; 

2. They are slaughtered, skinned and dismembered; 

                                                
39 The “unnamed Englishman was Charles Gedye, known to Richard Dangar, and to ultimately become 
one of the founders of Dangar Gedye and Co Ltd.  The MM & HRGA, Feb 9, 1848.   

40 Br. Pat. No. ... Pat. No. 8378, 1840 “I use a solution of muriate of lime [calcium chloride] or nitrate 
of soda, preferring muriate of lime, because I am enabled thereby to obtain a constant temperature of 
2700 to 280 Fahrenheit without material evaporation ... and I place such solution in a trough of a depth 
somewhat less than the vessels or cases containing the provisions, and by putting such cases into 
such liquid, and keeping the liquid heated by steam pipes or otherwise, a constant and equable 
temperature may be maintained” from Goldner’s patent and also see Farrer, K, 2005, To Feed a 
Nation: a History of Australian Food Science and Technology, CSIRO, p.15.   

41 Farrer, K, 1980, A Settlement Amply Supplied: Food Technology in the Nineteenth Century Australia, 
MUB, p.73.   

42 SMH, January 27, 1871.   

43 The following account is summarised from the Australian Sketcher, 19 April 1873 of the 
Maribyrnong Works in Melbourne.   
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3. The sides or quarters of the cattle are then sent to the boning room where bone and 

superfluous fat is removed (see Figure 15); 

4. It is sent to the kitchen where the meat is further trimmed and weighed for canning.   

5. The pre-cut and stamped tins were assembled to be sent to the kitchen.  Only the bottom is 

soldered into place with the tops, at this stage kept separate; 

6. The pieces of meat are placed in the prepared tins and at this stage it may be partially 

cooked without the lid on.   

7. The tops were then soldered onto the tins, leaving a small hole in the top and then sent to 

the preserving room; 

8. In the preserving room in batches of 100 to 200 they are placed in perforated trays and 

lowered into baths of a saturated solution of calcium chloride to within 1 or 2 inches of the 

top of the tin (see Figure 16); 

9. The solution’s temperature is gradually increased above the boiling point of water both 

cooking the contents and expelling air and then the central hole is closed with a blob of 

solder; 

10. They are boiled further in the solution and then raised out and placed in cold water cisterns 

to cool; 

11. Generally then for a number of days the cooled cans were then tested for any possible 

incubation but Dangar apparently used the trip to England as the testing period and was 

prepared to allow 3-5% wastage;44 

Henry Dangar was born in 1796 in Cornwall and arrived in Australia aboard the Jessie in 1821.45  He 

was immediately appointed assistant in the Survey Department but was dismissed, by Governor 

Darling, under a cloud for using his position for personal gain and subsequently travelled to England 

to appeal this decision.  The appeal was ultimately dismissed and he was appointed as surveyor to 

the Australian Agricultural Company (AAC).  He then travelled back to Post Stephens to take up the 

appointment but in 1833 he left the company to become, at various times, squatter, grazier, hotel 

proprietor and politician.  Henry formed, with his brothers William and Richard, a meat preserving 

and boiling down works in Newcastle.   

The factory was in production by June 1848 using the Goldner method and under the ungainly title 

of the Newcastle Fresh Provision Preserving Company.  The tinplate for the containers was imported, 

                                                
44 See Farrer, 2005, op cit, p.34.   

45 Gray, N, 1966, 'Dangar, Henry (1796 - 1861)', Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 1, 
Melbourne University Press, p 280.   
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already cut to size and stamped.46  The tins were all made and sealed by hand and the skill and 

availability of tinsmiths made them critical to the success of the venture. The sizes produced were 

2lb, 4lb and 6 lb with the latter preferred.47  The supply of critical staff was perhaps a problem with 

Gedye still searching for three tinsmiths in the same month and with two of the positions still not 

filled in September.48   

Nevertheless Gedye was able to advertise the following in September of that year: 

“Roast, Stewed Boiled and Spiced Beef, Roast and Stewed Mutton, Beef and Vegetables, 

Mock Turtle, Mullagatawny (sic), Ox Tail, Bouillon and other soups are available”; 

from the Newcastle New South Wales Fresh Provision Preserving Company in 1-12lb tins  by the ton 

at 6d a pound.49  In early 1850 the slab slaughterhouse was is need of rebuilding but by mid 1850 

Dangar and Gedye were able to publish a column of testimonials to the “excellent quality” of the 

meat products provided by the company.50  As well as the raw materials of beef and mutton some 

picture of the resources required by the company may be given by an import list associated with 

Gedye in 1850.  Among the produce received is: jam, honey, cheese, butter, molasses, loaf sugar, 

candles, pickles, flour, fish, oyster and 50 tons of coal.51 In the same year the company reportedly 

produced 77 tons of tinned merchandise.52 

In October 1850 Gedye reports that the works have been extended, suggesting some additional 

building and equipment on site, in addition to the rebuilt slaughterhouse, and the new market of 

the gold diggings was now open to them.  However 1 year later it was necessary to lower the price 

of the product, presumably to maintain cash flow.53   

Dangar exhibited portions of the products of the meat-packing works at the 1851 International 

Exhibition in London.  This was an important means of legitimatisation of the venture as a 

favourable response at such a gathering could not but assist the credibility of the establishment and 

assist in its commercial success.  The colonial exhibitors were situated in the centre of the British 

exhibits in the western half of the Crystal Palace.  As Johnson has written, 

                                                
46 Farrer, 2005, op cit, p33. 

47 Ibid.   

48 SMH, June 9, 1848.   

49 SMH, September 27, 1848.   

50 MM & HRGA, February 1, 1850 and SMH, June 8, 1850.   

51 MM & HRGA, 19 June, 1850.   

52 SMH, April 16, 1851.   

53 SMH, 18 June, 1851.   
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Their centrality belied their geographical but not their conceptual location in reinforcing the 

growing significance of the empire.54 

Horace Greeley, the American newspaper visiting the exhibitions stated of the colonial exhibits: 

The show of Colonial products is not vast but comprehensive, giving a vivid idea of the wide 

extent and climates of Britain's dependencies.  Corn, Wheat &c. from the Canadas; Sugar and 

Coffee from the West Indies; fine Wood from Australia; Rice, Cotton, &c from India; with the 

diversified products of Asia, Africa and fill this department.  Manufactured textile fabrics from 

Sydney, from India and from Upper Canada are here very near each other; while Minerals, 

Woods, &c from every land and every clime are nearly in contact.  I apprehend John Bull, 

whatever else he may learn, will not be taught meekness by this Exhibition.55 

And later he was less bullish about the Australian contribution, 

The Chinese, Australian, Egyptian and Mexican contributions are quite interesting but they 

suggest little or nothing unless it be the stolidity of their contrivers.56 

This sentiment echoed other commentators who were largely disappointed with or dismissive of the 

Australian contribution.  The general tone towards the Australian exhibits was typified by: 

there is nothing picturesque in a sack of wheat, though the grain be " heavy and bright-

coloured;" there is nothing interesting in a tin of preserved Australian beef, excellent 

though it be, unless to a hungry man; little variety of " tone or colour" in a fleece fine 

enough to make the fortune of a Yorkshire manufacturer; and, as for copper ore, the worst 

specimens are often the most sparkling.  57 

Despite the Australian exhibits failing to ignite much more than passing interest from sophisticated 

observers the Newcastle Meatpacking Works, with its “tin of preserved Australian beef”, was 

awarded a bronze medallion, for their entry, in Class 111 and the medallion now forms part of the 

collection of the Newcastle Regional Museum (see Figures 17 and 18).58   

                                                
54 Johnson, E, 2008, “A Valuable and Tolerably Extensive Collection of Native and Other Products’: 

New Zealand at the Crystal Palace”, in John Auerbach, and Peter Hoffenberg, 2008, Britain, the 
Empire, and the World at the Great Exhibition of 1851, Ashgate, p 78.   

55 Greeley, H, 1851, Glances at Europe: In a Series of Letters from Great Britain, France, Italy, 
Switzerland, etc. during the Summer of 1851. Including Notices of the Great Exhibition, or World’s Fair 
Dewitt & Davenport, 1851, p 31.  

56 Ibid, p.34.   

57 Tallis’s History and Description of the Crystal Palace and the Exhibition of the World’s Industry in 
1851 (London: The London Printing and Publishing Company, 1852), vol. 1, p. 54. 

58 It appears that the medal awarded to Dangar may now held by the Newcastle Regional Museum.   
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Regardless of the awards the sale of the meat packing works was announced in August 1853.59  The 

sale notice implied that the site could continue as a successful meat processing venture with hides 

and tallow providing additional income.  The notice provides the following inventory of structures 

on the site: 

One large building, consisting of an extensive preserving room, large filling room, cutting-up 

room, trimmers shop, three store rooms, and office; one boiling shed fitted with boilers 

complete for, preserving meats and for rendering tallow; one shed, adjoin the above for 

general use; a slaughterhouse, stables, men’s cottage and stockyard.  

Whatever the reason for the sale notice the site is still reported under Dangar and Gedye’s care a 

year later and in 1855 the company was still seeking butchers for work in Newcastle.60  However the 

writing was on the wall for the future of the preserving works as its closure was announced in May 

1855 and Gedye announced in September  that he had formed Gedye and Son, who would 

henceforth from the site known as “the Meat Preserving Works” that they would henceforth operate 

as general warehousemen and agents.61 

The works were still in full operation when John Askew visited Newcastle in 1852.  Askew wrote 

that: 

all the workmen employed there in making tins to secure the meat, had been hired for a 

term of three years.  They were mostly from London, and although they were receiving from 

£2 to £3 per week, there was much dissatisfaction on account of their contract.  Beyond this 

is a large boiling down establishment, the immediate vicinity of which was a complete 

Golgotha.  During the boiling down season several hundreds of cattle and sheep were 

slaughtered there every week.62 

Askew continues his account of Newcastle with a description of the local “Newcastle Tribe”.  He 

relates that they spent most of their earnings on tobacco and ‘jerrawicke’ (local ale).  However 

they were often seen supplementing their diet with raw offal – Askew relates that he had seen 

women with sheep’s head and plucks slung over her shoulder – which raises a potential continuation 

of association between the local Aboriginal community and the study area – though under a different 

                                                
59 SMH, 22 August, 1853.   

60 SMH, March 2, 1854 and January, 4, 1855.   

61 SMH, May 19 and September 1, 1855.   

62Askew, J, 1857, A Voyage to Australia and New Zealand, London, p.265. 
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pretext, where some the animal remains from the works may have found their way into the hands of 

some of the local Aboriginals.63   

The demise of the enterprise was largely beyond its own control.  From 1847 Goldner, who had won 

a contract to supply the Royal Navy with tinned meat, was suffering from complaints that his 

product was defective.  These complaints reached the press in 1852 and questions were raised in 

Westminster regarding this specific source of tinned produce to the Royal Navy – though the 

Australian product was by contrast roundly praised.64  A special parliamentary Commission was 

established and Richard Dangar appeared and effectively defended the Dangar’s product. 

Nevertheless the damage had been done to the reputation of tinned meat and the price of the 

product fell to 4 ¾d per pound which was uneconomical for the Australian factory with its additional 

costs of tinplate import, fabrication and filling and then re-export.65   

The meat processing factory at Newcastle may not have been viewed as a significant business 

enterprise in the overall suite of Dangar’s various pastoral ventures.  In the published history of 

Dangar, Gedye and Malloch, which chronicles the hundred years of the company and its 

development, the enterprise curiously only warrants a single dismissive paragraph.66  

In 1853 a meeting was held in the Royal Hotel in Sydney to investigate the possibility of forming a 

company to build a railway between Newcastle and Maitland.  Amongst those present at the first 

meeting to establish the company were such colonial luminaries as W.C. Wentworth and M.L.Cs 

T.W. Smart, Dr. Douglas, W Bradley and C Cowper.67  The Hunter River Railway Company was 

created by an act of parliament to build a rail line between Newcastle and Maitland, and then 

further up the Hunter Valley.  The Act gave them the power to resume land for their purpose and 

they chose Honeysuckle Point for the site of the terminus.  Tenders were called for clearance of the 

route and fencing and earthworks on October 5, 1854.68  The northern portion of the Palais site was 

resumed for the line and a station, known as Honeysuckle Station, was constructed to the north-east 

(see Figure 21).  With the resumption and construction of the rail line the northern boundary of the 

site was regularised and was no longer subject to inundation when Cottage Creek flooded.   

                                                
63 Ibid, p.273.  Pluck is defined as “Apparently originally boxing slang; from earlier sense, heart, liver, 
and lungs of an animal, as removed for use as food”, Ayto, J, 1998 Oxford Dictionary of Slang, Oxford, 
p.268.   

64 See Sir William Joliffe, House of Commons, Hansard Feb 12, 1852.  

65 Farrer, 2005 op cit, p.34.   

66 Fraser, A.D., 1938, This Century of Ours, Sydney, p.57.   

67 SMH, 22 April, 1853.   

68 MM and HRGA, September 20, 1854.   
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However by early 1855 the Company was in financial difficulties and the shareholders were forced 

to accept the Government purchase of their interest in and all assets of the Railway.  It hitherto 

became a Government concern.69   

The study site was advertised for sale once again in 1859.70 

2.6 1860s and 70s 

By the 1860s Newcastle dominated the trade of the central region of New South Wales and coal and 

pastoral produce were the major proportion of the produce which passed through the town.  By the 

mid 60s the town had 11 coal seams in operation and the harbour cleared over 600 ships.71  Despite 

its growth the town still, in 1866, though blessed with numerous hotels, could only boast 1 steam 

mill, not presently operating, 1 small theatre, open only occasionally, gas lighting only now being 

installed and the roads were “rough, uneven, badly paved and almost buried in sand”.72 The 

economic activity of the town was not necessarily reflected in a wide range of amenities for the 

inhabitants.   

The area around the site was seeing increased development from the 1850s onwards.  In the early 

1850s the Australian Agricultural Company’s land, which had constrained development of Newcastle 

to the west was being subdivided and offered for sale.73  A subdivision was proposed for the A. A. 

Company’s land to the south of the site (see Figure 19) and by 1875 (see Figure 21) Steel Street has 

been formed to the south of the site with several structures now fronting Hunter Street in the 

vicinity of the site.  The suburb of Wickham, to the north-west was developing also and is first noted 

in 1869 as “the village lately sprung up on land to the north of Cottage Creek”.74Wickham was 

proclaimed a municipality in 1871.75   

The developmental history of the site between the late 1850s and the early 1880s is however still 

unclear.  The 1861 image of the western end of Newcastle shows the area as still semi-rural with 

the artist’s emphasis on the transitional nature of this aspect of the town.  The image may show a 

structure on the site (see Figure 20) but its form and configuration are too schematic to provide any 

meaningful information about the use of the site.  The 1875 plan of the Port of Newcastle shows two 

structures now fronting Hunter Street (see Figure 21).  The larger “L” shaped building to the west 

                                                
69 MM and HRGA, January 17, 1855 and SMH, June 18, 1855.   

70 Despite this the Dangar’s appear to have retained ownership of the property into the 20th Century.  
They are still listed as owners in 1913.   

71 Balliere’s NSW Gazetteer and Road Guide, 1866, Sydney, p.407.   

72 Ibid.   

73 Hunter C, 2003, Newcastle Civic and Cultural Precinct History, p.10.   

74 Quoted in Anon. Wickham Public School Centenary, 1878-1978.  

75 NSW Govt Gazette, 8 April, 1871.   
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takes up approximately 2/3rds of the frontage here. Its western range extends to the north for an 

unknown distance as this plan only apparently records the main structural features at the front of 

each allotment.  To the east a small rectangular structure is separated from the larger by a narrow 

laneway that survived through subsequent development phases up to the ultimate demolition of the 

Palais Royale.  A later 1883 map of Newcastle still shows the site with the same buildings on it but 

with no indication of the activities or occupants at this time.76   

2.7 Elite Skating Rink  

By the 1880s this area of Newcastle was moving from the earlier incarnation of a semi-rural zone, 

peripheral to the main town to a more developed outer suburb of Newcastle.  The railway was 

finally connected between Sydney and Hamilton in 1886 which stimulated growth in late 19th 

Century Newcastle.  Closer to the study area both the Roman Catholic and Presbyterian cemeteries 

at Cottage Creek had closed in 1881, with the opening of the Sandgate General Cemetery, which 

also had a branch line laid between Sandgate Station and the cemetery with a mortuary station 

close to the terminus.77  .  However they remained as rather abandoned and run down open spaces 

in the years between 1881 and 1915 when they were finally resumed, for railway purposes, and the 

graves, or at least some of them, were exhumed and relocated to Sandgate (see Figure 25).  The 

work was carried out by Messrs. More, Massey and Tonks and recent calculations suggest that nearly 

2,000 graves may have not been exhumed from both the Catholic and Presbyterian grounds.78 

Roller skating had been a popular activity in England and America from the middle of the 19th 

Century and Australia followed that trend with the opening of numerous skating rinks around the 

country, mostly in the 1880s and 1890s.79  Skating was to continue to be a popular sport in Europe 

and America for some decades to come – so popular that the New York Times could claim in 1909 

that the English language now had a new verb added to it – to rink – and the sport of “rinking” had 

reached its climax in London at that time.80  However the life of the Newcastle rink was to be a 

short one.   

                                                
76 Seer Plan of the Port of Newcastle by Captn. F.W. Sidney, R.N. NLA, Map RM 3261.   

77 McKillop, R, 2009, Thematic History of the NSW Railways, Railcorp, p.92 

78 Sheehan, 2000, op cit, p.10. 

79 There were numerous skating rinks around Australasia named “Elite”.  Examples are also known 
from Brisbane, Bundaberg, Perth, Singleton, Exhibition Hall Redfern, Sydney and Onehunga in New 
Zealand!   

80 New York Times, February 28, 1909.   
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The Elite Skating Rink opened adjacent to the Cottage Creek cemetery in September 1888 for 

proprietors K Skinner and Company and built by A Shedden and Sons.81  Such was the early 

popularity of the venture that special trains were laid on from Maitland to ferry enthusiastic skaters 

to and from the venue.82  The attraction of the rinks for amateur enjoyments was supplemented by 

the appearance of “famous” trick skaters such as Miss Mabel Sylvester, the American Ladies 

Champion and Mr R.J Aginton, the reputed world champion.   

The Elite Rink did not operate without some financial problems as the equipment and fittings had to 

be sold at auction in September 1889 due to non payment of rent, only one year after opening.  The 

purchaser was Mr Shedden, of Shedden and Sons, for £695, and which apparently occasioned some 

conflict during proceedings.  This led to the attempted murder of a van driver by Mr Smith the 

manager of the rink.83  However despite this confrontation the rink appears to continue in operation 

for the next two years though this new ownership was also troubled as the Shedden’s were sued 

over use of the electrical generating plant in 1891.84   

2.8 Western Markets and McLellan Hellyer 

By 1891 the popularity of skating had declined in Newcastle and it was reported that the rink was to 

close and the building be converted for a market building (see Figures 24 and 25): 

The front of the building is to be almost rebuilt.  The new entrance being almost 18 feet 

wide, with large plate glass windows, on the street front.  A handsome verandah is to be 

built over the street.  The back part of the building will be converted to an auction mart.85   

This building was to complement the existing Borough Market Building at Hunter Street east, built in 

1868, and was therefore referred to as the Western Markets.   

It would appear that the conversion required little in the way of major rebuilding and the main 

structure of the skating rick was retained for the markets.  Mr Shedden remained the owner, at this 

stage, and in 1892 he was able to arrange and pay for the laying of a rail siding to serve the markets 

building.  It was reported that it was to be erected with a view to installing the latest refrigeration 

                                                
81 Skinner also operated the Elite Skating Rink in Brisbane, Toowoomba, Sydney and Goulburn.  Cork, 
K and Tod L, 1993, Front Stalls or Back? : The History and Heritage of the Newcastle Theatres, 
Australian Theatre Historical Society, p.117 and Illustrated Sydney News, 27 June, 1889..  

82 MM & HRGA, October 20, 1888.   

83 MM & HRGA, 28th September, 1889.  

84 SMH, 12 June 1891.   

85 NH, December 5, 1891.   
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equipment in the complex.  At the same time it was also noted that the area had been “cleared of 

old buildings, previously standing thereon”.86   

In the early 1890s, to the north of the Western Markets building and adjacent to the east boundary 

of the study area, was the ironmongery of McLellan Hellyer (see Figures 22 and 26).87  The premises 

of McLellan Hellyer burnt down in a fire in November 1890 and a later coronial inquest returned an 

open verdict on the cause.88  The inquest investigated suspicions, mostly from the insurance 

company, that the fire was a deliberate act to raise money due to bad debts incurred by the 

owners.89  The fire reportedly broke out at about 12am with a fireball waking William Marks, a 

carter who lived on premises behind the store, indicating the existence of a separate structure 

behind the shop shown in Figure 22.  The stock and shop were insured for £2,300.90  The premises 

were completely destroyed in the fire and any surviving stock of the firm was sold the following 

year, on site, in a sale no doubt forced by the firm’s creditors and described as a “peremptory sale” 

of a variety of sheet iron and agricultural equipment.91   

The fire and its aftermath obviously had a severe effect on Henry Hellyer who reportedly moved the 

family about in the years following residing in Port Pirie, Wangaratta, Holbrook and Gosford.  He 

remained, however, involved in the hardware business for the remainder of his life, mostly involved 

in country jobs.92   

It appears that soon after this destructive fire, sometime in 1892 or later, another small structure 

was built at this north-east corner of the site fronting Hunter Street, with another behind, possibly 

stables (see Figure 25).  No information is currently available regarding the nature of the occupation 

here at that time.   

The meandering course of Cottage (Swamp) Creek was modified in 1896-97 by restricting its flow to 

a concrete-lined, open drainage channel (see Figure 28).  The periodic flooding which afflicted this 

part of Newcastle was now more manageable and it was presumably at the same time that the 

Cottage Creek Bridge was refurbished.   

The tenants listed on the site in 1901 included George Beale, Thomas Curle (lime merchant), Samuel 

Dark, Laverty and Stronach (Auctioneers Produce & Commission Agents) and J Ireland (Flour grain & 

                                                
86 MM & HRGA, April 30, 1892.   

87 The owners were Henry Jasper Hellyer (b 1867-d.1945) and Archibald McLellan  

88 MM & HRGA, 15th November and 20th November, 1890.   

89 SMH, 20 November, 1890.   

90 NSW Police Gazette, Nov, 1890, SR Rl 3140.   

91 MM & HRGA, 25th April, 1891.   

92 http://glendafae.com/getperson.php?personID=I16&tree=Glenda and Appendix A.   
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produce merchants & general importer).93 The nature of the occupation by these tenants is unknown 

at this stage.   

Dark operated the Newcastle Ice and Refrigerating Works so it would appear that Shedden’s 

refrigeration plant for the Western Markets continued operations under a different trading name 

into the 20th Century.   

2.9 20th Century and Palais Royale 

The area to the north of the site saw increasing reclamation from the late 19th Century onwards 

which involved major changes to areas around the Palais. 

In August 1916 a contract was let out for the exhumation of the two cemeteries in this area by 

Newcastle Public Works.94  The remains were to be exhumed “with the utmost care” and transferred 

to the Sandgate Cemetery.  Despite the level of care claimed research suggests that there may still 

remain over 2000 unrecovered burials within the two former graveyards, to the north of the study 

area.95  After the exhumation of the cemeteries to the west the land became the Motor Showroom 

and maintenance shop of Young and Green which remained on the cemetery site until the 1970s 

(see Figure 35).  Motoring enterprises were to characterise this area of Hunter Street west through 

the 20th century.96   

Only a few years after the conversion in to the Western markets the premises were refurbished 

again to regain its purpose as a place of entertainment.  It opened as the Empire Music Hall on the 

1st of November, 1894.97  The lease was Mr Waterman and the architect was a Mr Bennett.   

At its opening it was reported to be 100 feet by 30 feet with a stage 50 feet by 20 feet with seating 

for 800 people.  Again it would appear that the existing structure was largely re-used and the 

architect may have been simply employed in the internal fit out and alterations to exterior detailing 

rather than a complete rebuild.   

The first incarnation as a dance hall appear to have been interrupted after a decade or so as the 

occupants for the site in 1912-3 are shown as: The Newcastle Co-Operative Milk Society (occupying 

                                                
93 Federal Directory of Newcastle and District, 1901, Newcastle, Australia: Davies and Cannington.   

94 Sheehan, op cit , p.10.   

95 See Sheehan, op cit, p.10 and Roman Catholic Burial Ground, 1842-1881, Newcastle Family History 
Society Inc, p.7.   

96 Another large motor firm, McLeod, Kelso and Lee, opened a two storey showroom known as 
Chevrolet Park in Hunter Street in January 1936.  SMH, 7 January, 1936.   

97 Cork and Tod, op cit, p.117.   
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the rear of the site); the clothier, Howard Manufacturing Co Ltd (occupying the central portion of 

the site) and Loverly and Co (occupying the eastern corner of the building).98 

Vaudeville occupied the stage here until the advent of silent movies in the 1920s.  In the late 1920s 

the Empire underwent a major refurbishment to become the Empire Palais Royale dance hall (see 

Figure 32).99  The major change was the construction of a new arched brick facade with two cupolas 

and extensive changes in internal detailing with elaborate painted ceilings, rubber carpeting and an 

awning by Wunderlich.100  Charles Green was the builder and contractor.   

The Newcastle suburban rail network was upgraded in the 1930s and as a consequence Honeysuckle 

Station was finally closed on February 8, 1936 and was replaced by Civic and Wickham stations in 

the same year (see Figure 33).101   

In 1937 the site is occupied by Snider and Dean (theatre?) Further renovations were undertaken in 

1939 and the venue continued as a dance hall, though its association with skating had not been 

completely severed as the Palais was cited as a fine example of the use of the “wonder board” 

masonite in the floor of the skating rink.102  In 1946 the site was leased by Olympia Enterprises, who 

operated through the 1940s and 50s here, and featured the “Newcastle Palais Nation Famous Old 

Time Band” (see Figure 34).103  Phil Furley, an Englishman and one of Olympia’s directors, had 

formerly worked for 2CA in Canberra, and then 2HD in Newcastle.104 He was often referred to as the 

“golden voice” and once reportedly gave a broadcast from within a lion cage at Wirth’s Circus.105   

The site was resumed on October 24 1951 by the Commissioner of Railways.106  Up until this time it 

had remained in the hands of the Dangar Family.  In 1974 it was transferred to the Public Transport 

Commission of NSW and in 1986 to the State Rail Authority of NSW.107  It was ultimately transferred 

to the Honeysuckle Development Corporation in 1993.   

                                                
98 Hunter Water Archives.   

99 Ibid, p.118.   

100 Newcastle Morning Herald, March 23, 1929.   

101 McKillop, op cit, Appendix 1.   

102 The West Australian, 29 June, 1940.   

103 Cork and Tod, op cit, p.118.  The directors of Olympia Enterprises were listed as Fred Pears, Phil 
Furley and Jack Speering (Speering also conducted the band).  Canberra Times, November 2, 1954.    

104 Sydney Morning Herald, April 16, 2004.   

105 ABC, Media Report, Interview on 65th Anniversary of 2CA, December 19, 1996.   

106 Register of Resumptions No. 5266, NSW LTO.   

107 Cert of Title, Vol 10259 Fol. 119, NSW LTO.   
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Figure 5. Corroboree at Newcastle.  (NSW SL. Joseph Lycett ,undated but c.1817-8, Dixon 

Gallery).    

 

Figure 6. Aborigines resting by camp fire, near the mouth of the Hunter River, Newcastle, 

NSW. (Joseph Lycett 1817, NLA).    
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Figure 7. Jemmy – Newcastle Tribe. (W.H., Fernyhough, c 1830s, NLA 3789307).   
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Figure 8. Part of Hunter’s River Surveyed by Lieut. C. Jefferies, 1816 (LH.A.6223.894/6). 
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Figure 9. Joseph Lycett, Newcastle, New South Wales, looking towards Prospect Hill, 

c.1816, (Newcastle Regional Library).   

 

Figure 10. Possible view of the cottage from the north with detail showing the structure 

fronting a small beach along the river.  Note the single chimney at the west side 

of the structure.  Other than the cottage the site appears to be generally 

undeveloped.  (Joseph Lycett - Collector's Chest - c1820 State Library of NSW).   
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Figure 11. Mitchell’s 1828 sketch of the town from Flagstaff Hill.  The government cottage is shown as “U” to the right of the sketch.  It is an isolated and cleared site between two undeveloped areas of bush – probably 

mangroves before and bushland behind.(T L Mitchell, Field Book, Port Jackson and Newcastle, 1828 (C 40) State Library of New South Wales).    
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Figure 12. Map showing the site with a structure represented as a simple rectangle in the 

centre of the allotment.  (White, G Sketch shewing land in the vicinity of 

Newcastle for Roman Catholic Burial Ground, September 1841, NSWSR, Map 

1855).   
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Figure 13. Henry Dangar, (Hunter Photo Bank 056 00214).  .   

 

Figure 14. Report in the Maitland Mercury of Feb 9, 1848.   
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Figure 15. Boning Room of the Maribyrnong Works in Melbourne.  (The Australasian 

Sketcher, April 19, 1873).    

 

Figure 16. Preserving Room of the Maribyrnong Works in Melbourne with the lowering of 

tins of meat into the salt bath.  (The Australasian Sketcher, April 19, 1873) 
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Figure 17. Obverse of Dangar’s 1851 Great Exhibition Medallions now held in the Newcastle 

Regional Museum.  Inscription reads "NEWCASTLE NSW FRESH MEAT PRESERVING 

CO. CLASS 111. PRIZE MEDAL OF THE EXHIBITION".  (Newcastle Regional Museum, 

1988/178-2a).   

 

Figure 18. Reverse of Dangar’s 1851 Great Exhibition Medallions now held in the Newcastle 

Regional Museum.  (Newcastle Regional Museum, 1988/178-2b) 
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Figure 19. Detail of plan of the sale of allotments of the AA Company, 1853 with the study 

area shown prior to the development of the rail line.   The Dangar meatworks 

site is simply noted as “Meat Preserving Establishment” with no details. (Plan of 

Part of the Australian Agricultural Company’s Estate – Newcastle, G Darby, 1853, 

ML Z/M3 811.251/1853/1.)   
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Figure 20. View looking west up the Hunter River showing the road and rail connection to 

Maitland.  The site is approximately beyond where the roads and railway diverge 

and this image shows an undistinguished structure in this area (indicated).  Given 

the date of the image it is curious that neither of the two cemeteries appear to 

be shown and suggests that the representation is impressionistic.   (“A Peep at 

the Bush and the Hunter River from the Obelisk Above the Town of Newcastle, 

New South Wales, February 1861”, J Oldham, ML DG VIb 14.)   
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Figure 21. Detail of late 19th Century western Newcastle.  The plan appears to show only 

the structural frontages of each allotment.  What is clear however is that an “L” 

shaped building was recorded on the site whose purpose at this stage is 

unknown.  (Plan of the Port of Newcastle, 1875, Map RM818, NLA.)   
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Figure 22. The picture looks north across Hunter Street and dates to early 1890 as McLellan Hellyer still stands (pre Nov 1890) and the advertisement for the carnival at 

the skating rink is for Thursday July 31 which is correct for 1890.  Note Honeysuckle Point Station at right of photo where trains carrying skaters could 

discharge their passengers.  (Elite Skating Rink, McLellan Hellyer and Co Ironmongers, and Stationmasters House, Hunter Street West, Newcastle, NSW (1890), 

Snowball Coll).   
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Figure 23. Interior of the Elite Skating Rink, Hunter Street West, Newcastle, NSW (nd). (Snowball Coll.)   
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Figure 24. City Arcade and Western Markets, Hunter Street, Newcastle West, 8 February 1892, Snowball Coll.  Note the addition of the verandah over the footpath and 

the picture windows at the western end in the conversion from the skating rink. The McLellan and Helyer Building had burnt down in November 1890 and the 

free space is now being used for “parking” for the markets.  (Snowball Coll.) 
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Figure 25. Plan of the site dated to 1896 with the site in its configuration after the destruction of the McLellan Hellyer store but with the main structure still indicated 

as being the Western Markets.  Note the branch line, paid for by the Shedden’s, serving the eastern side of the markets and the two small structures now 

replacing the McLellan Hellyer building (Newcastle Library LHM C 919.443).   
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Figure 26. Henry Jasper Hellyer (http://www.glendafae.com/showalbum.php?albumID=4).   

 

Figure 27. View east across the rear of the cemetery.  Note the rear of the Arcade/Market 

building on brick piers and the western extent of the Honeysuckle Point 

Platform running behind the site.  (Sharp, Alfred, View from Tower A.J.S Bank 

Wickham NSW, 1894 from a painting in a private collection in Sheehan, 1999, 

p.iv).   
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Figure 28. Cottage Creek Drain, Newcastle West, NSW, January 1897. (Snowball Coll). 
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Figure 29. Palais Building in the late 1890searly 1900s.  (Nolan and Laverty, Steel Street (sic), Newcastle, NSW, Australia, Uni Newcastle 

Cultural Coll.) 
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Figure 30. Waiting for royals at Honeysuckle, Newcastle, NSW, 25 May 1901.  Note the figure at the top left of photo standing on a structure on the 

Palais Royale site.  (Snowball Coll.)
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Figure 31. 1916 Parish plan showing the site as George Weller’s 2 roods.  Note the 

indication of the former high water mark at the north of the allotment and the 

platform for Honeysuckle Station extends across this north boundary. (Parish 

Plan, Newcastle City, 1916, (10855601) NSW Lands Dept). 
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Figure 32. Advertisement for the Empire Palais Royale dance hall. (“The City of Newcastle, 

1928, Newcastle City Council) 
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Figure 33. Photo taken on the day of closure of the Honeysuckle railway Station.  The 

galvanised iron structure at right is the rear of the Palais Building on the study 

area. (ML SPF)  

 

Figure 34. Phil Furley's Band, 1947. 

(http://www.newcastlebandsdatabase.com.au/Pages/Phil_Furleys_Band.htm) 
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Figure 35. Hunter Street west in the 1960s.  The Palais Royale is indicated.  Note the 

motor yards and workshops, one of which is Young and Green adjacent to the 

site, which typified this area in the mid to late 20th Century.   
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3. TRENCH REPORTS 

3.1 Introduction 

The following trench reports present the results of archaeological excavations undertaken in 

advance of development of the site.  Two trenches (TR 1 and TR 2) were excavated in 2007, as part 

of work for a previous Development Application, to test the condition, extent and significance of 

relics indicated at the site by the preceding archaeological assessment.  

The two trenches excavated at this time were set out in the centre of the site to test for remains 

of the Government Cottage; this location being indicated by scale overlaying of an 1841 plan 

(shown at figure 79) with current plans of the locality showing the site.  The results of those 

excavations, while confirming the archaeological potential of the site to contain remains of 

historical occupation, did not identify conclusive evidence of remains associated with either the 

cottage or Dangar’s occupation, although features considered to represent evidence of tillage, 

perhaps undertaken during the early historical occupation period when the site was occupied by the 

cottage, were observed and recorded during the test investigation.  The report on that 2007 test 

excavation has been included as Appendix A.   

• TR 3 was sited to mitigate the impact of the proposed installation of a sedimentation tank 

along the eastern boundary of the site below ground (this tank was subsequently not 

installed); 

• TR 4 was sited to further investigate the central area of the site for the presence of cottage 

and/or Dangar period remains.   

3.2 Trench 3 Excavation Results 

3.2.1 General Description and Results  

Trench 3 (T3) was located on the eastern edge of the site, along the length of Steel Street with a 

smaller frontage along Hunter Street. The approximate length of the trench was 24 metres (north-

south) by 6 metres wide (east-west) and it was wholly enclosed by the existing footpaths of Hunter 

and Steel Streets and a concrete footing (c1011) that ran north south, approximately 7 metres from 

the Steel Street boundary (see Figures 36 and 37).  

The excavation in T3 identified 286 features (context numbers 1000 to 1285). Not all of these items 

were archaeologically excavated and 21 of the contexts were ultimately demonstrated to not be 

significant features. The context numbers for these latter items were not reused (see Appendix C?).  
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Figure 36. Trench 3, looking south: showing concrete surfaces on left, footing (c1011) on 

right and brick footing (c1158) in foreground. The ground between the north 

arrow and wall (c1158) was a recent, disturbed fill (c1087) overlying cistern 

(c1089). 
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Figure 37. Trench 3, looking north: showing footing (c1011) on left, concrete surfaces on 

the right and a remnant of topsoil (c1092) in the foreground. Note the burnt, 

destruction layer (c1163=1183=1184=1193) of the McLellan and Hellyer hardware 

store, manifest as black patches, throughout the trench. ). 

3.2.2 Site Phasing 

A review of the historical evidence for the site established seven broad occupation phases, as 

follows: 

1. Aboriginal and Early European Occupation; 

2. Government Farm/Cottage; 

3. Weller and Scott occupation; 

4. Henry Dangar and the Newcastle Meatworks; 

5. Railway Period; 

6. Elite Skating Rick and Western Markets; 

7. 20th Century and Palais Royale.   

Not all of the phases were represented archaeologically.  While refinements to the phasing may 

occur as the result of artefact analysis, it was determined that the majority of features were 

attributable to the mid to late nineteenth century (phase 5) however some features assigned to 

occupation phases 7, 6 and 1 were also identified. These are discussed below. 
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3.2.3 Phases 6-7 (Elite Skating Rink/Palais Royale, 

c.1888-2008)  

Trench 3 was covered by grassy topsoil (c1092). This topsoil was removed by machine exposing a 

series of earlier surfaces, footings and fills which are discussed below in relation to the occupation 

phase with which they were associated. 

Elite Skating Rink/Palais Royale, c.1888-2008  

Along the eastern edge of the trench, adjacent to the Steele Street boundary, a series of twentieth 

century surfaces and associated levelling fills were revealed (see Figures 35 and 36). The 

description of these surfaces and fills will start in the south and proceed north. 

In the south, the uppermost surface was a concrete slab (c1192) 100 mm thick. Underlying this slab 

was the levelling fill of (c1036). This fill was a crushed lime- mortar and plaster with no charcoal or 

ash inclusions. It varied in thickness between 300-1050 mm. The length of this deposit was 

approximately 9000 mm. Underlying this was another fill (c1193) which represented the destruction 

by fire of a store in 1890. This unit will be described in detail in Phase 5. In this area, the cleaning 

fill (c1195) was a mixture of these overburden fills, especially (c1193), and the interface of sand 

(c1194), another deposit identified with Phase 5. 

In the central portion of the site, a bitumen surface (c1002) overlay – and may have been a repair 

of  - a concrete slab (c1153). Sterile, yellow-white sand (c1003), 35-65 mm thick, was revealed 

below the concrete was . Beneath this sand was a levelling fill (c1006=1189) comprised of whole 

and fragmentary sandstock bricks, some sandstone fragments and used coal. This fill had been 

deposited on a sandy deposit (c1004) which related to occupation Phase 5. The concrete slab 

(c1153) was framed by a piece of timber shuttering (c1152) at its northern edge. On the other side 

of this timber was another concrete slab surface (c1000). This surface was later cut and filled with 

bitumen (c1001). The concrete slab (c1000) had been formed on the surface of deposit (c1004).      

At the northern end of the site, a series of successive concrete slabs had been cut (c1219) and 

filled (c1220) with a mixture of concrete and sandstock brick and PVC piping fragments (see Figure 

37). The uppermost of these concrete slabs (c1215) used a mixed stone and glass aggregate. 

Concrete slab (c1216) used a pebble aggregate and had been poured over two metallic water pipes 

(c1223) and (c1224) which were 450-500mm in diameter. These pipes had been laid directly on top 

of concrete slab (c1217), which used a pebble aggregate.  

These concrete slabs at the northern end of the site (c1215, c1216 and c1217) were located north 

of a wall (c1158) oriented east-west, with a return extending south at its western end. It was also 

related to the concrete footing (c1011) which formed the western edge to Trench 3.  
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Structure (c1158) was a dry-pressed brick wall, bonded with hard grey cement and laid on a 

concrete footing (see Figure 37). Its north-south return was 1850 mm long and it abutted an 

unmortared, alignment of mixed recycled sandstock and dry-pressed bricks (c1078=1157) which 

extended to the south. This feature was constructed or deposited directly on the underlying 

deposits and not on the concrete base. Adjacent to the northern edge of wall (c1158) was a deposit 

(c1151) consisting of gritty, black-brown sand with rubble fragments of brick and sandstone and 

inclusions of coal. A shilling dated to 1918 was recovered from this deposit.   

A feature (c1188), consisting of an isolated section of un-bonded sandstock bricks, arranged on a 

north-south alignment and with a single brick return extending to the east at the southern end of 

the feature was identified in the southern part of the trench. It was considered to be associated 

with walls (c1078=1157). 

A concrete pad (c1156) was revealed directly beneath the dry-pressed brick wall (c1158) and 

service drain (c1098). It was circular with a 260 mm diameter and was adjacent to the brick cistern 

(c1089) described below.  

The concrete footing (c1011) that formed the western edge of the trench had an average width of 

600 mm and was buttressed with piers set on 2500-2600mm spacing (see Figures 36 and 37). The 

width of these buttressing piers was 800 mm. The depth of the footing was 360 mm. The footing 

was contained within a cut (c1010) which formed a linear trench with an average width of 90 mm 

and a depth of 190 mm. The packing fill (c1012) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. A one 

meter section of this fill was excavated to test its contents. These turned out to include slag, 

bottle glass and ferrous metal nails.  

Fill (c1086) was identified between footing (c1011) and brick wall (c1078=1157). This fill was not 

subsequently excavated, but its surface materials consisted of gritty textured, grey-brown sand 

with coal inclusions. A water service pipe (c1079) was identified within this fill.  

A number of other service pipes were associated with both of the above structural elements. Two 

glazed, earthenware pipes (c1225) and (c1221) were observed in association with concrete footing 

(c1011). The services associated with wall (c1158) were a metallic water pipe (c1226) and two 

glazed earthenware pipes (c1222) and (c1159). The trench cut (c1213) for the latter service pipe 

(c1159) was packed by fill (c1212).  

Deposit (c1214) was a mixed grey sand with building rubble. It was located on the northern side of 

wall (c1158). 
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Figure 38. Trench3, looking east: Cistern (c1089) with standpipe (c1099) in centre and the 

brick footing (c1158) running over the northern edge of the cistern wall. In the 

upper left are the concrete surfaces of (c1215), (c1216) and (c1217). Service 

pipes (c1098) and (c1159) are also visible in the foreground. (Looking east).    

3.2.4 Non-Palais businesses in eastern allotment, 

c.1890-2008 

Several of the features associated with the Palais building proper cut through and disturbed items 

identified with structures in the south east corner of the site.  

The concrete footing (c1010), as described above, was contained within a cut (c1011). This cut was 

excavated into deposit (c1009), an amorphous shaped area of gritty textured, black-brown sand 

with burnt coal inclusions.  

The unmortared brick wall (c1078=1157), an extension of wall (c1158), was excavated into deposit 

(c1076=1081) which was a black-brown sand with inclusions of coal and stone contained within cut 

(c1077=1082). A brick pier (c1080) and a concrete pier (c1133) were also identified within this cut, 

and the fill (c1076=1081).   

Major disturbance in Trench3 was observed in the excavation of a pit cut (c1088) through the fills 

and structures.  Within the pit cut was a fill (c1087) comprising recent demolition material 

including plastic bottles and soft drink cans (see Figure 36). The removal of this fill exposed a 
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circular brick cistern (c1089) with an external diameter of 2900 mm and an internal diameter of 

2450 mm (see Figure 38). The fill (c1090) contained within the cistern was similar to (c1087). It was 

a recent fill comprising rubble – including dry-pressed bricks, concrete and timbers – metal 

sheeting, plastic bottles and soft drink cans, window and bottle glass, insulation foam, geo-textile 

fabric and a plastic cigarette lighter.  There were however, also items from the c.1920s/1930s such 

as ceramic car engine plugs, indicating that fill (c1090) was probably mixed with items already 

within the cistern. The cistern was not fully excavated and was abandoned at a depth of 1600 mm 

below the top course of brickwork, at which point the watertable was reached..      

The cistern (c1089) was constructed from machine made bricks with an English bond coursing and 

bonded with grey sandy cement mortar. The structure was contained within cut (c1091) which was 

excavated into the natural sand (c1005). Two pipes were cut into the upper coursework of the 

structure (see Figure 38). Along the southern edge a standpipe (c1099) of 130 mm diameter was 

placed within a breach (c1201) cut into the cistern wall. This cut was made with care as bricks 

were removed and a v-shaped notch had been carved for the placement of the standpipe. The 

other breach (c1200) cut into the cistern was located in the north-western edge and housed a 50 

mm diameter water pipe (c1155). This breach was made with less care and was cut through bricks 

leaving remnant portions in situ.    

Several postholes were also recorded in this area. They were interpreted as being created during 

the early part of phase 6, i.e. in the late nineteenth/early twentieth century. 

• Posthole (c1145)/(c1034)/(c1035). The post-pipe (c1145) was rectangular and measured 140 

mm x 130 mm and 220 mm deep. The base was slightly concave. The post was probably 

roughly square-dressed timber. The packing fill (c1034) was grey-black sand with flecks of 

mortar and contained metal, slag and a sandstone fragment. The cut (c1035) was excavated  

into deposit (c1036) and measured 370 mm x 300 mm and 280 mm deep. The sides were 

vertical with a concave base.   

• Probable posthole (c1134)/(c1135). This unexcavated feature was only partly visible and 

continued beneath the eastern section of Trench 3. The fill (c1134) was gritty, black-brown 

sand with ferrous metal can fragments and coal.  

• Probable posthole (c1227)/(c1228). This feature was not excavated. The fill (c1227) was 

pink-brown sand with sandstock brick fragments and window glass. The cut (c1228) in plan 

was rectangular and measured 240 mm x 220 mm. The distinctive colour of the fill was the 

result of the feature being cut into the pink sand deposit of (c1211).     

3.2.5 Phase 5: Railway development, 1853-c.1880s 

A dense network of postholes and deposits were exposed that were interpreted as being mid to late 

nineteenth century (phase 5) in origin. The southern portion of the trench had been occupied by 
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the McLellan and Hellyer Hardware store that burnt down in 1890. The destruction layer 

(c1163=1183=1184=1193) of this event not only sealed the features related to this hardware store, 

and earlier phases, but overlay fill (c1004) which sealed the features further to the north (see 

Figure 37).    

3.2.6 The McLellan and Hellyer Hardware Store 

The destruction of the McLellan and Hellyer hardware store in November 1890 was evidenced by fill 

(c1163=1183=1184=1193), a black sand with coal and charcoal inclusions as well as artefacts. In the 

process of clearing this area a cleaning fill (c1195), mentioned above in Phase 5, was collected and 

while it was a mixture of the nineteenth century features of (c1163=1183=1184=1193) and (c1194), 

some contamination from the upper, later units was inevitable. Cut (c1164) was a depression 

attributed to deposit (c1163) above. 

The features described below were all cut into deposit (c1194), a light yellow-brown sand that 

contained artefacts, including sheep bone, bottle glass, ceramic and metal fragments such as a 

rose-head nail. 

Due to time constraints on the investigation, most of the features underlying the destruction layer 

(c1163=1183=1184=1193) in the southern zone were not excavated. The only feature to have been 

excavated was a probable posthole (c1171)/(c1172) (see Figure 39). It was filled (c1171) with grey-

brown to black sand with inclusions of charcoal – especially in the upper 20 mm - decayed wood and 

artefacts including metal fragments, bone and ceramic. The cut (c1172) was square shaped with a 

straight sided edge and flat to concave base. The dimensions of the cut measured 440 x 440 mm 

and 220-260 mm deep. 
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Figure 39. Trench 3: Posthole (c1172) with packing fill (c1171) excavated. (Looking east) 

Of the remaining features there was a clustering of likely postholes, pits and deposits. Identifiable 

spatial patterns were limited due to the density of features Such identifiable patters are described 

below. 

A cluster of small, circular postholes indicated the presence of archaeological remains of a 

structure with its length aligned on a north-south axis (see Figure 40). These postholes were 

numbered: (c1234)/(c1235), (c1248)/(c1249), (c1259)/(c1260), (c1257)/(c1258), (c1177)/(c1178), 

(c1179)/(c1180), (c1205)/(c1206) and (c1181)/(c1182). The posthole pattern was sub-rectangular in 

form, measuring 2500 mm in length by 1000 mm in width. A flanking post (c1181)/(c1182), on the 

western side of the southern end extended the width to 1500 mm. The majority of these features 

contained fills showing evidence that the building they represented had been destroyed or affected 

by fire and on that basis they were considered likely to be associated with the former hardware 

store built on this part of the site. The main posthole remains of this building included:   

• Probable posthole (c1234)/(c1235). Fill (c1234) was grey-brown sand with ash. The circular 

cut (c1235) was 170 mm diameter. It cut deposit (c1236)/(c1237) 

• Probable posthole (c1248)/(c1249). Fill (c1248) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The circular cut (c1235) was 140 mm diameter.   

• Probable posthole (c1259)/(c1260). Fill (c1259) was black to grey-brown sand with burnt 

timber and ash. The circular cut (c1235) was 180 mm diameter. It cut deposit (c1261).  

• Probable posthole (c1257)/(c1258). Fill (c1257) was grey-brown sand with ash. The circular 

cut (c1235) was 140 mm diameter.   
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• Probable posthole (c1177)/(c1178). The sub-circular cut (c1235) was 110 mm x 80 mm. It 

cut deposit (c1209)/(c1210).  

• Probable posthole (c1179)/(c1180). Fill (c1179) was black-grey sand with abundant charcoal 

and ash. The circular cut (c1235) was 140 mm diameter. It cut deposit (c1207)/(c1208).  

• Probable posthole (c1205)/(c1206). Fill (c1205) was grey-brown sand with ash. The circular 

cut (c1235) was 120 mm diameter.  It cut deposit (c1207)/(c1208). 

• Probable posthole (c1181)/(c1182). Fill (c1181) was black to grey-brown sand with ash and 

charcoal. The circular cut (c1235) was 140 mm diameter.   

 

Figure 40. Trench 3: Southern end of trench in the area once occupied by the McLellan and 

Hellyer hardware store. The fire demolition of this structure in 1890 was 

represented by fill (c1163=1183=1184=1193) which has been excavated. The 

traces of circular postholes on a north-south alignment can be seen either side 

of the vertical photographic scale. Two sandstone piers, (c1173) in the south 

and (c1185) to the north in the top-right, are also seen towards the right. 

(Looking north).     

The above mentioned features marked the extent of a potential spatial patterning of features. The 

next array of features were those either cut by, or cutting into, the same features as the above 

postholes. 
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• Deposit (c1207)/(c1208). It was a linear shaped deposit. The fill (c1207) was grey-brown 

sand with yellow-brown mottling and inclusions of coal flecks. It was cut by postholes 

(c1180) and (c1206). 

• Deposit (c1209)/(c1210). A roughly linear feature the fill (c1209) was mid grey-brown sand. 

It was cut by deposit (c1208) and postholes (c1178) and (c1239). 

• Probable posthole (c1238)/(c1239). Fill (c1238) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1239) was sub-rectangular and measured 250 mm x 230 mm. It cut deposit 

(c1207).  

• Deposit (c1261). This deposit was an amorphous shape consisting of grey brown sand with 

coal inclusions. It was cut by posthole (c1260). 

The next set of identifiable features considered likely to represent a former structure were 

identified within the confines marked out by the above mentioned structure. It is not suggested 

that these were necessarily part of that structure, or with the hardware store. They may pre-date 

that occupation phase.. Only those features showing evidence of fire, such as ash or burnt timber, 

would have been part of the hardware store.   

• Probable posthole (c1240)/(c1241). Fill (c1240) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The near-circular cut measured 480 mm diameter.  

• Probable posthole (c1250)/(c1251). Fill (c1250) was mixed black and grey-brown sand with 

burnt timber and ash. The cut (c1251) was rectangular and measured 130 mm x 110 mm.  

• Feature (c1252)/(c1253). Fill (c1252) was mixed black and grey-brown sand with burnt 

timber and ash. It was a t-shaped feature that measured 280 mm x 270 mm. 

• Deposit (c1236)/(c1237). Fill (c1236) was black to grey-brown sand with burnt timber and 

ash. It was cut by posthole (c1235). 

• Deposit (c1256). It was a black to grey-brown sand with burnt timber and ash. 

Two piers identified in the southern portion of the site were also considered to be remnants of the 

McLellan and Hellyer hardware store (see Figure 40). These piers, (c1173) and (c1185) were aligned 

north-south and were separated by c.6000 mm. Both were made from roughly cut sandstone. The 

southernmost pier (c1173) was contained within a cut (c1174). The pier measured 360 mm x 330 

mm and at least 250 mm high. The northern pier (c1185) measured 360 mm x 350 mm and at least 

250 mm high. This pier had been cut into a feature interpreted as a pit (c1268)/ (c1269). It was 

considered likely that these piers supported the joists for the hardware store floor. The pit cut by 

the piers (c1268)/(c1269) was filled (c1268) with grey ash combined with crushed mortar and coal 

flecks. In plan the cut (c1269) was an amorphous shape. It underlay pier (c1185). 
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The remaining features considered to be worthy of description displayed no obvious spatial pattern. 

The features that demonstrated evidence for fire, like those described previously, were attributed 

to the hardware store. Unless demonstrated by phasing, features without ash - or other evidence of 

destruction by fire - most likely pre-dated the hardware store. 

• Probable posthole (c1230)/(c1231). Fill (c1230) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. It 

was sub-rectangular and continued beneath the southern section. It measured >230 mm x 

180 mm. It cut posthole (c1233). 

• Probable posthole (c1232)/(c1233). Fill (c1232) was mixed black and grey-brown sand with 

burnt timber and ash. The cut was rectangular and continued beneath the southern section. 

It measured >380 mm x 360 mm. It was cut by posthole (c1231). 

• Feature (c1246)/(c1247). This feature was barely visible as it continued beneath the 

eastern section. It cut the likely posthole (c1245). 

• Probable posthole (c1244)/(c1245). Fill (c1244) was black to grey-brown sand with burnt 

timber and ash. The sub-circular cut (c1245) measured >360 mm x 330 mm. It was cut in its 

eastern part by feature (c1247). 

• Probable posthole (c1161)/(c1162). Fill (c1161) was black-grey sand with mortar flecks and 

ash. The cut (c1162) continued beneath the eastern section. It measured 300 mm x >200 

mm.  

• Deposit (c1165)/(c1166). The fill (c1165) was black humic sand with charcoal, burnt wood 

and ash. It was an amorphous shaped deposit that was perhaps part of the timber hardware 

store that collapsed at the time of the fire in 1890. 

• Probable pit (c1167)/(c1168). Fill (c1167) was black, humic sand with charcoal, and 

decayed wood. It was sub-rectangular and continued beneath the eastern section.  

• Deposit (c1169)/(c1170). Was a thin, linear feature that measured 640 mm x 60 mm. 

• Probable pit (c1175)/(c1176). Fill (c1175) was a grey-brown to black sand with inclusions of 

charcoal and decayed wood, metal and window glass fragments. In plan the cut (c1176) was 

sub-circular and continued beneath the southern section. 

• Probable posthole (c1186)/(c1187). Fill (c1186) was grey-brown sand with coal. In plan the 

cut (c1187) was sub-circular and measured 360 mm x 240 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1202)/(c1203). Fill (c1202) was black-grey humic sand with charcoal 

and ash. The cut (c1203) was sub-circular and measured 270 mm x 210 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1242)/(c1243). Fill (c1242) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1243) was sub-rectangular and measured 380 mm x 210 mm. 
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• Deposit (c1267). The amorphous shaped deposit was grey ash with crushed mortar and coal 

flecks. It overlay posthole (c1266). 

• Probable posthole (c1265)/(c1266). Fill (c1265) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1266) was rectangular and measured 280 mm x 250 mm. It was overlain by 

deposit (c1267). 

• Probable posthole (c1254)/(c1255). Fill (c1254) was black to grey-brown sand with burnt 

timber and ash. The cut (c1255) was sub-circular and measured 320 mm x 300 mm.  

• Probable posthole (c1263)/(c1264). Fill (c1263) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1264) was rectangular and measured 570 mm x 390 mm.  

• Probable posthole (c1270)/(c1271). Fill (c1270) was grey-brown sand with crushed 

sandstock brick inclusions. The cut (c1271) was rectangular and measured 120 mm x 100 

mm.  

• Probable posthole (c1272)/(c1273). Fill (c1272) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1273) was squarish and measured 280 mm x 270 mm.  

• Probable pit (c1274)/(c1275). Fill (c1274) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. The cut 

(c1275) was only preserved in its southern part. It was rectangular and measured >540 mm 

x 500 mm.  

• Probable posthole (c1276)/(c1277). Fill (c1276) was grey brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1277) was sub-rectangular and measured 260 mm x 130 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1279)/(c1278). Fill (c1279) was grey-brown sand with ash. The cut 

(c1278) was sub-rounded and measured 280 mm x 130 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1280)/(c1281). Fill (c1280) was grey-brown sand with coal inclusions. 

The cut (c1281) was sub-rounded and measured 430 mm x 140 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1282)/(c1283). Fill (c1282) was grey-brown sand with ash. The cut 

(c1282) was circular and measured 180 mm diameter.  

• Probable pit (c1284)/(c1285). Fill (c1284) was grey-brown sand with coal inclusions. The cut 

(c1285) was rectangular. The western end of the feature was cut by trench (c1010) and 

measured >520 mm x 490 mm. 

• Deposit (c1229). The deposit was grey-brown sand with coal inclusions. It was a linear 

feature that continued under the eastern section. It measured >690 mm x 260 mm. 

• Deposit (c1262). The deposit was grey ash with crushed mortar and coal flecks. It was an 

amorphous shaped area that measured c.700 mm x 320 mm. 
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3.2.7 Allotment north of the McLellan and Hellyer 

Hardware Store 

The deposit (c1194), described above, was contemporary with deposit (c1004). This latter deposit 

(c1004) was located in the central area of Trench 3. It was mid brown sand that contained artefacts 

including the proximal phalanges of sheep, and coal fragments. Deposit (c1073) was also a patch of 

mid brown sand (c1004) contained within a depression that measured 410 mm x 290 mm and up to 

140 mm deep. 

Deposit (c1004) sealed the postholes and deposits belonging to structures dated to the mid to late 

nineteenth century. They were separate from the features considered to have been associated with 

the McLellan and Hellyer hardware store, which were further to the south. While the area was 

dense with features some alignments and patterns were indicated, although they formed no clear 

distribution that might suggest their association with another former structure..            

Three parallel alignments on an east-west orientation were observed. They will be referred to 

below as the northern, central and southern alignments, respectively. 

The northern alignment was a linear cluster of features oriented east-west (see Figure 40). It was 

located towards the northern end of the central area. This alignment, moving from east to west, 

was represented by the following cuts and fills: (c1104)/(c1105), (c1144)/(c1112)/(c1113), 

(c1114)/(c1115), (c1116)/(c1117), (c1118)/(c1119), (c1124)/(c1125), (c1120)/(c1121) and 

(c1122)/(c1123). 

• Probable posthole (c1104)/(c1105). The feature continued beneath the eastern section. 

The fill (c1104) was grey-brown sand with inclusions of coal and Nobby’s tuff. Artefacts in 

the fill included sandstock brick fragments, slag, ferrous metal fragments (fixtures) and a 

waterworn sandstone fragment. The cut (c1105) was sub-rounded and measured 350 mm x 

>170 mm and 240 mm deep. The sides of the post cut were vertical with a slightly concave 

base. The feature was cut into deposit (c1097). 

• Posthole (c1144)/(c1112)/(c1113) (see Figures 40 and 41). The post-pipe (c1144) was 

rectangular and measured 180 mm x 140 mm and 780 mm deep. Artefacts identified in the 

fill included bone, coal, ferrous metal, and ceramic. The post packing fill (c1112) was dark 

grey sand with inclusions of Nobby’s tuff. Artefacts included within this packing included a 

Redman aerated bottle, ceramics and an Aboriginal stone flake. The cut (c1113) was sub-

rectangular and measured 430 mm x 370 mm. The depth of the post hole was 580 mm with 

the post having been driven into the sand to a total depth of 780 mm below the occupation 

surface.    

• Probable posthole (c1114)/(c1115) (see Figure 40). This feature was not excavated. It was 

cut by posthole (c1113). The fill (c1114) was contained within a squarish cut (c1115) 
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measuring 340 mm x 320 mm. This cut was excavated through and post-dated feature 

(c1116)/(c1117). 

• Feature (c1116)/(c1117) (see Figure 40). This feature was not excavated. It was cut by 

posthole (c1115) and -by pit (c1038). The fill (c1116) was within an amorphous shaped cut 

(c1117) that was obscured by later features. The visible portion measured 540 mm x 220 

mm.  

• Probable posthole (c1118)/(c1119) (see Figure 40). This feature was not excavated. The 

visible component of the fill (c1118) was grey-brown sand with inclusions of coal and 

fragments of Nobby’s tuff. The cut (c1119) was sub-rectangular in plan and measured 310 

mm x 180 mm.      

• Probable posthole (c1124)/(c1125). This feature was underneath deposit (c1126). It was not 

excavated. The cut (c1125) was rectangular and measured >560 mm x 300 mm. 

• Probable posthole (c1120)/(c1121). This feature was not excavated. The cut (c1121 was 

amorphous in shape and measured 510 mm x 360 mm. It cut feature (c1122)/(c1123).   

• Probable posthole (c1122)/(c1123). This unexcavated feature was cut by the probable 

posthole (c1121). It was a linear shaped feature that measured >300 mm x160 mm. It 

continued beneath the western section and had been cut by (c1121).    
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Figure 41. Trench 3: Central cluster of features along the possible ‘Northern Alignment’. 

The circular posthole (c1144)/(c1112)/(c1113) cut the squarish posthole 

(c1114)/(c1115) which in turn cut the feature (c1116)/(c1117) near the bottom 

of the picture. To the right is the rectangular feature (c1118)/(c1119). (Looking 

south).   

 

Figure 42. Trench 3: Posthole (c1113) with the post-pipe (c1144) removed. Note the bottle 

along the northern edge of the post-pipe within the packing fill (c1112). It was 

produced for G.E. Redman, a local soft-drink and cordial maker (c.1870-1894), 

by J. Ross of Camperdown, Sydney. The date-range for this artefact was c.1877-

1897. (Looking east).  
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The central alignment was located approximately 1700 mm south of the northern alignment 

described above (see Figure 43). It contained the following features: (c1084)/(c1045)/(c1046), 

(c1096)/(c1071)/(c1072) and (c1150)/(c1131)/(c1132).       

Posthole (c1084)/(c1045)/(c1046) (see Figure 44). The post-pipe (c1084) was roughly circular and 

measured 120 mm x 100 mm and it was 140 mm deep. It was located in the northeast corner of the 

posthole and contained small brown inclusions that might have been fragments of ferrous metal. 

The packing fill (c1045) was gritty, mid to dark grey sand with inclusions of broken shell flakes. The 

cut (c1046) was sub-rectangular with vertical sides and a base that sloped to the west. A depression 

at the western end suggested another post-pipe but nothing in the packing fill was detected during 

excavation. 

Posthole (c1096)/(c1071)/(c1072) (see Figure 45). The post-pipe (c1096) was circular with a 120 

mm diameter and 410 mm deep. The post had been driven into the base of the posthole. The post-

pipe fill was grey-brown sand initially with some shell but became cleaner and darker in colour with 

depth. The packing fill (c1071) was mid grey loamy sand with inclusions of charcoal. Artefacts 

identified in this fill included three shells and one ceramic fragment. Root disturbance was also 

observed at the base of the fill. The cut (c1072) was circular and measured 260 mm x 210 mm. It’s 

depth was between 200-280 mm. The sides were cut vertically with a rounded base sloping towards 

the post-pipe which was formed up on the northern side of the posthole.  

Posthole (c1150)/(c1131)/(c1132) (see Figure 46). The post-pipe (c1150) was circular, between 90-

100 mm diameter and 390 mm deep. It contained grey-brown sand with slag lumps. It was off-

centre, towards the southeast corner of the feature. The packing fill (c1131) was a mottled, mid 

yellow-grey, loamy sand with brick fragments and shell inclusions. There was some root activity 

observed in the basal 80 mm of the fill. The cut (c1132) was sub-rectangular and measured 280 mm 

x 180 mm and was 390 mm deep. It was aligned on a northeast-southwest axis. The posthole cut 

deposit (c1027). 
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Figure 43. Trench 3: The upper right corner shows an area of excavated post-pipes and 

postholes including those related to the ‘Central’ and ‘Southern Alignments’. 

(Looking east).  

 

Figure 44. Trench 3: Posthole (c1046) with the post-pipe (c1084) and packing fill (c1045) 

excavated. It was the northern-most posthole of the ‘Central Alignment’. 

(Looking east). 
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Figure 45. Trench 3: Posthole (c1072) with the post-pipe (c1096) and packing fill (c1071) 

excavated. It was the centre posthole of the ‘Central Alignment’. (Looking 

east). 

 

Figure 46. Trench 3: Posthole (c1132) with the post-pipe (c1150) and packing fill (c1131) 

excavated. It was the southern-most posthole of the ‘Central Alignment’. 

(Looking east). 
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The southern alignment was located approximately 2400-2500 mm to the south of the central 

alignment described above (see Figure 43). It contained the following features: 

(c1154)/(c1053)/(c1054) and (c1060)/(c1061)/(c1062). 

Posthole (c1154)/(c1053)/(c1054) (see Figure 47). The post-pipe (c1154) was rectangular and 

measured 145 mm x 110 mm. It was 540 mm deep. It’s packing contained grey-brown sand with 

coal and slag inclusions. Adjacent to the post-pipe, and placed vertically into the packing fill 

(c1053), was an aerated glass bottle. It was inscribed with “G.E.Redman/Newcastle” on the side 

and had a base mark: “J. Ross Maker/Camperdown”. Redman was a Newcastle cordial and soft 

drinks manufacturer as well as a confectioner during c.1877-1897. J. Ross was a Sydney bottle 

manufacturer who operated from 1870-1894. The rest of the feature was not excavated and it 

continued beneath the eastern section. The visible component of the posthole indicated that it was 

rectangular. This posthole was cut into posthole (c1139).  

Posthole (c1060)/(c1061)/(c1062) (see Figure 48). The post-pipe (c1060) was circular with an 

average diameter of 120 mm. The top part of the post-pipe was wider, measuring 230 mm x 160 

mm and it was 440 mm deep. The wider, upper part was probably the result of moving, or 

removing, the post in situ. The post was located off-centre, nearer the eastern edge of the 

posthole. The packing fill (c1061) was a mid to dark grey sand and contained a sandstock brick 

fragment which was observed on the southern edge of the posthole. The cut (c1062) was sub-

rectangular and measured 570 mm x 400 mm. It was 560 mm deep. The sides were vertical with a 

flat inset base at a depth of 390 mm from the top of the feature. This inset was 170 mm deep.  
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Figure 47. Trench 3: Posthole (c1053) with the post-pipe (c1154) and packing fill (c1053) 

excavated. It was the northern-most posthole of the ‘Southern Alignment’. Note 

the bottle within the packing fill. It was produced for G.E. Redman, a local soft-

drink and cordial maker (c.1870-1894), by J. Ross of Camperdown, Sydney. The 

date-range for this artefact was c.1877-1897. (Looking east). 
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Figure 48. Trench 3: Posthole (c1062) with the post-pipe (c1061) and packing fill (c1060) 

excavated. It was the southern-most posthole of the ‘Southern Alignment’. 

(Looking east). 

Each of the above alignments may have formed parallel walls or fence lines. If the northern 

alignment is true, it showed evidence for repairs or maintenance through recutting of some post 

holes for reinsertion of floor supports.  

Another pattern of postholes were identified further to the south, but on a different axis, being 

oriented northwest-southeast. These postholes formed an enclosure with the south-eastern corner 

beyond the excavation boundary. It contained the following features: (c1137)/ (c1138)/(c1139), 

(c1148)/(c1019)/(c1020) and (c1147)/(c1026)/(c1027). These postholes were located at the 

northeast, northwest and southwest corners, respectively.  

Posthole (c1137)/(c1138)/(c1139). This feature was cut by posthole (c1054). The post-pipe (c1137) 

was circular with an average diameter of 170 mm and it had been excavated to a depth of 800 mm 

below ground. The upper diameter of the pipe was wider at 195 mm, perhaps suggesting that the 

post was removed after the structure was disused. . The post-pipe fill was grey brown sand. 

Artefacts within this fill included a fragment of sandstock brick and stone, shell, and ferrous metal 

ribbon fragments as well as a metal sheet or plate. This metal was recovered from around the edge 

of the post-pipe and it may have been that the metal was used to form the pipe, prior to insertion 

of the post. The packing fill (c1138) was not excavated. It was banded of variously yellow then dark 

grey-brown sand with mottling throughout. The yellow sand banding indicated a deep feature as 

the soil profile contained yellow sands at a depth between 400-1000 mm below the current ground 
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surface. That the excavation of the post-pipe was abandoned at 800 mm was further evidence of 

this. The cut (c1139) was sub-rectangular in plan and measured 720 mm x 660 mm. The feature was 

cut into the probable posthole (c1141). 

Posthole (c1148)/ (c1019)/(c1020) (see Figure 48). This feature was cut by posthole (c1018). The 

post-pipe (c1148) was square and measured 140 mm x 140 mm and 900 mm deep. The post-pipe fill 

was dark brown sand. The packing fill (c1019) was divided into an A and a B portion during 

excavation based on the fill matrix. (c1019A) was grey, gritty sand with inclusions of charcoal and 

sandstock brick in the upper 140 mm of deposit. Below this (c1019B) was predominately yellow 

sand with occasional clusters of grey sand and charcoal inclusions. A high density of artefacts was 

found within the fill, including two complete bottles; one of which was a Redman aerated bottle, 

other bottle glass fragments, window glass, metal, slate and stone flakes. The cut (c1020) was 

rectangular and measured 800 mm x 600 mm and it was between 1100-1400 mm deep. The sides 

were vertical with ledges in the northeast and southeast corners and a flat base that sloped to the 

west. This feature cut the probable posthole (c1197). 

Posthole (c1147)/ (c1026)/(c1027) (see Figure 50). The post-pipe (c1147) was sub-rectangular and 

measured 360 mm x 120 mm and it had a maximum depth, at the eastern end, of 590 mm below 

the ground surface from which it was cut. The post-pipe fill was grey brown sand with inclusions of 

coal and artefacts of sheep phalanges, nails and cans, ceramic and  contained mixed association of 

Aboriginal cultural material and historical period waste fragments of glass and other fabric. The 

packing fill (c1026) was a mottled grey to white sand. Artefacts included coal, sandstock brick 

fragments, coal, nails, bone, shell and glass. One fragment of glass was from a Wolfe Schnapps case 

gin bottle. The cut (c1027) was roughly square and measured 620 mm x 610 mm and 840 mm deep. 

It had vertical sides that narrowed towards a flat base. 
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Figure 49. Trench 3: Posthole (c1020) with the post-pipe (c1148) removed and packing fill 

(c1060) partially excavated. It was the northwest corner posthole of the 

‘Northwest-Southwest Axis’ feature. Note the post-pipe (c1148) at the base and 

the colour of the packing fill that still needs to be excavated. (Looking east). 
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Figure 50.  Trench 3: Posthole (c1027) with the post-pipe (c1147) removed and packing fill 

(c1026) partially excavated. It was the southwest corner posthole of the 

‘Northwest-Southwest Axis’ feature. (Looking east). 

The remaining features identified by excavation in this trench did not display any obvious patterns 

or alignments. 

Deposit (c1127). This unexcavated deposit was cut by posthole (c1132). The deposit was amorphous 

and measured c.2000 mm x 660 mm. It was a grey brown sand. 

Deposit (c1128). This deposit was within deposit (c1127). It was a concentration of sandstock brick 

fragments that measured 140 mm x 140 mm.  

Posthole (c1149)/(c1106)/(c1107). The post-pipe (c1149) was rounded and measured 200 mm x 220 

mm. The former post had been driven into the sand and was visible for only 310 mm from the base. 

It contained dark grey sand with inclusions of charcoal, coal, shell, a fragment of waterworn 

sandstone, sandstock brick fragments and ceramic. The packing fill (c1106) was grey brown sand 

with inclusions of charcoal and it was observed only in the upper 360 mm of the posthole. The cut 

(c1107) was circular and measured 360 mm x 430 mm. The maximum depth was 670 mm. The sides 

of the cut were vertical with the post having been driven into the sand at the base of the cut. The 

posthole cut pit (c1108)/(c1109).  

Probable pit (c1108)/(c1109). This feature was cut by posthole (c1107) and probable pit (c1042). It 

was not excavated. The fill (c1108) was grey-brown sand with inclusions of coal and sandstock brick 
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flecks. This was similar to deposits (c1127) and (c1015).The cut (c1109) was an amorphous shape 

and measured 1360 mm x >680 mm. It cut posthole (c1111). 

Probable posthole (c1110)/(c1111). This unexcavated feature was cut by pit (c1109). The fill 

(c1110) was grey-brown sand with coal and sandstock brick flecks. The cut (c1111) was elliptical 

and measured 460 mm x 280 mm and it was >140 mm deep.  

Probable pit (c1041)/(c1042). This feature was not excavated. The fill (c1041) was grey-brown sand 

with inclusions of coal and sandstock brick particles. The cut (c1042) was an amorphous shape that 

measured 1100 mm x 840 mm. It cut pit (c1108)/(c1109).   

Posthole (c1021)/(c1022)/(c1023). The post-pipe (c1021) was sub-elliptical and measured 250 mm x 

150 mm and 320 mm deep. The pipe narrowed towards the base and it probably once contained a 

split-log post that was driven into the base of the posthole cut. It was located towards the 

southeast corner of the feature. The packing fill (c1022) was a mid grey sand with inclusions of 2 

mm gritty particles such as slag, charcoal and metal. The cut (c1023) was sub-circular and 

measured 440 mm x 430 mm and 210 mm deep. The sides of the cut sloped towards the post.   

Posthole (c1143)/(c1024)/(c1025). The post-pipe (c1143) was circular with a diameter of 110 mm 

and 110 mm deep. The flat base suggested a squared off timber pole that may have been driven 

into the base of the posthole cut. The post-pipe fill was grey brown sand with artefacts including 

sheep phalanges, bottle glass and coal. The packing fill (c1024) was grey brown sand with inclusions 

of coal and sandstock brick flecks. The cut (c1025) was sub-rectangular and measured 420 mm x 

370 mm with a depth of 60 mm. The shallow depth suggested that the feature had been truncated 

by later development of the site.   

Posthole (c1083)/(c1043)/(c1044). The post-pipe (c1083) was rectangular and measured 120 mm x 

100 mm and it was 240 mm deep. The post had been driven into the base of the posthole. The post-

pipe fill was grey sand with numerous artefacts including window glass, shell, ceramic, slag, ferrous 

metal and bottle glass. The packing fill (c1043) was light grey-brown sand with some humic wood 

content. As well as inclusions of coal, wood and sandstock brick there were artefacts of bone, 

shell, coal, bottle glass, bone and modern window glass within this fill. It could not be determined 

whether or not the modern window glass was intrusive because the feature continued beneath the 

eastern section and also because the diagnostic material appeared to be contemporary with the 

interpreted age of the posthole; namely late nineteenth century in origin. The visible part of the 

cut (c1044) was rectangular with vertical sides and a flat base. The depth was 110 mm.     

Posthole (c1085)/(c1047)/(c1048). The post-pipe (c1085) was circular and measured 120 mm in 

diameter with a depth of 500 mm below the surface from which it was cut. The post had been 

driven into the base of the posthole on an incline leaning towards the west. It was located on the 

eastern edge of the posthole. The post-pipe fill was grey-brown sand with lumps of coal and an 

angular stone fragment. A single piece of hand painted, white glazed earthenware recovered from 
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within this feature was considered to be an item that was possibly Chinese in origin. The packing 

fill (c1047) was grey-brown sand with inclusions of coal lumps and particles of sandstock brick. The 

cut (c1048) was elliptical and measured 620 mm x 240 mm. The western end of the cut was 

concave while the rest of the cut was vertical with a rounded base sloped towards the post-pipe.        

Posthole (c1093)/(c1094)/(c1095). The post-pipe (c1093) was circular with a 110 mm diameter and 

270 mm deep. The post had been driven into the base of the posthole. The post-pipe fill was grey-

brown sand. The packing fill (c1094) was clean grey-brown sand with no inclusions. The cut (c1095) 

was elliptical and measured 320 mm x 200 mm. It extended to a depth of  180-270 mm below the 

ground surface. The sides of the cut were vertical to sub-angular with a rounded base.   

Posthole (c1136)/(c1069)/(c1070). The post-pipe (c1136) was rectangular and measured 170 mm x 

140 mm and it was 590 mm deep. The post-pipe fill was grey-brown sand. The packing fill (c1069) 

was dark grey-brown sand with yellow mottling in the upper 150 mm. Charcoal inclusions were 

found nears the base. Artefacts found within this feature included metal, bone, glass and shell. The 

cut (c1070) was sub-square and measured 430 mm x 420 mm and it was 550 mm deep. The sides 

were vertical with a rounded base.      

Posthole (c1142)/(c1065)/(c1066). The post-pipe (c1142) was sub-elliptical and measured 290 mm x 

120 mm and 280 mm deep. The post formerly set in this feature was probably a split log. The post-

pipe fill was grey-brown sand. Artefacts found within the post-pipe fill included ceramic fragments, 

sandstock brick, metal and terracotta. The packing fill (c1065) was light yellow-grey, gritty, loamy 

sand with inclusions of charcoal flecks. Artefacts found in this packing material included glass, 

metal and slag. The cut (c1066) was square and measured 310 mm x 300 mm and 270 mm deep. 

The sides were vertical with a flat base. The post was not driven deeper than the posthole cut, 

perhaps suggesting the use of a square ended post.  

Posthole (c1204)/(c1063)/(c1064). The post-pipe (c1204) was barely identifiable. It was light grey 

sand with no artefact inclusions. It was located in the northwest corner of the posthole and 

measured 200 mm x 140 mm and it was 300 mm deep. The post had been driven into the base of 

the posthole. The packing fill (c1063) was also light grey sand but contained two nails and two 

stone flakes; the latter objects being Aboriginal in origin. The cut (c1064) was squarish and 

measured 320 mm x 300 mm and 220 mm deep. The sides were vertical with a rounded base.   

Pit (c1190)/(c1191). The pit fill (c1190) was grey brown sand with inclusions of coal, nodules of 

sandstock brick and ferrous metal fragments less than 20 mm in size. The cut (c1191) measured 

1050 mm and it was 190 mm deep. The cut was a concave depression.     

Probable posthole (c1028)/(c1029). This feature was not excavated because it was predominantly 

covered by the eastern section. The visible fill (c1028) was gritty, grey-black sand.  
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Probable posthole (c1030)/(c1031). The fill (c1030) was dark grey-brown sand with inclusions of 

shell, coal and sandstock brick fragments. The cut (c1031) was sub-rectangular and it measured 640 

mm x 420 mm and it was between 25-90 mm deep. The shallowness of the feature suggested that it 

had been truncated by later development of the site.  

Pit (c1007)/(c1008). The fill (c1007) was grey-brown sand with coal inclusions. The cut (c1008) was 

a shallow depression with concave edges and a rounded base. It measured 1500 mm x 1000 mm and 

it extended to a maximum depth of 150 mm. It cut deposit (c1015). 

Deposit (c1015)/(c1016). This feature was cut by pit (c1008). The fill (c1015) was yellow sand with 

brick fragments, bone, slag and ceramic. The cut (c1016) was amorphously shaped, measuring 1200 

mm x 360 mm on plan.     

Probable pit (c1037)/(c1038). This feature was not excavated. The fill (c1037) contained ferrous 

metal fragments. In plan, the cut (c1038) was rectangular and measured 1050 mm x 800 mm. It cut 

feature (c1116)/(c1117). 

Probable posthole (c1100)/(c1101). The feature continued beneath the eastern section. The fill 

(c1100) was grey-brown sand with inclusions of coal and shell. The cut (c1101) was sub-rectangular 

and measured >290 mm x 240 mm and it was 90 mm deep. The sides of the cut were vertical and 

the base was flat. The feature was cut into deposit (c1097). 

Deposit (c1097).  Only partially investigated, this deposit was a black-brown sand containing coal, 

pebbles of Nobby’s tuff and rubble sized fragments of sandstock bricks. Two probable postholes, 

(c1100)/(c1101) and (c1104)/(c1105), and a brick wall (c1160) were cut into this deposit 

(c1097).The deposit (c1097) overlay deposit (c1126). 

Deposit (c1126). This deposit was located beneath deposit (c1097). It was loose, grey-brown sand 

with coal and sandstock brick nodular inclusions. The deposit overlay probable posthole 

(c1124)/(c1125). 

Probable posthole (c1140)/(c1141). This feature was cut by posthole (c1139). It was not excavated. 

The packing fill (c1140) was yellow sand contained within a rectangular cut (c1141) that measured 

590 mm x >290 mm.  

Probable posthole (c1017)/(c1018). The fill (c1017) was brown-black sand with inclusions of clinker, 

ash and coal. The ash predominated in the upper portion of fill with large fragments of charcoal 

and wood appearing at a depth of 200 mm below the surface. Fragments of wood identified at the 

eastern edge of the cut were considered to be in situ remnants of a post. The artefacts within the 

feature appeared to be industrial waste. They included chalk/gypsum blocks, boiler ash, slag, 

window glass, a partly melted bronze collar and a can. This can had a partial paper label; the text 

of which was partially legible. The cut (c1018) was circular and measured 450 mm diameter and it 
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was 620 mm deep. The edge of the cut tapered to a depth of 500 mm and then continued down to 

form a concave base. This feature cut posthole (c1020).     

Probable posthole (c1196)/(c1197). This feature was not excavated but a profile was visible in the 

section of posthole (c1020) which cut through this feature. The cut (c1197) was rectangular and 

measured 310 mm x 250 mm and it was 280 mm deep. It was cut with angular sides and a flat base.   

Posthole (c1146)/(c1032)/(c1033). The post-pipe (c1146) was sub-rectangular and measured 150 

mm x 75 mm and between 90-105 mm deep. The packing fill (c1032) was dark grey sand with slag, 

sheep bone, nails and rubble fragments of concrete and a machine made brick fragment being 

recovered from the base of the posthole. The cut (c1033) was sub-square and measured 260 mm x 

250 mm and it was between 230-360 mm deep. The sides were vertical with a sloping base.  

Brick structure (c1160). A small portion of a brick wall was found beneath later dry-pressed brick 

footing (c1158) which also obscured the southern side of (c1160). A length 1280 mm was preserved, 

suggesting that the structure once had an east-west orientation. It was constructed of sandstock 

bricks bonded with lime mortar (sampled). Three courses of the wall survived. The two lowest 

courses were a header-bond with a mixed header-stretcher bond for the uppermost course. None of 

the surrounding deposits or features could be directly linked to the wall in terms of function and 

chronology.  

An area of discoloured sand measuring c.2600 mm x 1600 mm on plan was identified In the vicinity 

of wall (c1160).  This deposit (c1211) was light red to orange (almost pink) in colour. It contained 

occasional sandstock bricks (see Figure 51). A shovel sondage established that the sand was part of 

the natural subsoil (A2 horizon) and that it had a diffuse boundary with the underlying natural sand 

(c1005). The discolouration observed was probably caused by the application of intense heat to the 

sand. Whether or not such heat was created by activity within a boiler room, or some other form of 

industrial process such as those employed in the former Dangar meatworks, could not be verified.    
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Figure 51. Trench 3: Sondage excavated into the discoloured, light red to orange/pink sand 

(c1211) showing the natural profile of sand (c1005) and (c1198) below that. 

(Looking west).   

Phase 1 Natural environment and Aboriginal Occupation, pre-1797 

The natural soil profile of the A and B horizons were visible with the removal of packing fill (c1019) 

from within posthole (c1020). The total depth of the feature was between 1100-1400 mm. The units 

within the profile were assessed by soil ribbon analysis. The uppermost unit (c1005) was part of the 

A2 horizon and was a mid-grey, fine sandy loam of between 250-350 mm depth. The underlying unit 

(c1198), also part of the A2 horizon, was a pale yellow, fine sandy loam. The boundary between 

(c1005) and (c1098) was indistinct. The B horizon (c1199) , consisting of coffee rock was identified 

at the base of the excavation. This coffee rock was an orange-brown, fine sandy loam. Coffee rock 

is more correctly referred to as a Bhs horizon (the ‘hs’ is humosesquic) – the point at which the iron 

and organic compounds have settled in the profile due to illuviation processes.  

A number of flaked artefacts were recovered from the sands of the natural soil profile as well as a 

number of packing fills associated with postholes and pits. 
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Figure 52. Trench 3: Posthole (c1020) with the packing fill (c1019) fully excavated. Note 

the soil profile with the grey-brown sand of (c1005) at top. The boundary 

distinction with the underlying sand (c1198) was diffuse unlike the clear 

boundary with the brown coffee rock (c1199) at the base. (Looking east). 
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3.3 Trench 4 

3.3.1 General Description and Results 

Test Trench 4 measured approximately 9 x 11m and it was located in mid site. Mechanical removal 

of vegetation and surface overburden followed by cleaning (Unit 500) exposed widespread 

disturbance caused by the 2008 demolition of the Palais Royale building, including a number of 

large rubble filled features. To obtain a profile view of the depth of this soil disturbance (and of 

any underlying historical deposits), excavation commenced with Sondage 1 laid out in the corner of 

one of the larger features at the north of the trench. It showed up to 20cms of mixed soils (c518) 

overlying disturbed A1 topsoil (see Figure 53). This material was consistently observed across most 

of Trench 4. Also identified were widespread mixed soil deposits containing historical artefacts 

churned up by demolition machining. Accordingly, these deposits were assessed as having no 

archaeological potential and so they were removed mechanically. A second clean (c517) revealed 

the locations of deeper disturbances, Palais foundations and historical features (see Trench 4 plan 

Figure 55 and Figure 54). However, with truncation to topsoil caused by the 2008 demolition work 

the stratigraphy was mostly confined to isolated examples of intercutting features.    

Two locations were not disturbed by demolition. Deposits in these parts of the trench were 

considered likely to be representative of the stratigraphy that existed across the site before 

demolition of the Palais Royale was undertaken without archaeological monitoring. A small test pit 

opened on the south perimeter of trench 4 as Test Trench 4S (c.1 x 1.6m) revealed a sequence of 

surfaces overlying A1 topsoil. Along the west (and cut by some of the Palais footings) a coal-rich 

sandy layer was found to be intact at the southern end of the trench. As Test Trench 4W, the 

southern part of this horizon was mechanically removed to investigate continuation of a postholes 

alignment (Structure 1) and to reveal more of a sandstone structure pre-dating the Palais footings 

(Structure 2). While much of the area (c.2.5 x 5m) had been disturbed by Palais demolition, 

archaeological features survived below the surface disturbances and these included a brick paving 

(Structure 3) at the west extremity. 

3.3.1 Sondage 1 

Sondage 1 was located a little north of the centre of Test Trench 4. It was opened to obtain a 

section view of the historical horizon and then enlarged to sample the natural profile in this area.  

While not visible on surface, it became apparent at depth that the enlarged test pit cut into the 

fills of two large features of similar depth (c513, c606). Both are taken to represent removal of a 

concrete footing or footings similar to a surviving mount (c575) at the north edge of the trench. 

Fills identified here were primarily redeposited sands with numerous fragments of concrete and 

sandstock bricks (see Figure 54). A disturbed, narrower cut (c502), at the bottom of feature 606, 
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indicated that the removed concrete footing had an inwardly stepped base. Colluvial deposits in 

the base of this cut (c516) and at a higher level (c515) showed that periods of rain occurred before 

and during the backfilling process. The churned demolition horizon and disturbed A1 topsoil were 

evident in the east and south sections, with the west and north sections recording the internal 

nature of features 606 and c513 (see Figure 54).   

 

Figure 53. Trench 4, Sondage 1, East Section, showing disturbance horizon over natural A1 

topsoil (dark grey) 
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Figure 54. Trench 4, Sondage 1, North Section, showing fill of feature c513 with structural 

debris including sandstock bricks and concrete 

 

Figure 55. Trench 4 after removal of churned horizon, showing concrete and brick 

foundations associated with the Palais building and features cutting natural A1 

topsoil. The alignment of Structure 1 postholes is marked in red. At this stage 

Structure 2 had not been revealed and Trenches 4S and 4W not yet opened. 
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Figure 56. Trench 4 Plan of features.  Test Tr 4 s (red, Test Tr 4 W (light Blue), Sondage 1 

(green) and Sondage 2 (dark Blue) are shown.   
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Figure 57. Sondage 1 Stratigraphy in south and west sections 
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3.3.2 Western Markets/Palais Royale Building 1888+ 

Structural remains of the Palais Royale building in Trench 4 indicated uneven demolition in 2008; 

some elements were left intact or relatively undisturbed while others had been removed and the 

cavities backfilled. The former, intact elements, included five brick strip footings (c573) along the 

west, a brick footing (c573a) at the southeast corner and a large concrete machine base (c575) at 

the northeast corner. Similar mounts appear to have been removed from the two features (c513, 

c606) partially emptied by Sondage 1. Also in cuts with rubble-rich fills, a large piece of sandstone 

at the central north (c607) and two blocks or slabs of concrete at the south (c601) may belong to 

those locations or be part of the backfilling. The base of a trench for a strip footing (c600) running 

east from feature c601 and a sub-square cut (c595) were both marked by concrete rubble. 

Disturbances with plentiful rubble along the east (c576, c578, c599) and at the northwest (c607a) 

probably mark the locations of foundations removed during demolition. An internal drainage system 

(602) of ceramic pipes with rubber O-rings was partially exposed at the southeast corner.    

Utilizing light orange sandstock bricks with rectangular frogs and bonded with white sandy lime 

mortar, the five brick footings along the west were 1.2-1.23m (4ft) in length where intact. 

Distances between the footings ranged from 66cm to 101cm (26-40ins) and although the foundation 

cut became increasingly unclear to the north, consistency of an associated orange-brown sand 

suggested that they had been established in one trench. Sondage 2, which investigate done of the 

footings, revealed a wide and shallow trench (c593) cut into a coal-rich sandy layer (c594) along 

the west. Some of the trenching spoil was used for backfill (c592b) with the orange-brown sand 

(c592a) laid over its surface. Two surviving courses showed a wall one brick-length wide set on a 

basal course 1.5 bricks wide (see Figures 57 and 58). Set in a trench found cutting natural topsoil, 

the single east footing (c573a) was also 1.5 bricks wide but of unknown depth. These brick 

elements appeared to be original Palais construction; the east footing coincided with the projected 

(overlay) location of an exterior wall, the west footings were internal and part of a system of 

flooring supports that included a grid of brick piers evident during the previous test excavation but 

which had been removed during demolition.108 

                                                
108See also research design/interim test report Figures 22-25.   
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Figure 58. Trench 4 Sondage 2, showing south end of a Palais strip footing (c537) in 

foundation trench c593 cutting layer c594.   

 

Figure 59. Trench 4 Sondage 2, showing south end of a Palais strip footing (c537) in 

foundation trench c593 cutting layer c594 at left  

3.3.3 Test Trench 4S 

A small test trench approximately 1 x 1.6m was opened below the spoil heap at the south end of 

Trench 4 to determine whether or not demolition disturbance extended in this direction. The 
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uppermost levels consisted of loose surface material (c560) and a coarse mixed deposit (c561) likely 

the equivalent of the churned material (c518). However, the latter may have been moved into this 

location because the underlying historical deposits appeared to have been only superficially 

damaged.  

On the surface was a thin and very compact deposit (c562) of dark grey/black soil with plentiful 

coal and some mortar and sandstock brick fragments as inclusions in this deposit. This sealed a 

patchy deposit (c565) of mortar and small sandstock brick fragments around 3-5cm thick, over a 2-

3cm layer of grey sand (c566) with plentiful coal crush, burnt coal or coke and slag. Below was 

another layer (c570) of similar thickness but grey-brown in colour and with plentiful slag but less 

coal. This sealed a very dark grey/black sand with humic patches (c571) overlying undisturbed 

natural topsoil (c524). Excavation in this test trench was discontinued after removal of layer c571.   

The sequence exposed in Trench 4S appeared to be disturbed natural topsoil (c571) underlying a 

surface (c570) later sealed or augmented with another surface (c566). Both, consisting of coal crush 

and fly ash in a sand matrix, are suggestive of exterior surfacing. The patchy overlying structural 

material c565 may be the residue of a demolition event, on which soil c562 was laid as a surfacing 

or upon which it accumulated and became compacted, thereafter being used as a surface. 

However, it is possible that together these formed a surface, comprised of a brick and mortar 

deposit, below levelling fill, and compacted by use. It seems likely that these deposits or similar 

existed over most of the Trench 4 area prior to disturbance by Palais demolition.   
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Figure 60. Test Trench 4S, showing remnant deposit c562 over structural debris c565 over 

layer c566.   

3.3.4 Test Trench 4W  

An L-shaped area of c2.5m x 5m west of the southern Palais brick footings was opened by machine 

as Trench 4W to further investigate structural features revealed in the disturbed section of Trench 

4.  This involved removal of part of the coal-rich fill c594 sealing deposits associated with Structure 

2 and, further west, of material churned and redeposited by the demolition process. Features 

revealed in this trench are discussed below.   

3.3.5 Pre-Palais Features 

At surface level the features cutting the A1 topsoil presented a notable difference in the quantity 

of coal in the fills. Given the presence of intact coal-rich deposits to the south and west, it 

appeared likely that features with plentiful coal had been cut through such layers and were later in 

562 

524 

566 

565 
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the sequence. On this basis, and with time and labour constraints limiting the extent of excavation, 

priority was assigned to investigation of features showing minimal or no coal inclusions. These 

included a linear arrangement along the south (Structure 1), a large cut across the alignment of 

these features (Structure 2) and a concentration of cuts at the central east. Except for the 

northwest area, which was recorded only on plan and by photography, the unexcavated features 

revealed here were numbered and recorded in field diary and on plan.  

 

3.3.6 Structure 1 

Structure 1, at the south of Trench 4, was clearly marked by an east-west alignment of a trench 

(c546), postholes and/or post pipes (see Figures 61-65). Posthole c523, adjacent to the east end of 

the trench, appears to mark a corner, with Posthole c530, to the south, indicative of a wall return 

but truncated by a Twentieth Century service. In order moving east to west within trench c546 

were a slab ghost (c610) and post pipe (c611) forming a single cavity, in addition to postholes c533 

and c527. The trench was truncated by a Palais demolition feature but appears not to have 

extended to posthole c536 at the west. However, the form of the latter strongly suggests the post 

was actually contained in another trench running westward and later truncated or destroyed by 

cutting for Structure 2. Several features exposed in Trench 4W also sat within the alignment (c617-

c620, c635-c638) although whether or not they were associated with Structure 1 cannot be 

determined.. See Table 1 below for description of features associated with Structure 1. It should be 

noted that the depth of features recorded here may not reflect their original relationship to their 

contemporary surface as substantial demolition disturbance and mechanical removal of overburden 

has occurred in the recent demolition of the Palais structure.  
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Figure 61.  Test Trench 4, Structure 1, detail plan showing distances between features  
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The following table gives descriptions of the Structure 1 features and stratigraphic data.  

Table 1. Structure 1 features 

Feature Fill Cuts Cut by Contains 

Posthole c530 

Rectilinear 

48x>42cm 

Packing c529 not excavated, 

same as c522 at surface 

level 

Pipe c528 sub-circular 

19x20.5cm, depth 69cm  

Natural c524 Service 602 

(20thC) 

- 

Posthole c523 

Sub-circular 

53x54cms 

Depth 74cm 

 

 

Packing c522 mixed yellow, 

light grey and dark grey 

sands, plentiful shell & 

charcoal 

Pipe c521 sub-circular 

16x18.5cm, depth 74cm  

Natural c524 - Slab ghost c558 

6x25cm,  

Depth 23cm 

Trench c546 

Width c44-60cm 

Length >2.6m 

Fill c547 mixed yellow, light 

grey and dark grey sands 

Natural c524 Pit/Posthole c520 

- fill c519 with 

moderate coal 

Posthole c527 

(see below) 

Slab ghost 610 

Post pipe 611 

Posthole c533 

(see below) 

Slab ghost 610 

4x19cm, depth 

20cm 

Post pipe 611 

Sub-square 

9x11cm  

Depth >45cm 

- 

 

 

- 

- 

 

 

- 

 

- 

 

 

- 

- 

 

 

- 

Posthole c533 

Sub-square 

32x34cms 

Packing c532 uppermost 

grey material excavated, 

same as c546 below 

Pipe c531 sub-circular 

14x216cm, depth 76cm 

- - - 
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Feature Fill Cuts Cut by Contains 

Posthole c527 

Sub-rectangular 

52x64cm 

Packing c528 medium grey 

sand with light grey 

marbling, moderate coal 

Pipe c525 sub-circular 

16x17cm, depth 69cm 

Trench fill c546 - Slab ghost c548 

5x19cm 

Depth 23cm 

Posthole c536 

Sub-rectangular 

c60x74cm 

Packing c535 not excavated, 

same as c546 at surface 

level 

Pipe c534 sub-circular 

14x16cm, depth 79cm   

Natural c524 Pit/Posthole 609 - 

Pit/Posthole 620 

Sub-circular 

>40x48cm 

Packing 619 not excavated, 

mixed grey and white sands 

617-618 not excavated, 

possibly sub-circular pipe 

24x>28cm, possibly a re-cut 

Natural c524 617? - 
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Figure 62. Test Trench 4, Structure 1, trench 546 and alignment of postholes (cut and 

disturbed by Palais demolition feature 601).   
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Figure 63. Test Trench 4, Structure 1 Posthole 536 at west, cut by pit/posthole 609, cut by 

posthole 608 cut by pit 545 with fills 543/544.   

536 

543/544 

608 

609 
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Figure 64. Test Trench 4, Structure 1 corner Posthole c523 after removal of packing c522  

 

Figure 65. Test Trench 4, Structure 1 Posthole c527 cut into trench fill c547, after removal 

of packing c526; part of slab ghost c548 visible in the cut at upper left  
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The post pipes of the five eastern postholes were excavated. All were sub-circular in shape with a 

depth range of 69-79cm. Fills in the post cavities were consistently grey sand, but inclusions other 

than natural material (shells, charcoal) varied:  

• Posthole c523 – pipe c521 – 16x18.5cm: sandstock brick fragments 

• Posthole c527 – pipe c525 – 16x17cm: small sandstock fragments, minimal coal 

• Posthole c530 – pipe c528 – 19x20.5cm: rare sandstock fragments, moderate mortar 

• Posthole c533 – pipe c531 – 14x16cm: minimal if any coal, possibly mortar flecks 

• Posthole c536 – pipe c534 – 14x16cm: no inclusions.  

Postholes c523 and c527 were fully excavated (see Figures 64 and 65). The packing (c522) of 

posthole c523 consisted of mixed grey and yellow sands with plentiful shell and charcoal but no 

coal.109 Feature c558, at the east edge of the cut was considered likely to represent a slab cavity. It 

measured 6 x 28cm and it was 23cm deep. . The shape of one side being flat and the other an arc 

suggests that the cavity was formed by the rotting away of a log. Just east of posthole c523 and 

within trench c546, a post pipe and slab ghost formed a single cavity. Pipe c611 was sub-

rectangular and measured 9 x 11cm, with a depth of more than 45cm. The slab cavity c611 had a 

slightly curved and tapering shape at its north side where it was 4 x19cm with a depth of 20cms. 

The fill of both cavities was clean grey sand.    

Posthole c527 had clearly been cut into trench c546. Its packing consisted of medium grey sand 

marbled with light grey and included a moderate quantity of coal. Along with its pipe being slightly 

out of alignment, the presence of coal in the packing distinguished it from the fill of trench c546, 

the packing of posthole c523 and the surface of postholes c530 and c536. A slab ghost (c548) was 

also found in posthole c527 (see Figure 64). This rectangular cavity had a slight curve evident. It 

measured 5 x 19cm (depth 29cm) and it had a grey sand fill containing minimal coal. 

The status of posthole c533 is uncertain; an apparent cut at surface level containing grey fill with 

coal suggested it also had been cut into trench c546, but at the level the post pipe was found, the 

packing changed to the same mixed grey and yellow sands visible in the trench. In addition, unlike 

posthole c527, the pipe was not off alignment. It is possible that the upper level was re-cut, in 

which case the post pipe depth of 74cm is indicative of the depth of trench c546.  

In Trench 4W at least two features formed part of the Structure 1 alignment, although their exact 

purpose is unclear, (see Figure 65). Cut 620 may have been a posthole with packing of mixed grey 

                                                
109 It was decided to record the presence/absence of coal in these features as post hole features 
showing an absence of coal in their packing were likely to indicate the first ground disturbance on the 
site (i.e. the Commandant’s cottage) while post packing showing the presence of coal were more 
likely to date to subsequent phases of occupation after coal had been in use on the site for some 
time.   
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sands; feature 618 (within 620) and with more white/light grey sand may be its post pipe or re-

cutting. To the east, feature 637 with mixed grey sands appeared to cut feature 636. However, one 

or both of these features may relate to Structure 2 given their close proximity to it. Due to 

disturbance further westward and the orientation of Trench 4W it is not known if feature(s) 

617/620 represents the end of the Structure 1 alignment. More postholes may have existed east of 

posthole c530, but seems unlikely given undisturbed natural topsoil extending over 1.1m to a Palais 

brick footing. No postholes potentially belonging to Structure 1 were observed north of the 

alignment. 

 

Figure 66. Trench 4W, southeast area showing Structure 1 and Structure 2 features 

Structure 1 postholes c523 and c536, to the east, indicated that the structure had a wall length of 

at least 5.48m (18 feet). If feature 620 is also considered to have been part of the wall, then the 

minimum length of the structure was 10.28m (34.4 feet).  The three post pipes forming the east 

corner were set out on comparable spacing of 68cm (27ins), whereas those between pipes 611 and 

c531 was 54cm. Spacing between the post pipes c531 and c525 were 96cm. While the latter may be 

associated with posthole c527 (possibly being a later posthole, it is notable that the separation 

between pipes c521 and c525 (1.3m) was half that between pipes c525 and c534 (2.6m or 8ft 6ins). 

This uncertainty is partly the result of recent demolition disturbance but also may be the result of 

617/620 

Structure 2 

636/637 

638 

627/628 
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the ephemeral nature of the post hole/pipe remains.  What is clear however is that these features 

are related to the first structural remains on the site i.e. the Commandant’s Cottage.  

3.3.7 Structure 2 

Structure 2 was revealed by the investigation of a large cut (c545) across the Structure 1 postholes 

alignment (see Figure 62). The fills in the cut consisted of brown sand (c544) deposited around the 

outer edge of the cut, over a mounded deposit of sandstock bricks and mortar/render in a grey 

sand matrix (c543) with occasional animal bone and charcoal fragments, but minimal coal 

inclusions. This debris sealed the remains of a floor (c557) consisting of at least two courses of 

semi-dressed sandstone blocks, with of sandstock brick used on the west side (see Figure 65-69). 

Most notably the surface of this floor sat c25cm below the surface of the remnant A1 topsoil. The 

upper course, which was around 19cm thick, was bonded with light grey to buff lime mortar (c574). 

The lower course had slightly clayey yellow sand (c583) between the stones.  

The lower course was initially exposed at the south end by removal of a patch of mortar infill with 

large and small brick fragments included in the fill. While the excavator took this material to be 

original rather than re-deposited after construction of the building, it may instead have been 

material associated with  post-initial phase of building renovation, or demolition debris that was 

dumped to fill a cavity left by removal of some object set into the floor, or by robbing of several 

blocks for re-use elsewhere. In the west portion exposed in Trench 4W it also appeared that part of 

the upper course at the south end had been robbed; this type of activity being typical of recycling 

undertaken during periods after a building was abandoned or surplus to requirements. 

In the central area soot staining on the surface of the lower course of blocks was observed adjacent 

to two lines of sandstock brick, with rubble packed between them (see Figure 68). This may 

represent the base of a fire chamber. Structure 2 measured 2.49-2.50m square (approx 8’ by 8’).   

The structure was set in a foundation cut (c563) filled with grey to marbled sand (c564) with a 

moderate quantity of sandstock brick fragments. Cutting the trench fill at the east side was a 

posthole (c569) of 26 x 60cm with packing (c568) of grey to light grey sand with plentiful sandstock 

fragments in the upper level (Figure 68). A sub-ovoid pipe (c567) measuring 14 x 24cm contained 

grey sand with a moderate quantity of brick. The excavation did not remove the posthole packing 

nor did it test the foundation trench to determine whether or not it contained slab ‘ghosts’ or 

another course of blocks that might indicate previous construction. On the west side feature 628 

was the equivalent of foundation trench c563. Feature 638, at its north end, probably represents 

another posthole.   

Investigation of the profile visible in cross-section through the unexcavated material over the north 

end of Structure 2 revealed the stratigraphic relationships between the different elements in this 

part of the site. At the top of the stratigraphic profile (and associated with the most recent 
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occupation of the place) were the brick footings of the Palais Royale (visible in Figure 67). These 

footings were set in a trench cut into a coal-rich sandy layer (c594) covering the west area. This 

layer sealed pit c545 containing the demolition debris associated with Structure 2 and the posthole 

associated with that building. The relationship between pit c545 and Structure 2 is unclear; it may 

be the original foundation trench (c545=c563) or a cut associated with demolition.  

 

Figure 67. Test Trench 4 Structure 2 (c557), surface course of sandstone blocks. 
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Figure 68. Test Trench 4 Structure 2, lower course of sandstone blocks visible after 

removal of mortar infill at south end 

 

Figure 69. Test Trench 4 Structure 2, foundation trench c563 cut by posthole c569 with 

pipe c567 excavated 
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Figure 70. Test Trench 4W Structure 2, west portion revealed after removal of overburden 

Section 3, shown in Figure 71 and in schematic form in Figure 72, was exposed adjacent to the 

south end of Structure 2. The arrangement of deposits visible in this cross-section suggests that all 

the deposits and cuts associated with Structure 2 pre-date both the Palais footing (c573) and 

associated orange-brown sand fill (c592). Other than that the cross-section provided limited 

information related to the cottage.   

It appears likely that Units c584 and c585 represent the same occupation. Both displayed 

comparable mortar and brick and, with Unit c572, they probably represent the same horizon as 

structural debris c543 and brown sand c544 that sealed Structure 2. As evident elsewhere, coal-rich 

fill c594 was then laid over the material sealing Structure 2 and Unit c589 is probably an eastward 

extension of c594. Units c586 and c587 are likely fills of a single cut into fill c589, sealed by a thin 

coal-rich sandy layer very similar to the layers found in Trench 4S. The uppermost fill c591 was cut 

by Unit c588, which in turn was cut by the foundation trench excavated to establish the footings of 

the Palais Royale building. 
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Figure 71. Test Trench 4, Section 3 adjacent to south end of Structure 2 
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Figure 72. Test Trench 4, schematic of Section 3 adjacent to south end of Structure 2 (not 

to scale) 
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The following table lists the units identified from the top to the base of the stratigraphy in Trench 

4, Section 3, including archaeological observations regarding the units and their relationships to 

one another and the site’s occupation sequence.  

Table 2. Trench 4 Section 3 

Unit Description Above Below 

c592 Orange-brown sand fill in Palais footing trench (c593), 

small patch on surface to east 

c573  

c573 Palais brick footing   c573 

c588 Mixed grey sand with patches of buff sand, plentiful 

coal, sparse mortar  

Possibly = Palais foundation trench c593 but 

considerably deeper than trench revealed in Sondage 2 

Cuts c591  

c591 Grey-brown sand, slightly silty c590 

 

c592 

Cut by c588 

c590 Black sandy with plentiful coal and charcoal Possibly 

equivalent to Trench 4S Units c566 and/or c570  

c589 

Probably c586 

c591 

c589 Grey-brown sand, slightly silty, plentiful coal c585 c590 

Cut by c586? 

c586 Light to medium grey sand with tip lines 

This appears to be a cut and the configuration 

suggests the cut level was below c590 into c589 

c589? c590? 

c587 Mixed buff to grey sand with mortar and plentiful 

charcoal 

Cut into c594, possibly lower fill in the same cut 

containing c586 

Cuts c594 c586 

c594 Dark grey/black sand with plentiful coal  

Across west side of Trench 4, shown elsewhere to be 

cut by Palais footing trench and to seal structural 

debris over Structure 2  

c584 Cut for c573 

Cut by c587 
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Unit Description Above Below 

c585 Grey sandy with plentiful mortar and sandstock 

fragments, may = c584 

c524 Cut by c587 

c584 Grey sandy with plentiful mortar and sandstock 

fragments, may = c585 

c572 c594 

c572 Grey sand with charcoal, moderate shell and 

sandstock fragments 

c564 c584 

c524? Clean grey sand  

Possibly fill because over c572 but this may be 

explained by the edge of a cut collapsing onto c572 

c572? Cut by c585 

c524 Natural A1 topsoil - Cut by c563 

3.3.8 Structure 3 

Structure 3 (Unit 616), consisting of sandstock brick paving with timber lain along the north side, 

was exposed at the west side of Trench 4W, but, due to time constraints, was not investigated 

beyond its initial exposure. The paving measured approximately 0.7 x 2.0m and it was orientated 

east-west. It predominantly comprised half bricks set in lines orientated north-south (see Figure 

73). Set east-west along the north side of the paving, the decayed timber was a sapling trunk (or 

part thereof) approximately 10cm wide and 1.5m long. At the northwest corner the bricks ran into 

the baulk, below a deposit rich in animal bone. Structure 3 appeared to be the earlier feature but 

the precise relationship between the two is not known. Its association with the bone deposit 

suggests it may be a feature from the Dangar occupation; however its definitive allocation to the 

Dangar phase would require additional excavation and assessment.  Time constraints precluded 

more detailed recording of this feature.   
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Figure 73. Test Trench 4W, Structure 3 (Unit 616) in the process of being planned, with the 

likely archaeological feature with plentiful in animal bone visible in section 

3.3.9 Other Features 

Excavation of features, considered to be related to occupation other than that represented by 

Structures 1 and 2 was undertaken in an area at the east part of trench 4.  This investigation 

revealed a sequence of cut features and deposits with little or no coal associated them. Figure 74 

shows the portion of the Harris matrix relating to these features, Table 3 lists the units and 

provides descriptions of each.  
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Figure 74. Stratigraphic sequence of features at central east of Trench 4 

Table 3. Features forming sequence at central east of Trench 4 

Unit Description Cuts Cut by 

c550 

 

Fill – silty, coarse gritty grey sand with sandstock fragments, charcoal, 

minimal coal, little shell  

 - 

 

c551 Pit/Posthole cut – sub-rectangular 51x64cm, depth 25cm c552  

c552 

 

Fill – coarse grey sand with rare charcoal, minimal coal, brown hue at 

surface 

- 

 

c551 

 

Fill 
 

Pit Posthole 
 

Fill 
 

Pit Posthole 

Fill 

Pit cut 
 

Surface spread 

Fill 

Pit cut 

Pit 
/posthole 
 

Deposit /fill 
(cut?) 

Feature 

Fill 
 

Pit cut 
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Unit Description Cuts Cut by 

c553 Pit/Posthole cut – sub-square >24x29cm, depth 25cm c556a  

c556a Surface spread of fill – clean brown sand - c553 

c556b Fill – clean brown sand  - - 

c580 Pit cut – sub-ovoid 58x110cm, depth c30cm c597 - 

c597 Pit/Posthole – not excavated, at surface mixed grey and yellow sands, 

>26x42cm  

c596 c580 

c554 Fill – clean grey sand, sterile  - 

c555 Pit cut – sub-circular 20x21cms, depth 7cm c596  

c582 Fill – coarse silty brownish sand, minimal coal and charcoal  - 

c581 Pit cut – sub-ovoid 57x74cm, depth c28cm  c596  

c596 Deposit/Fill of cut? – not excavated, at surface light grey sand with 

some yellow sand mixed through, nebulous shape c1.4 x 2.3m 

c598? c555 

c581 

c597 

c598 Feature – not excavated, at surface mixed brown and grey sands, 

c22x28cms  

c524? c596? 

 

The surface appearance of excavated features proved reliable in relation to coal and all the 

features in the sequence contained very few or no fragments. This should indicate all pre-date 

(were not cut through) coal-rich layers such as occurred in Trench 4S to the south and with layer 

c594 along the west. It also suggests that coal had not been deposited in quantity in this area at the 

time the features were created.  

The uppermost features c551 and c552 were considered likely to be the surfaces of postholes. Units 

c580, c580 and c555 were all shallow pits.  The unexcavated feature c597 may also be a pit or 

posthole, with fill very similar to that in the Structure 1 postholes and trench. This suggests that 

c597, whether pit or posthole, was, like Structure 1, a remnant of early historical occupation on 

the site.  The nature of the two earliest features is not known. The shape of the large feature c596 

suggested that it comprised fill deposited within a depression however, the relationship of this fill 

material with feature c598 suggested that it may also have been a cut. Context 598 may also be a 
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cut, in which case it was the earliest feature in the sequence to cut the natural topsoil (c524). It is 

possible, however, that both were the result of vegetation removal, possibly associated with the 

first clearance of the site, with c598 being a tree root ghost and c597 a more disturbed feature 

reflecting more shrubby growth.   

 

Figure 75. Trench 4, sequence of features at central east at completion of test excavation 

Eight additional features taken to pre-date the Palais building were excavated and/or recorded. 

Table 4 lists these units, including archaeological observations regarding their function, date and 

association with the occupation sequence at the site. 

Table 4. Other features taken to pre-date the Palais building  

Unit Description Cuts Cut by 

c519 Fill – medium grey sand with some yellow sand, moderate coal   - 

c520 Pit/Posthole cut – sub-ovoid 40x49cm, depth 30cm c546  

c538 

 

Post pipe – sub-circular, max. diameter 17cm, depth 50cm, angled to 

c.45 degrees, silty brown-grey sand plentiful fractured mollusc shells 

- 

 

c551 

 

581 

598 

597 

596 

555 

553 

551 

580 
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Unit Description Cuts Cut by 

c539 Post packing – not excavated, at surface silty brown-grey sand c556a  

c540 Posthole cut – sub-square 39x39cm   

c541 Pit/Posthole cut – sub-rectangular 70x84cm  c524  

c542 Fill – partially excavated (to 15cms), gritty grey sand with some yellow 

sand through, plentiful coal 

 - 

c603 Pit/Posthole – rectangular 55x>64cm, partially excavated (to 10cm), 

gritty light grey sand with ferrous metal, sandstock brick, shell, 

plentiful coal 

c524 - 

c604 Pit/Posthole – rectangular >39x54cm, not excavated, at surface gritty 

grey sand with sandstock brick, blue transfer print, plentiful coal 

c524 - 

c605 Pit/Posthole – sub-square 50x52cm, not excavated, at surface grey 

sand with mortar, bone, whiteware, plentiful coal 

c524  

c608 Pit/Posthole – rectilinear >32x48cm, not excavated, at surface mixed 

grey and yellow sands (mostly grey), probable pipe 16x26 with 

plentiful coal 

c535 c545 

609 

c609 Pit/Posthole – sub-ovoid 36x38cm, not excavated, at surface mixed 

grey and yellow sands  

608 - 

Features c520 and 609 were cut into parts of Structure 1; c608 was later cut by c609 and by pit c45 

associated with Structure 2. However, as noted above, it was unclear if pit c545 was the foundation 

trench for Structure 2 or cutting associated with demolition (demolition of what). All the other 

listed features contained relatively high percentages of coal fragments within their fills, except 

c520 with moderate coal and posthole c540 to the north of Structure 2 with no coal observed. The 

angle of the post pipe in posthole c540 may be a result of post extraction or denote an angled 

support timber (possibly for a large post in c542 nearby). Along with a larger area of disturbance 

(c630) a number of probable postholes and/or small pits were exposed but not excavated in Trench 

4W at the west (c622, c624, c626, c632, c634). Their stratigraphic associations are not known 

though the relatively clean nature of the sand fills suggests they pre-date the coal-rich sandy layer 

(c594) into which the Palais footings were cut. On that basis, these features are considered to pre-

date the Palais building and are likely to be associated with use of the site during the occupation of 

the Government Cottage. 
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4. ARTEFACT REPORT 

4.1 Introduction and Methodology 

The artefact assemblage recovered by excavation at the site consisted of a total of 3,883 artefacts 

representing 2,229 items referred to as minimum item count (MIC).  The artefacts were catalogued 

using a system originally developed by La Trobe University, as part of the “Archaeology of the 

Modern City” Program and currently used by Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority.110  Information 

regarding the artefacts and their associations with past cultural activity generated by using this 

cataloguing method included data on shape, function, material, completeness, count, minimum 

item count (MIC), description, dimensions, conjoins, product, manufacturer, and temporal 

placement. 

4.1.1 Dating 

Standard typological methods were applied as a prelude to dating of individual contexts. Artefacts 

then were assigned dates through comparison of the identified artefacts with others having 

documented use-popularity patterns. For bottle glass and ceramic vessels these dates were further 

enhanced by contemporary documented information for manufacturers.  Dates for bottles are also 

enhanced by documented information for product manufacturers. All datable artefacts have a 

terminus post quem (TPQ) – a date when the item was first manufactured, or a terminus anti quem 

(TAQ) – an end date for manufacture.   

4.1.2 Function 

Artefacts recovered from the site also were examined on the basis of function or original intended 

use. The purpose of functional classification is to cluster artefacts into groups that reflect how they 

were used, so that statistical analysis of these clusters provides interpretive data on the site and 

may provide insights into the activities that took place there. 

Creating a classificatory system that will select for the variables of interest for the research design 

is an approach that historical archaeologists worldwide have employed for decades to assist in site 

use interpretation. The classification system developed for this archaeological investigation is a 

typology that is organised around data based upon behavioural activity groups identified for general 

cultural and social frameworks. 

Discussion of these groups is in alphabetical order follows: 

                                                
110 For an introduction to the program and the database go to 
http://www.latrobe.edu.au/amc/index.html.   
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Activities group artefacts could be more aptly called the miscellaneous group of this classification 

system. It was designed to encompass those elements that had more than one possible function, or 

those that did not fit into any of the previous functional group classifications. These artefacts 

include tools, toys, and miscellaneous leisure activities. This group has been subdivided into games 

and leisure, tools, miscellaneous hardware and multi-purpose item.111 

Architecture group artefacts were identified as those elements directly associated with the building 

environment. Not included in this group were those elements used to enhance the building 

environment. Typical included artefacts were brick, mortar, nails, window glass, building 

hardware, cementing agents and shingles.  

The Clothing group of artefacts is directly associated with clothing such as buttons, snaps, etc.; 

accessory clothing items such as belt buckles, shoe hooks and shoes; and those items used in the 

construction and repair of clothing such as needles, pins, scissors and thimbles. 

Food group materials were defined as those material remains that are directly associated with food 

and drink preparation, service, and storage. Elements of this group included ceramic food service 

and storage vessels; glass food containers, serving vessels and drinking vessels; metal implements, 

cooking vessels and utensils; and food remains such as bone and shell, which will discussed in a 

separate specialist’s report. The group was subdivided into: food preparation, food service, food 

storage, alcohol and drink storage and food remains.  

Furnishings group artefacts were those determined to be associated with occupation of the built 

environment.  

Household group artefacts relate to the maintenance of house and garden.  This group includes 

containers, such as bottles for household cleaning products, poisons and lubricants,  as well as 

candle sticks ornamental items and flower pots. 

Personal group artefacts included those elements that are directly associated with an individual or 

with individual use. This group has been subdivided into tobacco related artefacts, items of cosmetic 

and personal hygiene use, medicine and all writing related materials. 

Transportation group artefacts include elements associated with stables, such as agriculture, wagons, 

and or equestrian activities (wagon parts, plough parts, horse tack and horse shoes.); 

railroad/tramway elements, primarily railroad spikes and other identified hardware; and automotive 

elements, such as windscreen glass and spark plugs. 

Utilities group consists of elements associated with lighting, water supply, electricity and natural gas 

supply. 
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4.2 Artefact Discussion 

For the purpose of discussion the collection is divided into three assemblages: Those recovered fron 

Trenches 3, 4 and those historical period artefacts recovered during archaeological excavation 

undertaken to examine Aboriginal occupation prieor to the historical period.  Each assemblage is 

discussed separately below. 

4.3 Trench 3 

For this study artefacts from Trench 3 were grouped by the occupation phases listed below: 

1. Aboriginal and Early European Occupation; 

2. Government Farm; 

3. Weller and Scott occupation; 

4. Henry Dangar and the Newcastle Meatworks; 

5. Railway Period; 

6. Elite Skating Rick and Western Markets; 

7. 20th Century and Palais Royale.   

There are 1173 artefacts from 49 contexts, clean-up and surface finds within the assemblage for 

this trench. The artefacts include material deposited during Phases 1, 5a, 5b and Phases 6/7.   For 

simplicity of presentation functional data for all contexts and phases are listed in Table 2.1. 

4.3.1 Phase 1 

Artefacts deposited during Phase 1 (14) are derived from c1005 natural sand. They included one 

small fragment of bottle glass, one crown window glass fragment (1870TAQ) and 12 coal cinders. 

4.3.2 Phase 5 – RailwayPeriod 

Artefacts deposited during Phase 5a (607) were recovered from 40 contexts.  The majority of these 

contexts (37) contained 19 or fewer artefacts.  For the purpose of this study only c1026, 1017 and 

1019b will be subject to analytical discussion. The remaining contexts are subject to summaries of 

temporal and functional information and within these contexts 24 had datable artefacts, which are 

listed below:  

For eight fill contexts (1004, 1015, 1026, 1053, 1065, 1071, 1106 and 1131) and four post pipe 

contexts (1083, 1085, 1144 and 1149) temporal information pertaining to the artefacts was limited 

to a TPQ of 1820 for transfer-printed and undecorated whiteware sherds.   
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c1148 temporal information was limited to an 1870s TAQ for crown window glass.    

c1007 contained a pot lid for Josephson's Australian Ointment, Sydney N. S. W. that has an 1866 – 

1900 date range.   

c1019a has a turn-paste moulded French champagne type bottle that was manufactured between 

1850 and 1920. 

c1109 contained a 1913 Australian shilling and a bottle from Tooth & Co brewery (1835) 

c1112 contained several date-specific artefacts, including; 

o A  G. E. Redman (of Newcastle) aerated water bottle made by Alfred Alexander & 

Co Makers, London (1890-1900) 

o A Barrett & Elers patented stick topper with rubber washer - for aerated water 

bottle (1868) 

o An hexagonal bottle made by Melbourne Glass Bottle Co (1902 – 1915) 

Results of analysis indicates that artefacts from fill deposits 1007, 1017, 1019, 1109 and 1112 were 

consistent with these features dating to between 1853 and 1890.  Temporal analysis results show 

mixed deposits of artefacts from the mid-nineteenth century occupation of the site until the early 

twentieth century. The majority of artefacts are architectural debris, suggesting that fill deposits 

might represent site levelling activities prior to new construction. 

4.3.2.1 c1026 – Fill Deposit 

Context 1026 yielded 50 artefacts.  The majority of identifiable artefacts are nails.  Most nails were 

too corroded to identify manufacturing technology; however, one was identified as a wire-drawn 

nail (1860TPQ).  Food-related items include two white ware vessels (1820TPQ), an oil/vinegar 

bottle and three alcohol bottles.  The oil/vinegar bottle (half-chevron type) is often attributed to 

George Wybrow (1825 – 1899).112  One third of artefacts are coal fragments. 

 

4.3.2.2 c1017 – Fill Deposit 

Context 1017 yielded 82 artefacts. The majority of the artefacts are architectural debris, including 

bricks (4), cement (1), nails (5) window glass (2) and plaster. There are cut and wire-drawn nails, 

as well as crown and broad glass, which is consistent with mid- to late-nineteenth construction 

when technologies advanced for both of these artefact types. Food related items are whiteware 

plates (1820TPQ) and lap-seam, stamped end cans (1840TPQ).  The tin cans are contemporary with 

                                                
112 Campbell, M. and L. Furey 2007 Archaeological Investigations at the Westney Farmstead, 
Mangere, CFG Heritage, report to the New Zealand Historic Places Trust, p 118 
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the Dangar Meatworks and might represent rubbish from the mid-nineteenth century occupation of 

the site. The nodules of plaster are possibly waster plaster, as three large nodules pure matrix and 

angular spherical shape (Figure 76). There is one brick from Hughes Pottery and Brickworks, 

Newcastle, which started operations in 1865.  

4.3.2.3 c1019b – Fill Deposit 

Context 1019b yielded 193 artefacts. The majority of artefacts are classified as architectural debris 

(126), consisting principally of nails (90) and window glass (17) and other architectural elements 

such as flooring, roofing slate and timber.  Food-related items are mostly alcohol bottles, but also 

include an aerated water bottle and a gilded bone china tea cup. 

There are 109 datable artefacts with the majority of temporal information coming from nails, 

including 47 cut nails (1870TAQ) and 42 wire-drawn nails (1860TPQ).  Other dated artefacts, 

including: 

A Singer Manufacturing Extra Quality Machine oil bottle (1865 – 1900) 

A  G. E. Redman (of Newcastle) aerated water bottle made by J. Ross of Camperdown (1867 – 1893) 

A can or pail with doubled side seam; and rolled folded end caps (1888TPQ) 

A turn-paste moulded French champagne type bottle that was manufactured between 1850 and 

1920. 

Prismatic and patterned window glass (1840sTPQ) 

There are cut and wire-drawn nails, as well as crown and broad glass, which is consistent with mid- 

to late-nineteenth construction when technologies advanced for both of these artefact types. 
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Table 5. Functional Data for Trench 3 Contexts 

Context Activities Architecture Clothing Food Furnishings Household Industrial Medicine Miscellaneous Personal Transportation Utilities 

0418 5 11  20 2  2  21 1 1 3 

1004  1  4     1    

1005  1  1     12    

1007  1  12    1 3    

1015  5  4     3    

1017 2 31  8 1  3  37    

1019  2           

1019a  6  3     1    

1019b 17 126 2 14 1 1 2 1 28   1 

1021  1       3    

1022  2  1     14    

1026  23  6     21    

1030  2       2    

1032 1 7       10    

1034  6  1   1  6    

1036  0           

1043  6  1     6    

1045    1     10    

1053    2         

1061  1           

1063  2       1    
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Table 5. Functional Data for Trench 3 Contexts 

Context Activities Architecture Clothing Food Furnishings Household Industrial Medicine Miscellaneous Personal Transportation Utilities 

1065  4  2     3    

1069 1 4       1    

1071    1     1    

1083  2  1     1    

1084    1         

1085    1     9    

1087 3 11  3     3  1  

1094       3  1    

1104 1 2     1      

1106  6  4     9    

1109  3  2     2 1   

1112 1 5  8     4 1   

1131 1 3  3     2    

1136  4       1    

1137  1       11    

1143         1    

1144  2  4  1   9    

1145  1           

1146 1   1         

1147  3  1   1  2    

1148  1       2    
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Table 5. Functional Data for Trench 3 Contexts 

Context Activities Architecture Clothing Food Furnishings Household Industrial Medicine Miscellaneous Personal Transportation Utilities 

1149    2     10    

1150       1      

1154       1  2    

1160  1           

1171  5  1     2    

1194  1       4    

1195 1 70  15 1    13 1   

cleanup 7 99 1 65 15  3 2 53 9 80 6 
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4.3.3 Phase 5b – Hellyer and McLellan 

Hardware/Ironmongery 

Artefacts from Phase 5b were limited to the fill (1171) of cut 1172, which yielded eight artefacts.  

Datable artefacts were limited to fragments of five crown window glass panes (1870TPQ) and one 

transfer-printed whiteware sherd (1820). Non-diagnostic artefacts include one bottle fragment and 

one unspecified glass fragment. 

4.3.4 Phase 6 & 7 – Elite Skating Rink/Palais Royale 

There are 137 artefacts recovered from five Phase 6/7 contexts. For the purpose of this study only 

c1195 will be subject to an analytical discussion.  Contexts 1034, 1036, 1087 and 1145 are 

summarized below: 

c1034 is packing fill of c1035. It yielded 14 artefacts.  Datable artefacts include, four cut nail 

(1970TAQ) and two wire-drawn nails (1860TPQ). Other artefacts include cinders/slag (6) and two 

bottles. 

c1036 is a plaster sample that is completely broken down to sand and lime granules. 

c1087 is demolition fill in Cut 1008. It yielded 21 artefacts.  Datable artefacts include, two cut nails 

(1970TAQ), eight wire-drawn nails (1860TPQ), one crown window glass (1870TAQ), a machine made 

bottle (1920TPQ), a porcelain battery cap (1920sTPQ) and a whiteware vessel (1820TPQ). Other 

artefacts include a porcelain cup and saucer and miscellaneous hardware. 

c1145 consist of one sandstock brick with an impressed rectangular frog that was common from the 

1860s.113 

4.3.4.1 c1195 

There are 101 artefacts recovered during the cleaning along the western edge of the southern end 

of Trench 3. As Table 2.1 shows, the majority of artefacts are architectural debris (70) that are 

mostly nails (62). Food-related artefacts (15) consist of whiteware and porcelain vessels, bottles and 

a bottle stopper.  Also recovered is miscellaneous hardware and one ball clay pipe stem.   

Dateable artefacts were identified in the ceramic, glass and nail sub-assemblages.  Ceramic and 

glass dates are wide date ranges, including whiteware (1820TPQ), form tooled bottle finishes 

(1820TPQ), press-moulded tableware (1830TPQ), cut nails (1870TAQ) and wire-drawn nails 

(1860TPQ). The 2:1 ratio of wire-drawn to cut nails suggests associated any structure(s) were built 

                                                
113 Gemmel 1986 And So We Graft From Six to Six: The Brickmakers of New South Wales, Angus & 
Robertson, p 53. 
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after the mid-nineteenth century. The only artefact with a makers mark is a tobacco pipe made by 

Saywell of Sydney (1865 – 1905). Analysis results indicate that artefacts in this deposit date from the 

mid nineteenth century to the early twentieth century. 

4.3.5 Trench 3 clean up. 

Artefacts resulting from the initial clean up of a trench are not associated with any individual 

feature or features.  There are 326 artefacts recovered during trench 3 cleanup. The dates of these 

artefacts, shown below, suggest they are from all phases of occupation from the early European 

settlement until the late twentieth century;  

Date Description 

 

MIC 

1835 Bottle – beer Tooth & Co  1 

1845 Patterned window glass 1 

1860 – 1914 Paving brick made by Bowtell of Newcastle 1 

1867 – 1893 A  G. E. Redman (of Newcastle) aerated water 

bottle made by J. Ross of Camperdown  

1 

1870 – 1890 Aerated water bottle made by Lumb & Co, London 1 

1887 Aerated water bottle made by Barrett and Foster, 

London 

1 

1896 Patented ceramic battery caps made by Peto & 

Radford 

14 

1908 Packer tumbler 1 

1912 – 1922 Bottle made by Australian Glass Manufacturers 1 

1913  Ceramic plate made by British Anchor 1 

1925 Bottle embossed The Dairy Farmers COOP Co, Ltd 1 

1926 Ceramic battery caps trademarked Lucas 39 

1926 Ceramic battery caps trademarked CAV 6 

1976 Australian 10 cent coin 1 

Functional analysis results are for the most part consistent with most features with in this trench, in 

that architectural debris and food-related artefacts represent the highest relative frequencies.  The 

only notable exception is the high relative frequency of battery caps. These  battery caps are 
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possibly associated with the use of the site in the 1920s with a truck motor workshop, also 

demonstrated by the presence of the numerous concrete machine bases on the site.  Many of these 

battery caps were trademarked by companies including Peto & Radford, Lucas, C.A.V, Ratox and 

Willard.    Many were British made. Peto & Radford were in business from 1896, which is the date of 

the registered patent printed on their battery caps.  By the mid-1920 the type of the cap had 

changed, but by this time Peto & Radford were making batteries for Lucas, which were marketed 

under the Lucas trade name and those of its two subsidiaries C.A.V. and Ratox, which they acquired 

in 1926.114 All of these companies are based in England. Willard Storage Battery, which was also 

founded in 1896, in Cleveland Ohio, made a large surface plate battery developed for automobiles 

and farm lighting batteries.  Caps for Willard batteries are hard vulcanite/rubber. As shown in 

Figure 77, batteries of this type were sold in Australia from the late 1920s for use in automobiles 

and radios, but these batteries had other uses including farm lighting and for lighting on railway 

cars.  

4.4 Trench 4 

There are 657 artefacts from Trench 4. For this study artefacts were grouped into the occupational 

phases listed below: 

1. Commandant’s Cottage   1800s – 1848 

2. Dangar’s Meatworks / Pre-Palais 1848 – 1853 

3. Palais Royale building   1888 – 2008 

4. Demolition    2008 

4.4.1 Phase 1 – Commandant’s Cottage 

There are 69 artefacts from eight post pipe contexts associated with Phase 1. The fill of the post 

pipes mostly contained fragments of brick, charcoal/cinders, mortar, nails and pebbles. Eighteen 

artefacts provided dating information. Datable architectural elements indicate that any associated 

structure(s) was built prior to 1870. There is shell-lime mortar (7 fragments), which was used in 

construction in Newcastle until the 1870s115; cut nails (1870TAQ) and crown window glass 

((1870TAQ).  Other datable artefacts are a “short white” dressmaker’s pin (1830sTPQ) and 

whiteware vessels (1820TPQ). 

Bricks can be dated by size, but bricks from contexts associated with the Commandant’s Cottage 

were fragmented and thus no dating information was derived from measurements of these 

                                                
114 Competition Commission Reports 1963-1964, p 7.  

115 Lewis, M. n.d. Australian Building: A Cultural Investigation, p 7.01.12 
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fragments.  However, the paste has the varying density and gritty temper of early colonial 

handmade bricks from the late eighteenth century to early nineteenth century 

The majority of artefacts (39) were functionally indeterminate, consisting of pebbles (32), coal (1), 

cinders (2) and charcoal (4).  The majority of functionally classified artefacts are architectural 

debris (26) and include bricks (11), mortar (7) nails (7) and window glass (1). Context c528 is the 

only Phase 1 post-pipe fill to yield food-related items, including two ceramic cups, a ceramic vessel 

and an alcohol bottle. c531 yielded a dressmaker’s pin. 

4.4.2 Phase 2 – Dangar’s Meatworks/Pre-Palais Royale 

There are 249 artefacts associated with the occupation of the site of Dangar’s Meatworks. These 

artefacts are contained with 17 different contexts.  Three contexts (c543, c556a, c556b) are worthy 

of further discussion. Thirteen contexts yielded less than 10 artefacts or only one or two diagnostic 

artefacts.  These contexts are summarised below: 

c519 artefacts consisted of a cinder, a pebble and a corroded metal fragment 

c538 is post pipe fill and yielded an alcohol bottle and a piece of building stone. 

c542 a brick fragment and a pebble decertification flake. 

c550 is post/pit fill and contained datable items, including two whiteware vessels(1820TPQ), one 

pearlware sherd (1780 – 1830), and a crown window fragment (1870TAQ).  Also from this context 

there are a bottle, two sandstock bricks and coal. 

c562 is pit fill (563).  It contained two bottle made in cup bottom moulds (1850TPQ), a cut nail 

(1870TAQ), a crown window glass fragment (1870TAQ) and one pebble. 

c565 contained architectural debris , such as brick (2) and mortar (1), as well as a wire-drawn nail 

(1860TPQ), an alcohol bottle, a stoneware storage vessel and a whiteware vessel (1820TPQ).   

c566 is a deposit layer that contained an alcohol bottle, a wire-drawn nail (1860TPQ), cinders and a 

pebbles. 

c567 is post pipe fill containing one whiteware vessel (1820TPQ), a sandstock brick and cinders. 

c568 is post packing that contained a sandstock brick. 

c570 is a deposit comprised mostly of cinders (20), slag (1) , stone (1) and a pebble.  Manufactured 

artefacts include a bottle, a brick, a corroded metal fragment and one cut nail (1870TAQ). 

c571 is a layer that contained two brick fragments, cinders (4) and a corroded metal fragment. 

c574 consists of a mortar sample taken from mortar bonding of a structure (557). 
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c582 is pit fill of c581. Artefacts consist of crown window glass (1870TAQ), cut (1870TAQ) and wire-

drawn nails (1860TPQ), coal, brick and a pebble. 

4.4.2.1 c543 – Lower fill of Cut (c545) 

There are 13 partial bricks from the lower fill (c543) of Cut c545 that have two measureable 

dimensions – width and depth, which are the two most important dimensions used in dating bricks. 

The general trend during colonial times was for thinner and wider bricks than those manufactured 

from the mid-nineteenth century.116  Table 2 shows the depth of bricks for four historic periods and 

those from Dangar’s Meatworks. Analysis results indicate that these bricks date to the first half of 

the nineteenth century, suggesting possible brick reuse or fill from previous site occupations. 

Table 6. Measurement Of Brick Depths From The Convict Era To Present 

Type Date Range Depth 

Convict brick 1788 – 1840s 64 –71 mm 

Later stock brick 1850s –1880s 71 – 77 mm 

Early machine-made brick 1880s – 1900s 77 mm 

Modern Australian brick After 1900s 76.2 mm 

Dangar’s Meatworks 1848 – 1853 60 – 65 mm 

4.4.2.2 c556a – a Spread Deposit 

There are 85 artefacts from c556a. Approximately 74 per cent of the artefacts (61) are small-to-

medium river pebbles. In addition, there were eight small fragments of coal.  The majority of 

functionally identified artefacts are architectural debris (9), including nails (6) bricks (2) and 

mortar.  Other artefacts include a button, a pail/billy, a ceramic vessel, and a tobacco pipe.  

Date-specific information includes wire-drawn nails (1860TPQ), shell-lime mortar (1870sTAQ), a 

bone one-hole disc bone button (1837–1865) and a whiteware sherd (1820TPQ).  The bricks are too 

fragmented to measure, but they are soft mud with inclusions of white clay, characteristics that are 

similar to hand-made bricks, which were common until the late nineteenth century. 

 

                                                
116 Varman 1993, Bricks and Nails: building materials as criteria for dating in Sydney and environs 
from 1788 ; a documentary survey and assessment of dating potential, Thesis (Ph.D.) -- University of 
Sydney,  p 16. 
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4.4.2.3 c556b – Pit fill 

There are 26 artefacts from this pit fill context. As with c556a, the majority of artefacts (16) are 

water worn pebbles and the majority of functionally identified artefacts are architectural debris, 

including nails and bricks.  Also there are remnants of a pail/billy.  Date-specific information 

includes wire-drawn nails (1860TPQ) and cut nails (1870TAQ),  

4.4.3 Phase 3 – Palais Royale Building 

There is one artefact associated with Phase 3, a soft brick fragment from c1015, the fill of cut 1016. 

4.4.4 Phase 4 – Demolition 

There are 309 artefacts, from five contexts (c500, c501, c517, C606, and C612) considered to be 

Phase 4 demolition.  Two contexts yielded ten or less artefacts or only one or two diagnostic 

artefacts.  These contexts are summarised below: 

c501 – There are 10 artefacts from pit fill (c502).  All artefacts are glass and include a two alcohol 

bottles, three unspecified bottles, three window glass fragments and two unidentifiable colourless 

glass items. The only temporal information comes from the gin/schnapps bottle, which was made in 

a cup-bottom mould (1850TPQ).  

C606 – demolition feature in Sondage 1, yielded three brick fragments  

4.4.4.1 C612 – Overburden (2008 fill) 

C612 is overburden (2008 fill) and yielded 73 artefacts. Artefacts from the overburden are 

temporally mixed and most likely represent remnants of site occupations from the mid-nineteenth 

century until the early twenty-first century.  There are numerous examples of transfer-printed 

whiteware (1820TPQ) in popular nineteenth century patterns such as Albion and Willow; a partial 

figurine that is similar to a Staffordshire dog figurine; a German-made porcelain doll head that is 

called “Marion” and was most likely manufactured prior to 1891.117 From the mid-twentieth century 

there are bottles with applied enamel labels. Temporal analysis results indicate mixed deposition. 

Functionally, the assemblage of artefacts collected from the overburden residential rubbish that is 

predominately food-related items, including alcohol and food-storage bottles, and food service 

items, such as cups, plates and a tea pot.  There are a variety of items that collectively typify a 

residential setting, such as doll, a medicine bottle, a figurine, chamber pots and a tobacco pipe.   

                                                
117 Heath, J. and D. Wand 1981 ‘Collecting Doll Heads.’ In Australian Antique Bottle Collector Volume 
1:3.   
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4.4.4.2 c500 – Surface Cleaning (after first machining) 

c500 contained 115 artefacts and was subdivided into general cleaning after the first machining (48) 

and Sondage 1 (67). Dating evidence from the general cleaning indicates a mid- to late nineteenth 

century date range, as shown in the list of key date indicators below:  

Date   Description      MIC 

1825 – 1899 Bottle – oil/vinegar,  

George Whybrow, a London oil and vinegar merchant  1 

1820TPQ Ceramic vessels, whiteware     5 

1837TPQ Bottle - Lea & Perrin’s Worcestershire Sauce   1 

1840 TPQ Ceramic vessel, graniteware     1 

1848TPQ Bottle – schnapps, Udolpho Wolfe’s Aromatic Schnappes  1 

1850 – 1920 Bottle – beer/wine with form tooled finish   2 

1868 – 1893 Bottle – aerated water J. Ross of Camperdown   1 

1885TPQ Bottle – external threads on finish    1 

The majority artefacts are food related (22) and consists of alcohol and food storage bottles (13) 

and an assortment of tableware, including plates (3), a saucer, bowl and lid. There are household 

and furnishing items, such as mirror glass, a blacking bottle, a flower pot and glazed ceramic tile, 

and there is a high quality cut glass perfume bottle stopper.  

4.4.4.3 Clean-up Sondage 1 

Dating evidence from Sondage 1, indicates this context contained artefacts from the earliest 

occupation of the site until the 1940s, as shown in the list of dates below: 

Date Description       MIC 

1780 – 1830 Ceramic vessel – pearlware    1 

1820TPQ Ceramic vessels – whiteware, transfer printed  14 

1840TPQ Ceramic vessel – graniteware    14 

1850TPQ Bottle – cup bottom mould    1 

1940TPQ Plate – Bristile, Ltd
118

     1 

                                                
118 Now known as Australian Fine China, Bristile Ltd, was a Western Australian firm established in the 
1940s. 
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As with the general cleaning of c500, artefacts from Sondage 1 are mostly food-related, and consist 

principally of ceramic tableware items, such as bowls, cups, plates, saucers and a platter.  Of note 

are three Chinese stoneware storage jars.  There are also three bottles and one glass tableware 

item.  There are also glazed ceramic tiles and ball clay tobacco pipes. 

4.4.4.4 c517 

c517, the surface cleaning after second machining, yielded 108 artefacts. As shown in the list 

below, dates of artefacts recovered from this context are similar in date to those recovered during 

the first cleaning (500) with a wide range of artefacts from the  early -nineteenth centurythrough to 

the mid-twentieth century :  

Date Description       MIC 

1780 – 1830 Ceramic vessel – pearlware    1 

1820TPQ Ceramic vessels – whiteware    15 

1840TPQ Bowl – institutional porcelain    1 

1840TPQ Window glass - patterned    1 

1850 – 1920 Bottle – champagne, turn paste mould   1 

1860TPQ Nail – wire-drawn     3 

1870 TAQ Window glass - crown     2 

1870 TAQ Nail – cut      6 

1880TPQ Vase – press moulded, aqua opaque   1 

1920TPQ Bottle – beer, machine made    1 

1934TPQ Bottle – applied coloured label    1 

1940sTPQ Sunglass lens – plastic     1 

Approximately 50 percent of these artefacts are food related and consist of alcohol and food storage 

bottles, and ceramic tableware items, such as bowls, cups, plates and saucers.  Of note are a 

Chinese stoneware storage vessel and one Chinese Export tableware item. Architectural debris 

includes nails, brick, tiles, render, timber and window glass.   Furnishing and household items 

include a variety of residential items such as mirror glass, a plaque, tile, a figurine and a vase.  

Personal items include tobacco pipes, a barrette, a plastic eyeglasses lens and a bone tooth brush.   
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4.4.4.5 Discussion of Phase 4 Demolition Deposits 

Analysis results for artefacts from overburden, first machining and second machining collection 

indicate that all deposits are disturbed.  A plastic sunglass lens was recovered after the second 

machining of the trench, a 1940s plate was recovered from the second machining and mid-

nineteenth century ceramics were recovered from the overburden.  

4.5 Aboriginal Investigation 

The Aboriginal archaeological investigation of the site was conducted in a grid system that was 

excavated in spits.  During these excavations 195 historical artefacts were recovered from 69 

distinct contexts. 

he majority of ceramic tableware is whiteware (1820TPQ) and the only decorative technique is blue 

transfer printing – blue being the earliest colour for transfer-printed wares. Also there are nine 

pearlware vessels (1780 – 1830) from six contexts decorated with early techniques, such as old blue 

transfer-printed patterns that cover the majority of a vessel and overglaze polychrome painted.  In 

addition, there are edge decorated vessels that date from 1800. Datable glass bottles were made in 

dip mould (1820 – 1870) and glass tableware is press-moulded (1820TPQ).  Window glass is crown 

type (1870TPQ). Nails are both cut (1870TAQ) and wire-drawn (1860TPQ).  There is one British 

penny minted in 1864.   

Approximately 72 percent of artefacts were classified into 4 identified groups: Architecture (46), 

Food (83), Medicine (1) and Personal (11).  Architectural debris consists of nails (44) and window 

glass (2).  Food-related artefacts consists of alcohol bottles (12), ceramic tableware vessels (64), 

glass tableware (2) and stoneware storage vessels (4). Personal items consist of ball clay tobacco 

pipes and one British penny. 

Results of this analysis indicates that these arteafcts date from the early to mid-nineteenth century 

and are indicative of domestic occupation – therefore from the period of occupation of the 

Commandant’s cottage. 
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Figure 76. Possible waster plaster from Trench 3, c1017. 

 

Figure 77. Peto & Radford advertisement (The Argus, Melbourne, Vic., Tuesday 14 February 

1928, page 4) 
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5. SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Trenches 1 and 2 

The archaeological excavation of Trenches 1 and 2 (see Appendix A) in 2007 revealed a sequence of 

occupation from early and mid-Nineteenth Centuries through to the construction and occupation of 

the Elite Skating Rink/Palais Royale in the latter Twentieth Century.   

The remains of Twentieth Century occupation was represented by surface material that was 

identified immediately below the level of the Palais Royale floor.  This consisted of metal shavings 

from lathes (c1.026) and machining equipment, which would have been set on the numerous 

machine bases that were revealed when the wooden floor of the Palais Royale was removed that 

were evident in 2007 (Figure 78).  These features may be associated with the occupation of the site 

in the late 1920s by the Hunter Motor Services Ltd who probably operated the machinery set onto 

the mounts which were a major feature of the site.  These machines are likely to have been meatl 

working lathes and drills for machining engine parts.  

The excavation also revealed remains of the Palais Royale building flooring supports (c1.009 -1.013 

and c1.015-1.023) and possible evidence from the construction period, in the form of a mortar 

“floor”(c1.004) – the result of a spread of mortar slurry from construction of the brick floor piers.  

Their survival provided good evidence that, at that stage, Twentieth Century 

construction/demolition activities had not heavily impacted on pre 1880s archaeological deposits.   

Evidence of pre-Palais occupation was also recorded including possible occupation deposit (c1.036) 

and remains of early structures (including a possible fireplace c2.005).  The most significant pre-

Palais find was the possible evidence for tillage of the soil in the form of hoes marks and remnant 

lime on the disturbed soil (c 1.040). The survival of the hoe marks suggests that fragile evidence of 

the site’s agricultural use, prior to the cottage period, may remain across the remainder of the site 

yet to be investigated.  Future research questions associated with this period might include: What 

was the period and intensity of cultivation on the site given its proximity to the brackish waters of 

the creek, the nearby mangroves and the relatively high water table: How successful was this 

agricultural use and why was it ultimately stopped and what types of cultivation were attempted on 

the site? 

There was also evidence of recent disturbance caused by demolition of the Palais Royale building in 

2007. These disturbances took the form of cuts into the archaeological deposits by an excavator 

bucket (c1.041).  This disturbance had affected only limited areas of the site, at that stage, and had 

not had a major impact on pre-Palais archaeological deposits.   
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The overall aim of the first testing season was largely realised. An occupation sequence was 

demonstrated from the early 20th century through to the early 19th Century.  Occupation deposits 

and other features associated with the earliest European occupation of the site were also identified.  

However the presence of structural evidence associated with the Commandant’s Cottage was not 

discovered in-situ at this excavation stage.   

5.2 Trench 3 

The archaeological excavation of Trench 3 identified and recorded the following evidence of site 

occupation from the mid and late nineteenth century into the 20th Century.   

Aboriginal tuff flakes as well as a possible retouched-glass flake providing potential evidence for the 

contact phase of Newcastle’s history. The aboriginal artefacts were recorded during the historical 

excavation from later post-hole fills.   For example the potential glass flake noted above (from 

c.1026) was from a post-hole packing dated to later than 1860.  It has very likely been disturbed and 

redeposited in the letter 19th century during the construction on the eastern side of the site.  

Artefact evidence associated with the postholes, pits and deposits from Trench 3 indicates that they 

dated largely to the late nineteenth century. For the most part, no obvious patterns or alignments 

were evident in the identified post holes. However, though not definitive, some patterns were 

suggested. In the central part of Trench 3 this was marked by the following alignments/patterns: 

• The earlier, northwest-southeast oriented structure (c1177, c1179, c1181, c1205, c1234, 

c1248, c1257 and c1259) 

• Three later, parallel lines referred to as the ‘Northern’ (c.1104, c.1114, c.1116, c.1118, 

c.1120, c.1122, c.1124 and c. 1144), ‘Central’ (c.1156, c.1084 and c.1096) and ‘Southern’ 

(c.1060 and c.1154) Alignments.  These alignments were parallel and oriented on an east-

west axis.  

All the post hole alignments should be associated with the construction and, in some cases re-

flooring, of small late 19th and early 20th century structures in this south-east corner of the site.  

The evidence from the fill of these post holes suggests their excavation and backfilling from the late 

19th Century onwards and no significant in-situ evidence was uncovered in the southern part of 

Trench 3 associated with either the operations of the Dangar Meatworks119 or the occupation of the 

Commandant’s Cottage.   

Evidence of a heat-affected sand (c1211) might be attributable to the presence of a boiler in the 

northern part of Trench 3. Given the siting of the sand, it is potentially associated with the brick 

                                                
119 Phalangeal bones of sheep were prevalent in redeposited sands in Trench 3 which are likely to be 
associated with the Newcastle Meat Preserving Company, 1848-1853.   
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cistern which was possibly part of the refrigeration system for the Western Markets, known to have 

been installed by Shedden in the 1890s.  However with little more than this evidence it is still a 

speculative interpretation. Evidence for the destruction by fire in 1890 of the McLellan and Hellyer 

hardware store was established by the presence of deposit [c1163=c1183=c1184=c1193].   

Trench 3 was able to investigate the occupation of the south-east corner of the site and establish 

that there was no archaeological evidence of post contact structures this area prior to the 1860s.  

The archaeological evidence for structures here consisted of post holes and their associated fills 

overlain by the destruction layer of the 1891 fire.   

However artefact evidence recovered at depth was consistent with the early (1820-1840) use of this 

area of the site for rubbish disposal in both pits and through surface broadcast of domestic rubbish 

consistent with occupation of the Commandant’s Cottage and other pre-Meatworks occupation.   

5.3 Trench 4 

Examination of the backfilling of features, such as Sondage 1, show evidence of very sandy fill 

deposits used, especially where large concrete footings etc were taken out.   This backfill is 

probably sourced on site – in which case areas of the site (probably very near TT4) almost certainly 

suffered substantial damage to depth from activities associated with the 2008 demolition. Further 

evidence of this was revealed in a number of areas.  For example when exposing the area of Trench 

4 west where mixed fills, sourced from on site were exposed in section with modern materials, such 

as plastic, found in section 500-600mm below the current (2009) surface (see Figure 79).           

The excavations in Trench 4 revealed several phases of the development of the Palais building 

itself. Concrete elements of the building i.e. c575, c1011 and c1133 post date the brick piers and 

footings (c573 and c573a) revealed across the site in both the 2007 and 2009 excavations. 

Comparison with the 1888 plan overlay suggests that another line of strip footings should exist to 

the west of the test excavations.   These brick features undoubtedly relate to the original 1880s 

construction of the skating rink; and the overlay footing c573a at SE corner coincides with east 

exterior wall; in this instance the disturbances along the east (c578, c599) very probably relate to 

wall removal.   

Context 594 along west was cut by Palais footings and it is possible that it was a yard surface 

consisting of a sandy fill with a surfacing of coal crush. This context sealed cut c545 with fills 

overlying the sandstone floor (structure 2; c557= c614). This floor is approximately perpendicular to 

the posthole alignment (of the Cottage) suggesting that it may be associated with this earliest 

period but it has been assigned to the post cottage/pre-Palais period as: 

• it cut across the cottage postholes alignment; and,  
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• it very probably cut into another trench running west from posthole c536 which is also likely 

to date from the Cottage.  

If it did belong to Cottage then structure 2 was partly inside and outside the building which is 

unlikely. The only possible image of the cottage shows that it faced the river in which case, having 

this sandstone floor attached to the front of the Cottage would seem rather unlikely. 

Below c570 was what appeared to be churned topsoil – postholes would indicate that this is inside 

the Government Cottage but there were no indications of a sub-floor deposit being present. Given 

the date of construction the Cottage most likely had timber flooring with butted floor boards - in 

which case it would be expected that subfloor deposits should be present. Their absence suggests 

the site may have had its level reduced for the Dangar period construction. 

The post hole/slab alignment (c523, c527, c530, c533, c536, c546, c548, c558, c610, c636 and c637) 

has been associated with the Commandant’s Cottage on at least two grounds: 

• the 1841 plan of the site (see Figures 12 and 80), while at first assumed to be schematic, 

appears to indicate the rear wall of the 1840s structure close to this position; and, 

• the packing of the post holes consist of clean mixed natural sands with very few artefacts in 

them. It is likely therefore that these post holes were cut through clean surfaces (c594 and 

c 566=570) and repacked with clean sand and stand in contrast to other postholes that 

generally had coal in the packing and which should therefore be dated later.      

The position of the excavated features and the 1841 overlay raise the question of the likelihood that 

the excavated features assigned to the Cottage are in fact an internal wall of the structure (see 

Figure 80).  This is a real possibility but the current excavation was not able to further test the 

potential for additional features to the north that may be able to answer that question.   

Trench 4 was able to demonstrate the presence of some remains of the Commandant’s Cottage 

along with attendant refuse pits and occupation deposits.  In addition features and deposits 

associated with the operations of the Dangar Meatworks were also investigated.   

The structural remains were revealed in the form of backfilled post-holes.  These remains are 

extremely fragile and ephemeral condition.  The extent of these remains was only partly revealed 

and there is high potential for the full extent of the cottage to be revealed by further excavation.   
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5.4 Conclusions 

The archaeological testing program at the Palais Royale site, undertaken between 2007 and 2009, 

identified a sequence of occupation from the earliest part of the Nineteenth Century through to the 

Twentieth Century.120 

The historical remains revealed fall broadly into the following indentified historical phases. 

They are: 

• Government Farm; 

• Government Cottage; 

• Weller and Scott occupation; 

• Henry Dangar and the Newcastle Meatworks; 

• Railway Period; 

• Elite Skating Rick and Western Markets (including McLellan Hellyer’s occupation); 

• Twentieth Century and Palais Royale.   

The historical excavation exposed approximately 10% of the site with many of the significant 

features (those potentially of State Significance) left in situ to comply with the conditions of the 

Excavation Permit.  The remainder of the site, unexcavated archaeologically and currently 

beneath the new takeaway food store, has high archaeological potential despite the damage 

inflicted by the recent machine traffic and excavations associated with the demolition of the 

Palais building.   

The current development (2009-2010) was designed to “cap” the potential archaeology of the 

site by building levels up with imported fill (up to a metre) to ensure that footings and service 

lines beneath the current structure would not disturb the significant archaeological resource.  

However the site has suffered variable amounts of damage from the uncontrolled demolition 

and excavations undertaken in 2007/2008 by the previous site owner/developer.  The extent of 

this damage cannot, at this stage, be accurately quantified, but where this disturbance has 

been identified, during the current work, it has disturbed or destroyed extensive areas up to 

400mm below the 1880s surface and smaller areas up to 1.5 metres below that level.  

Notwithstanding this disturbance the site has a high archaeological potential to contain remains 

associated with all the historical periods set out above.  The earlier archaeological deposits and 

                                                
120 The Aboriginal archaeology program, undertaken in conjunction with the historical archaeology 
identified occupation on the site from approx 6,500 BP.  See AHMS Section 87/90 Aboriginal Heritage 
Impact Permit #1098622 Excavation Report for SBA Architects, May 2011.   
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features – those associated with the Government Farm and Government Cottage are extremely 

fragile with State Level Archaeological Research Significance.  They largely consist of features 

represented by cuts and fills in the loose sand of the natural soil. 

The identified features associated with the occupation of the site by Dangar (also of State Level 

Archaeological Research Significance) are more substantial and robust consisting of structural 

remains of brick, stone and deposits of bone material.121   

Features associated with the later phases of occupation, Elite Skating Rink/Palais Royale and 

later are of Local Level Archaeological Research Significance.   

                                                
121 Anecdotal evidence from excavator drivers who have worked on the site suggests that the northern 
boundary of the site has substantial bone deposits dumped there.  
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Figure 78. Palais underfloor area.  Note machine base at photo left.  This machine base 

formed part of the western edge of Trench 1.   

 

Figure 79. Trench 4 west showing dark grey homogenous fill (indicated 1) in the south 

section above stratified historic deposits (indicated 2).  This fill contained mixed 

1 

2 
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artefacts from the 19th and 20th Centuries and is derived from the 2008 

demolitions.   

 

Figure 80. Overlay of excavated features and 1841 plan of the site (green).  The excavated 

features identified with the Cottage period are highlighted in light green. 
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7. APPENDICES 

7.1 Appendix A 2007 Test Trench Report 

7.1.1 Excavation Rationale and Process 

As outlined above it was decided that a single test trench set out north to south across the 

position of the early cottage indicated by the overlaid plans would have the greatest 

potential to identify remains of the early structure.  The placement of this trench would also 

enable the excavation team to investigate other structural phases on the site also indicated by 

the overlay of later plans such as Dangar’s Meat Works and the early phases of the Elite Ice 

Rink.   

The main test trench was originally set out within the existing footprint of the remnant Palais 

building to give adequate coverage of the overlays.  However due to OH&S concerns 

regarding working within a partially demolished structure the test trench was subsequently 

set out to the north of the extant slab of the building.  Initial clearance of the excavation area 

was commenced by machine which was used to remove the last vestiges of demolition and 

fill material associated with the recent use and clearance of the site.   

Once the machine had completed its work the archaeological team proceeded to clear by 

hand an extended area measuring approximately 4 metres by 10 metres along the alignment 

of the intended trench.  This hand clearance was undertaken to carefully remove the final 

interface between the demolition and archaeologically sensitive deposits and enable fine 

tuning of the position and orientation of the test trench.   

The remainder of the excavation within the test trench, now set out as measuring 1.5m x 

10m, was entirely excavated by hand.   

An additional trench (Trench 2) measuring 2m x 1m was excavated to the west of the original 

test trench (now named Trench 1) on the last two days of the testing program.  Trench 2 was 

to investigate a scatter of early burnt sand stock bricks exposed by recent machine clearance 

in this area.   

7.1.2 Description  

7.1.2.1 Trench 1 

The initial removal of the demolition material was undertaken by a mechanical excavator 

leaving a dark grey sandy deposit (1.001) exposed on the surface.  This deposit still contained 

miscellaneous fill and elements of the Palais Demolition and was treated as in interface 
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between the recent demolition activities and the more significant archaeological deposits 

below.  As described above this was removed by hand in area encompassing 4m by 15m (see 

Figure 2.2).  This trench was dominated by the presence of a substantial massed concrete 

machine base (1.007) abutting the western edge of the excavation.  This was constructed of a 

hard grey concrete with evidence of wooden plank shuttering on its exterior and measures 

approximately 1.8m (about 6 feet) square.  It held four thick metal pins used to secure heavy 

machinery to the floor level above.  Abutting this feature was a red-brown metal waste 

deposit (1.026) consisting of sheet metal fragments, lathe waste and machinery parts.   

Discrete deposits of similar waste materials were also evident across other parts of the site 

not within the excavation area.   Contained within the loose matrix of 1.026 were a number of 

artefacts (newspaper fragments and brown glass beer bottles) indicating a date range of 1927-

1928.   

This initial clearance also exposed the remnant brick piers, 11 in all, in various states of 

survival (context numbers 1.009 -1.013 and 1.015-1.023), constructed on the site for the 

flooring system of the Elite Skating Rink (c. 1887-8).  These were comprised of light orange 

sand stock bricks with a rectangular frog bonded with a light grey sandy mortar (see figures 

2.2-2.4) .  In the southern portion of the trench was a slurry surface comprising a white sandy 

mortar, similar to the mortar bonding the brick piers,  and possibly a patent cement, (1.004) 

butting up against the piers in this area suggesting it was at least contemporaneous with the 

construction of the Palais (see figures 2.3, 2.4 and 2.7).    

The removal of the demolition debris at the northern end of the trench revealed a black 

sandy ash deposit containing a substantial fraction of coal and coke (1.006) which extended 

for the majority of the excavation area from adjacent to the machine base (1.007) to the north.  

This ash would appear, on artefact evidence, to date to after 1839.122  Within this ash deposit 

was a substantial cut (1.041) which upon excavation proved to be an excavator bucket scoop 

from the recent demolition work suggesting at least some level of disturbance from recent 

demolition on the site.    

Excavation of the northern part of the slurry floor revealed more of 1.006 beneath, lying on 

top of a grey clay levelling dump (1.039) with artefacts pressed into its surface, probably to 

be associated with the deposit above (see figure 2.9).   

At this stage suspected asbestos contamination was discovered at the southern end of the 

trench, adjacent to the Palais slab floor, and this area was cordoned off and excavation ceased 

in this area.  Further archaeological investigation now focused on the central and northern 

areas of test trench 1 (see figure 2.6).   

The removal of 1.039 in the north of the trench revealed a black loamy deposit (1.036) with 

                                                
122

 The deposit contains a datable pipe bowl marked “Smoke Conqueror”, attributed to Hugh Dixon of Sydney 

1839-1904.   
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numerous artefacts contained within.  This deposit, possibly reflecting an occupation 

deposit, extended to the northern extremity of the trench.  At this stage the northern end of 

the test area was also extended to the west to investigate the expected area of the rear wall of 

the government cottage and attempt to identify building remains or post holes associated 

with its structural elements (see figure 2.16)123.  This extension was also accompanied by a 

smaller sondage (1m x 1m) at the extreme north end of the test trench to examine features at 

this position. The western extension revealed more of deposit 1.036. 

The sondage at the north end of trench 1 revealed that deposit 1.036 was cut by an angular 

feature 1.038 containing fill 1.037(see figure 2.8).  Removal of 1.038, within this sondage, 

exposed remnants of a possible former disturbed soil (1.035) showing evidence of worm casts 

and root activity.  This deposit contained burnt shell, light grey mortar and small sand stock 

brick fragments, indicating it was a cultural rather than natural layer.  An unworked 

fragment of heat affected tuff, a local stone used by Aboriginals, was discovered within a 

mortar lump suggesting the shell used for the mortar derived from a local shell midden.    

Removal of 1.035 revealed a dark grey to black soil (1.040) reflecting a potential interface 

between the A1 and A2 levels of the natural soil profile.  Within this deposit were indications 

of agricultural activity, through remnant hoe marks, in the soil (see figures 2.10 and 2.11) 

At the upper level of the trench and cut within the 1.036 were a series of pits (see figures 2.12, 

2.13 and 2.16) two of which were excavated (1.045 and 1.047).  Pit 1.045 revealed a grey sandy 

fill which contained sand stock brick fragments and substantial bone deposits (see figure 

2.12).   

These sand filled pits revealed themselves across the western extension of trench 1 as lighter 

grey sandy features contrasting against the darker matrix of the disturbed A horizon 1.049.  

These pits contained artefacts indicating mid to late Nineteenth century occupation.  Also 

contained within this deposit (1.049) were a number (7) of flaked pieces of tuff possibly either 

the result of aboriginal occupation of the site in the early Nineteenth Century under 

Threlkeld’s stewardship or disturbed artefacts from pre-European levels on the site.   

7.1.2.2 Trench 2 

A small “L” shaped trench was excavated to the west of test trench 1 to examine a burnt 

brick feature weathering out of the demolition deposit.  The removal of the demolition 

deposit (2.001=1.001) revealed a mixed grey sand (2.010) corresponding to 1.047 from trench 

1.  This deposit appears to reflect the disturbed upper levels of the natural soil profile.  Two 

pits were cut into this sand, one with burnt early sand stock contained within (2.005) and a 

larger irregularly shaped pit (2.008) with later building materials in it (see figure 2.17).   

                                                
123 The potential position of the rear wall was identified using the historic overlays noted above.   
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Fig 2.1 Demolition material in the process of clearance by machine.    

 

Fig 2.2 View of the cleared area looking north after removal of 1.001 showing slurry surface 

(1.004) in the foreground and the concrete machine base (1.007) in the background.  Also 

evident are the tops of the remnant brick piers (1.009 -1.013 and 1.015-1.023) associated with 

the Palais floor system.   
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Figure 2.3 View of the cleared area looking north with the slurry “floor” (1.004) cleaned 

and the areas of metal waste (1.002 and 1.003) apparent as dark red patches adjacent to the 

brick piers and central machine base.   

 

Figure 2.4 Detail of the surface (1.004) with metal waste (1.002) and piers (1.012 and 1.011). 
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Figure 2.5 Looking south across the black ash deposit (1.006) with brick piers 

1.020, 1.018 and 1.017 at left.   

 

Figure 2.6 Looking south after setting out trench with asbestos quarantined area under 

black plastic at southern end.   
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Figure 2.7 Detail view of surface 1.004, looking north.   

 

Figure 2.8 Northern end of trench 1 with 1.037 removed showing cut 1.038 and deposit 1.035 

indicated.   
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Figure 2.9 South end of trench showing ash deposit 1.006 and part of surface 1.004 removed 

with clay dump 1.039 exposed beneath with artefacts (indicated) pressed into its surface.     
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Figure 2.10 North end of trench 1 with 1.035 removed and showing 1.040 with possible hoe marks in 

plan.    

 

Figure 2.11 Oblique detail of 1.040 showing possible hoe marks (indicated).   
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Figure 2.12 Oblique detail of cut 1.045, outlined, with fill 1.046 partially removed.  Note sandstock 

brick and bone material still contained within the feature.   

 

Figure 2.13 Detail of 1.047, outlined, and 1.048 removed.   Note 1.045 at photo left.   
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Figure 2.14 Trench 1 looking north with clay dump (1.039) and fill of excavator bucket cut (1.042), 

removed (indicated).   
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Figure 2.15 Detail of north area of Trench 1 with possible occupation deposit (1.036) exposed.  Note 

artefacts indicated.     
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Figure 2.16 Western extension of northern end of trench 1.  This extension was placed to 

examine the expected site of the rear wall of the cottage.  The grey sandy Brick pier 1.023 is at 

top right of photo with the disturbed A horizon sand 1.049 across the majority of the trench.  

Note the pits indicated with the pale grey sand fill.       
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Figure 2.17 Trench 2 showing initial clearance with burnt brick deposit 2.005 (green) at left, pit 2.008 

(red) and sandy disturbed A1-A2 across remainder of trench (2.010=1.047).   
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7.2 Appendix B Plans 

 

Figure 81. 2007 plan of the overall site showing the relative positions of the 2007 test 

trenches (TR1 and TR2) and the 2009 test trenches (TR3 and TR4).  This plan also 

indicates the positions of the structural elements still present on the site (in 

2007) including the machine bases shown as grey squares on the plan.   
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7.2.1 Trench 1 

 

Figure 82. Trench 1 overall plan showing the position of excavation plans following 
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7.2.2 Trench 2 
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7.2.3 Trench 3 
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Figure 83. Trench 3 overall plan showing the position of excavation plans following.   
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7.2.4 Trench 4 

 



                   190 

    August 2011 

Trench 4 overall plan showing the position of excavation plans following.   

Plan 4a and Plan 4b 
 

Plan 13 
 

Plan 16 
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7.3 Appendix C Context Register 2009 Season 

7.3.1 Trench 3 
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1000 concrete slab   1001 1152   

1001 bitumen surface   1092 1000   

1002 bitumen repair   1092 1153   

1003 levelling sand for slab 1000   1152 1189   

1004 fill dump   1189, 1193 1190...   

1005 natural sand   1194... 1198   

1006 levelling fill for slab 1153   1003 1004 equals = 1189 

1007 fill of cut 1008   1004 1008 c.1840s-1880s ? 

1008 cut for fill 1007   1007     

1009 mixed fill   1010     

1010 cut: construction trench    1011 1009   

1011 concrete footing   1221, 1225 1010   

1012 fill: construction trench   1078 
1221, 
1225   

1013 fill of cut 1014       

} feature no longer 
exists; is rubble 
impress 

1014 cut for 1013        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1015 fill of cut 1016   1008 1016   

1016 cut for fill 1015   1015     

1017 fill of cut 1018   1004 1018   

1018 circular cut for fill 1017   1017 1148   

1019 packing fill of  cut 1020   1148 1020   

1020 
posthole cut for fill 1019  
and post pipe 1148   1019     

1021 post pipe of posthole 1023   1004 1022   

1022 packing fill of cut 1023   1021 1023   
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1023 
posthole cut containing 1021  
and 1022   1022     

1024 packing fill of cut 1025   1143 1025   

1025 
posthole cut for fill 1024  
and post pipe 1143   1024     

1026 packing fill of cut 1027   1147 1027   

1027 
posthole cut for fill 1026  
and post pipe 1147   1026     

1028 fill of cut 1029   1004 1029   

1029 cut for fill 1028   1028     

1030 fill of cut 1031   1004 1031   

1031 rectangular cut for fill 1030   1030     

1032 packing fill of cut 1033   1046 1033   

1033 
posthole cut for fill 1032  
and post pipe 1146   1032     

1034 packing fill of cut 1035   1145 1035   

1035 
posthole cut for fill 1034  
and post pipe 1145   1034     

1036 crushed mortar deposit below slab 1000   
1035, 

1077=1082 1193   

1037 fill of cut 1038   1004 1038   

1038 pit cut for fill 1037   1037     

1039 fill of cut 1040        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1040 cut for 1039        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1041 fill of cut 1042   1004 1042   

1042 sub-rounded cut for fill 1041   1041     

1043 packing fill of cut 1044   1083 1044   

1044 
posthole cut for fill 1043  
and post pipe 1083   1043     
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1045 packing fill of cut 1046   1084     

1046 
posthole cut for fill 1044  
and post pipe 1084   1045     

1047 packing fill of cut 1048   1085 1048   

1048 
posthole cut for fill 1047  
and post pipe 1085   1047     

1049 fill of cut 1050        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1050 cut for 1049        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1051 fill of cut 1052        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1052 cut for fill        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1053 
packing fill of  
cut 1054   1154 1054   

1054 
posthole cut for fill 1053  
and packing 1154   1053     

1055 deposit        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1056 fill of cut        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1057 cut for 1056        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1058 fill of cut 1059        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1059 cut for 1058        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1060 post pipe of posthole 1062   1004 1061   

1061 packing fill of cut 1062   1060 1062   

1062 
posthole cut containing 1060  
and 1061   1061     

1063 fill of cut 1064   1204 1064   

1064 rectangular cut for fill 1063   1063     
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1065 packing fill of cut 1066   1142 1066   

1066 
posthole cut for fill 1065  
and post pipe 1142   1065     

1067 fill of cut 1067        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1068 cut for 1068        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1069 
packing fill of  
posthole 1070   1136 1070   

1070 
posthole cut for packing 1069  
and post pipe 1136   1069     

1071 packing fill of cut 1072   1096 1072   

1072 
posthole cut for fill 1071  
and post pipe 1096   1071     

1073 
rectangular depression  
with remnant 1004   1004     

1074 amorphous deposit        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1075 deposit        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1076 fill of cut 1077   1078 
1180, 
1133 equals = 1081 

1077 linear cut for fill 1076   1133   equals = 1082 

1078 sand stock brick alignment   1079 

1012, 
1076, 
1012   

1079 
Fe water pipe  
(40 mm Diameter)    1086 1078   

1080 sand stock bricks for possible pier   1076=1081 1077=1082   

1081 fill of cut 1082   1078 
1133, 
1080 equals = 1076 

1082 cut for fill 1078 and 1081   1080, 1133   equals = 1077 

1083 post pipe of posthole 1044   1004 1043   

1084 post pipe of posthole 1046   1004 1045   
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1085 post pipe of posthole 1048   1004 1047   

1086 fill between wall 1078 and footing 1011   1092 1079   

1087 demolition fill of cut 1088   1092 1090 recent demolition fill 

1088 cut for demolition fill 1087   1090 
1155, 
1099   

1089 sand stock brick cistern containing fill 1090   1200, 1201 1091   

1090 fill within cistern 1089   1087 1088 

mixed with 
contemporary plastics 
etc... 

1091 cut for cistern 1089   1089     

1092 topsoil   n/a 1001...   

1093 post pipe for posthole 1095   1004 1094   

1094 packing fill of posthole 1095   1093 1095   

1095 
posthole cut for post pipe 1093  
and fill 1094   1094     

1096 post pipe for posthole 1072   1004 1071   

1097 deposit   1088... 1126   

1098 
Fe service pipe  
(140 mm Diameter)   1212 1213   

1099 
Fe service pipe  
(130 mm Diameter)   1088 1201 standpipe 

1100 packing fill of posthole 1101   1004 1101   

1101 posthole cut containing 1100   1100     

1102 fill of cut 1102        

1103 cut for 1103        

1104 fill of cut 1105   1004 1105   

1105 cut for fill 1104   1104     

1106 packing fill of cut 1107   1149     

1107 
posthole cut for fill 1106 and post pipe 
1149   1106     
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1108 fill of cut 1109, also cut by 1107   1042, 1107 1109   

1109 cut for fill 1108   1108     

1110 fill of cut 1111   1109 1111   

1111 cut for fill 1110   1110     

1112 packing fill of posthole 1113   1144 1113   

1113 
posthole cut for fill 1112  
and post pipe 1144   1112     

1114 fill of cut 1115   1113 1115   

1115 cut for fill 1114   1114     

1116 fill of cut 1117   1115 1117   

1117 cut for fill 1116   1116     

1118 fill for cut 1119   1004 1119   

1119 cut for fill 1118   1118     

1120 fill for cut 1121   1104 1121   

1121 cut for fill 1120   1120     

1122 fill for cut 1123   1121 1123   

1123 cut for fill 1122   1122     

1124 fill of cut 1125   1126 1125   

1125 cut for fill 1124   1124     

1126 
deposit with sand stock brick  
and coal nodules   1067 1124   

1127 deposit loose, grey-brown sand   1077 1128   

1128 
concentration of sand stock brick frags 
within 1127   1127 1005   

1129 fill of cut 1130        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1130 cut for 1129        
} feature no longer 
exists 

1131 packing fill of cut 1132   1150 1132   
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1132  posthole cut for fill 1131+ post pipe 1150   1131     

1133 circular concrete pad beneath wall 1078   1078 1077   

1134 fill of cut 1135   1092 1135   

1135 cut for fill 1134   1135     

1136 post pipe of posthole 1070   1104 1069   

1137 post pipe of posthole 1139   1054 1138   

1138 packing fill of posthole cut 1139   1137, 1054 1139   

1139 
posthole cut for packing 1138  
and post pipe 1137   1138     

1140 fill of cut 1141   1139 1141   

1141 cut for fill 1140   1140     

1142 post pipe of posthole 1066   1004 1065   

1143 post pipe of posthole 1025   1004 1024   

1144 post pipe of posthole 1113   1004 1112   

1145 post pipe of posthole 1035   1092 1034   

1146 post pipe of posthole 1033   1046 1032   

1147 post pipe of posthole 1027   1004 1026   

1148 post pipe of posthole 1020   1018 1019   

1149 post pipe of posthole 1107   1004 1106   

1150 post pipe of posthole 1132   1004 1131   

1151 overburden deposit   1092 1158   

1152 
timber divide between concrete slabs 1000 
and 1153   1000, 1153 1003   

1153 concrete slab surface   1002 1152   

1154 post pipe of posthole 1054   1004 1053   

1155 
east-west axis service pipe into cistern 
1089   1088 1200   

1156 concrete pad adjacent to pipe 1098   1158 1097   
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Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

1157 north-south brick wall, part of 1078   1079 
1076, 
1012   

1158 east-west brick wall keyed into 1157   1151 

1159, 
1160, 
1212   

1159 ceramic service pipe   1158 1214   

1160 
east-west sand stock brick wall  
with lime mortar   1158 1097   

1161 fill of cut 1162   1193 1162   

1162 cut for 1161   1161     

1163 fill of cut 1164   1010 

1004, 
1267, 
1164 

equals = 
1183=1184=1193 

1164 cut for fill 1163   1163/1193     

1165 fill of cut 1166   1193 1166   

1166 cut for fill 1165   1165     

1167 fill of cut 1168   1193 1168   

1168 cut for fill 1167   1167     

1169 fill of cut 1170   1193 1170   

1170 cut for fill 1169   1169     

1171 fill of cut 1172   1193 1172   

1172 cut for fill 1171   1171     

1173 sandstone pier within cut 1174   1193 1174   

1174 cut for pier 1173   1173     

1175 fill of cut 1176   1193 1176   

1176 cut for fill 1175   1175     

1177 fill of cut 1178   1193 1178   

1178 cut for fill 1177   1177     

Context 
Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 
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Number 

1179 fill of cut 1180   1193 1180   

1180 cut for fill 1179   1179     

1181 fill of cut 1182   1193 1182   

1182 cut for fill 1181   1181     

1183 
remnant deposit of 1193  
within a depression in 1005   1010 1164 

equals = 
1163=1184=1193 

1184 remnant deposit of 1193 with timber   1010, 1036 1164 
equals = 
1163=1183=1193 

1185 sandstone pier sitting on 1005   1193 1268 related to pier 1173 

1186 fill of cut 1187   1193 1187   

1187 cut for fill 1186   1186     

1188 sand stock brick, probable outlier of 1078   1079 1194   

1189 levelling fill for slab 1153   1003 1004 equals = 1006 

1190 fill of cut 1191   1004 1191   

1191 cut for fill 1190   1190 1005   

1192 concrete slab   1092 1145   

1193 burnt, ashy deposit   1036 1004... 
equals = 
1163=1183=1184 

1194 sandy deposit   1166... 1005 
includes sheep 
phalange 

1195 
cleaning fill along western  
edge of southern end   1092 1004   

1196 fill of cut 1197   1020 1197   

1197 cut for fill 1196   1196     

1198 natural sand below disturbed sand 1005   1005 1199   

1199 B-Horizon: Bhs (coffee rock)   1198 n/a   

1200 
breach in cistern 1089  
contains 1155 and 1097   1155     

1201 
breach in cistern 1089  
contains 1099 and 1097    1099     

Context 
Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 
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Number 

1202 fill of cut 1203   1193 1203   

1203 cut for fill 1202   1202     

1204 post pipe of posthole 1064   1004 1063   

1205 fill of cut 1206   1193 1206   

1206 cut for fill 1205   1205     

1207 fill of cut 1208   
1239, 

1180, 1206 1208   

1208 linear cut for fill 1207   1207     

1209 fill of cut 1210   1208 1210   

1210 linear cut for fill 1209   1209     

1211 orange-pink sand at northern end   1218, 1228 1005   

1212 trench fill of cut 1213   1158 1098   

1213 
north-south trench cut for 
 fill 1212 and pipe 1098   1098     

1214 mixed grey sand with rubble fill   1213... 1097   

1215 concrete slab on top of 1216   1219 1216   

1216 
concrete slab below 1215  
but above 1217   1215 

1223, 
1224   

1217 concrete slab below 1216   1223, 1224 1218   

1218 sandstone pier   1217 1211   

1219 cut for fill 1220   1220     

1220 fill of cut 1219   1092 1219   

1221 
east-west service pipe 
 (north end, western edge)   1012 1011   

1222 
east-west service pipe  
(north end, eastern edge)   1158 1214   

1223 Fe service pipe   1216 1217   

1224 Fe service pipe   1216 1217   

Context 
Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 
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Number 

1225 glazed earthenware service pipe   1012 1011   

1226 Fe service pipe   1158 1214   

1227 fill of cut 1228   1092 1228   

1228 cut for fill 1227   1228     

1229 deposit of grey brown sand with coal   1193 1194   

1230 
fill grey brown sand  
with mortar, coal, ash   1193 1231   

1231 cut for 1230   1230     

1232 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1231 1233   

1233 cut for 1233   1232     

1234 fill grey brown sand with ash   1193 1235   

1235 cut for 1234   1234     

1236 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1235 1237   

1237 cut for 1236   1236 1194   

1238 fill grey brown sand with mortar, coal, ash   1193 1239   

1239 cut for 1238 1238     

1240 fill grey brown sand with coal   1193 1241   

1241 cut for 1240   1240     

1242 fill grey brown sand with coal   1193 1243   

1243 cut for 1242   1242     

1244 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1247 1245   

1245 cut for 1244   1244     

1246 fill of 1247   1193 1247   

1247 cut for 1246   1246     

Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 
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1248 fill grey brown sand with coal   1193 1249   

1249 cut for 1248   1248     

1250 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1193 1250   

1251 cut for 1250   1250     

1252 fill grey brown sand with ash   1193 1251   

1253 cut for 1252   1252     

1254 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1193 1255   

1255 cut for 1254   1254     

1256 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1193 1194   

1257 fill grey brown sand with ash   1193 1258   

1258 cut for 1257   1257     

1259 
fill black, grey brown sand  
with burnt timber and ash   1193 1260   

1260 cut for 1259   1259     

1261 fill grey brown sand with coal   1260 1194   

1262 
Dep. grey brown sand  
with mortar, coal, ash   1193 1194   

1263 fill grey brown sand with coal   1193 1264   

1264 cut for 1263   1263     

1265 fill grey brown sand with coal   1267 1266   

1266 cut for 1265   1265     

1267 
Dep. of ash , crushed mortar  
and coal flecks    1183, 1184 1265   

1268 
fill grey ash with coal, charcoal  
and mortar   1185 1269   

1269 cut for 1268   1268 1194   

Context 
Number Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 
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1270 fill grey brown sand w fine crushed ss brick   1193 1271   

1271 cut for 1270   1270   

1272 
fill grey brown sand w coal  
and occ charcoal lumps   1193 1273   

1273 cut for 1272   1272     

1274 
fill grey brown sand w coal  
and mortar flecks   1193 1275   

1275 cut for 1274   1274     

1276 fill grey brown sand with coal   1193 1277   

1277 cut for 1276   1276     

1278 
fill grey brown sand  
with coal and mortar   1278     

1279 cut for 1278   1193     

1280 
fill grey brown sand  
with coal and mortar   1193 1281   

1281 cut for 1280   1280     

1282 
fill grey brown sand  
with mortar, coal, ash   1193 1283   

1283 cut for 1282   1282     

1284 
fill grey brown sand  
with coal and mortar   1193 1285   

1285 cut for 1284   1284     

1286 
Feature unexcavated poss remnant 
surface 
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7.3.2 Trench 4  

Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

500 Surface clean  

(after first machining) 

 518 - 2008-2009 

Demolition churning 

501 Fill of 502  516 515 2008 Demolition 

502 Pit cut  524 516  

503 Natural sub-surface sand (buff)  - 508 Natural 

504 Fill  505 

506 

500 2008 Demolition 

505 Fill  507 504  

506 Fill  507 

510 

504  

507 Fill  524 505  

508 Natural subsoil (A2 horizon)  508 824 Natural 

509 Fill  511 510 2008 Demolition 

510 Fill  509 506  

511 Fill  512 509  

512 Fill  515 511  

513 Cut  524 514  

514 Fill of 513  513 509  

515 Sand lens (colluvial)  501 512  

516 Deposit (colluvial)  502 501  

517 Surface clean  

(after second machining) 

 Various 518 2008 Demolition 

Residual churn, surfaces  

of features and natural 524 

518 Fill/Machining spread  517 501 2008-2009 

Demolition churning 

519 Fill of 520  520  Dangar Meatworks? 
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

520 Pit/Posthole  547 519  

521 Post pipe  522  Cottage 

522 Post packing  523 

558 

521 

559 

 

523 Posthole cut  524 522  

524 Natural topsoil (A1 horizon)  508 Various Pre-European/Contact/ Cottage 

525 Post pipe  526  Cottage 

526 Post packing  527 525 

549 

 

527 Posthole cut  547 526 

548 

 

528 Post pipe  529   

529 Post packing  530 528  

530 Posthole cut  524 529  

531 Post pipe  532   

532 Post packing  533 531  

533 Posthole cut  547? 532  

534 Post pipe  535   

535 Post packing  536 523  

536 Posthole cut  524 535  

537a Fill of 610 (slab ghost)  610 517  

537b Fill of 611 (post cavity)   611 517  

538 Post pipe  539  Pre-Palais 

539 Post packing  540 538  

540 Posthole cut   539  

541 Pit/Posthole cut   542  

542 Fill of 541  541   
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

543 Fill of 545 (lower)  545 544 Demolition of Dangar  

544 Fill of 545 (upper)  543  Meatworks? 

545 Cut   543  

546 Trench cut  524 610/611 

 

Cottage 

547 Trench fill  610 

611 

527 

533? 

 

548 Slab ghost  527 526 Cottage 

549 Fill of 548  526   

550 Fill of 551  551  Pre-Palais 

551 Pit/Posthole cut  552 550  

552 Fill of 553  553 551  

553 Pit cut  556a 552  

554 Fill of 555  555   

555 Pit cut  596 554  

556a Deposit (surface spread)  556b 553  

556b Pit fill  580 556b  

557 Structure (sandstone floor)  563 564 Dangar Meatworks 

558 Slab ghost  523 522 Cottage 

559 Fill of 558  522   

560 Surface material (=500)  561  2008 Demolition 

561 Deposit (=518?)  562 560 2008 Demolition 

562 Layer/Surface  465 561  

563 Cut for structure 557   557 Dangar Meatworks 

564 Backfill of 563  557 569  

565 Deposit (structural debris)  566 562  
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

566 Layer/Surface  570 565  

567 Post pipe    Dangar Meatworks 

568 Post packing     

569 Posthole cut     

570 Layer/Surface  571 566 Possibly same as 566 

571 Layer  524 570 Churned A1 natural? 

572 Deposit   563  

573 Brick strip footings (west)    Palais Royale 

573a Brick footing (east)     

574 Mortar bonding (structure 557)    Dangar Meatworks 

575 Concrete footing    20thC Palais 

576 Fill of 577  577   

577 Cut for 575   576  

578 Fill of 579  579  2008 Demolition? 

579 Cut   578  

580 Pit cut  596 556b Pre-Palais 

581 Pit cut   582  

582 Fill of 581  581   

583 Structural fill (part of 557)    Dangar Meatworks 

584 Fill?  (=585?)    Pre-Palais 

585 Fill in cut? (=584?)     

586 Fill in cut?     

587 Fill in cut?     

588 Fill in cut?     

589 Fill     

590 Fill (Surface?)     
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

591 Fill     

592a Fill (upper)  592b  Palais Royale 

592b Fill (lower)  573 592a  

593 Trench cuts for footings 573   594 573  

594 Layer (surface)  Various 593  

595 Cut & fill (not excavated)    2008 Demolition? 

596 Deposit/fill (not excavated)  524  Pre-Palais 

597 Pit/Posthole (not excavated)  596 580  

598 Feature? (not excavated)   596  

599 Construction/Demolition feature 

(not excavated) 

   2008 Demolition 

600 Construction/Demolition feature 
– trench (not excavated) 

    

601 Construction/Demolition feature 

(not excavated) 

    

602 Service system (ceramic pipes)    Later 20thC 

603 Pit/Posthole (not fully excavated)    Pre-Palais 

604 Pit/Posthole (not excavated)     

605 Pit/Posthole (not excavated)     

606 Demolition feature  

(cut into for Sondage 1) 

   2008 Demolition 

607 Demolition feature     

607a Demolition feature     

608 Pit/Posthole (not excavated)   609 Pre-Palais 

609 Pit/Posthole (not excavated)  608   

610 Slab ghost    Cottage 

611 Post cavity     

612 Overburden (2008 fill)     
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

613 Natural sand (buff/yellow)     

614 Structure  

(sandstone floor, = 557) 

   Pre-Palais 

615 Natural A1 topsoil (=524)     

616 Structure (sandstock brick)     

617 Pit/Posthole cut  619 618 Cottage 

618 Fill of 617  617 594?  

619 Fill of 620  620 617  

620 Pit/Posthole cut  524 619  

621 Fill of 622  622 594?  

622 Cut  524? 621  

623 Fill of 624  624 594?  

624 Cut  524? 623  

625 Fill of 626  626 594?  

626 Cut  524? 625  

627 Fill of 628  628 545?  

628 Cut  524? 627  

629 Fill of 630  630 594?  

630 Cut  524? 629  

631 Fill of 632  632 594?  

632 Cut  524? 631  

633 Fill of 634  634 594?  

634 Cut  524? 633  

635 Fill of 636  636 637 Cottage 

636 Cut  524? 635  

637 Cut  635 638  
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Context 
Number  

Description Phase Above Below Notes/Comments 

638 Fill of 637  637 594? Cottage 

639 Service Trench     

640 Fill of 639     

641 Surface     

642 Cut     

643 Fill of 642     

644 Surface     

645 Surface   641  

646      

647      
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7.4 Appendix D Photographic Register 2009 
Season  

PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM:DIGITAL Roll 1  CAMERADETAILS: Nikon D-70 (Sandisk Extreme III 26B)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  27/07/09 AD N Start up shots 

2  27/07/09 AD NE Start up shots 

3  27/07/09 AD E Start up shots 

4  27/07/09 AD NW Start up shots 

5  27/07/09 AD W Start up shots 

6      

7  27/07/09 AD N Working shot trench 3 

8  27/07/09 AD S Working shot trench 

9  28/07/09 AD S Working shot trench 

10  28/07/09 AD N Working shot trench 

11  28/07/09 AD N Trench 4 start up 

12  28/07/09 AD A Trench 4 start up 

13  29/07/09 AD N Trench 3: southern part working shot 

14  29/07/09 AD S Trench 4: sondage 1: south section 

15  29/07/09 AD N Trench 3: after clean up 

16  29/07/09 AD S Trench 3: after clean up 

17  29/07/09 AD PLAN Trench 4: sondage 1: 501, 503 

18  29/07/09 AD PLAN Trench 4: sondage 1: 502, 503 

19  29/07/09 AD E Trench 4: sondage 1: section east 

20  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1078, 1089, 1011 

21  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3” 1078, 1089, 1011 

22  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: northern end 

23  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1037, 1038 

24  30/07/09 AD S Trench 3: 1112 to 1119 (pre-excavation) 

25  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1120 to 1126 (pre-excavation) 

26  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1078, 1178, 1127 to 1132 (pre excavation) 

27  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106 to 1109, 1041, 1042 (pre-excavation) 

28  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1043, 1044, 1083 

29  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3:1045, 1046, 1084 
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Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

30  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1047, 1048, 1085 

31  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1134, 1135 (pre-excavation) 

32  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1093 to 1095 

33  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1069, 1070, 1136 

34  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1071, 1072, 1096 

35  30/07/09 AD S Trench 3: 1073, 1111, 1110 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: B&W Roll 1   CAMERA DETAILS: Pentax MX  (KODAK T-MAX 100)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  27/07/09 AD N Start up shots 

2  27/07/09 AD NE Start up shots 

3  27/07/09 AD E Start up shots 

4  27/07/09 AD NW Start up shots 

5  27/07/09 AD W Start up shots 

6      

7  27/07/09 AD N Working shot trench 3 

8  27/07/09 AD S Working shot trench 

9  28/07/09 AD S Working shot trench 

10  28/07/09 AD N Working shot trench 

11  28/07/09 AD N Trench 4 start up 

12  28/07/09 AD A Trench 4 start up 

13  29/07/09 AD N Trench 3: southern part working shot 

14  29/07/09 AD S Trench 4: sondage 1: south section 

15  29/07/09 AD N Trench 3: after clean up 

16  29/07/09 AD S Trench 3: after clean up 

17  29/07/09 AD PLAN Trench 4: sondage 1: 501, 503 

18  29/07/09 AD PLAN Trench 4: sondage 1: 502, 503 

19  29/07/09 AD E Trench 4: sondage 1: section east 

20  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1078, 1089, 1011 

21  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3” 1078, 1089, 1011 

22  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: northern end 

23  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1037, 1038 

24  30/07/09 AD S Trench 3: 1112 to 1119 (pre-excavation) 

25  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1120 to 1126 (pre-excavation) 

26  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1078, 1178, 1127 to 1132 (pre excavation) 

27  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106 to 1109, 1041, 1042 (pre-excavation) 

28  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1043, 1044, 1083 

29  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3:1045, 1046, 1084 

30  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1047, 1048, 1085 

31  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1134, 1135 (pre-excavation) 

32  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1093 to 1095 
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Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

33  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1069, 1070, 1136 

34  30/07/09 AD W Trench 3: 1071, 1072, 1096 

35  30/07/09 AD S Trench 3: 1073, 1111, 1110 

36      
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM:DIGITAL Roll 2  CAMERADETAILS: Nikon D-70 (Sandisk Extreme III 4 GB)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  30/07/09 AD E Trench 4: sondage 1: section east 

2  30/07/09 AD S Trench 4: sondage 1: section south (section 1) 

3  30/07/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 1:section west (section 2) 

4  30/07/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 1: section north 

5  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034, 1035 (pre-excavation) 

6  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032, 1033 (pre-excavation) 

7  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3:1030, 1031 (pre-excavation) 

8  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1017 (removed), 1018, 1019, 1020 

9  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3:section in cut 1020  

10  31/07/09 AD E Trench 4: working shot 

11  31/07/09 AD N Trench 4: working shot 

12  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1020, 1019 (removed) 

13  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1053, 1054 

14  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1112, 1113, 1144 

15  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106, 1107 (pre-excavation) 

16  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106(removed), 1107, 1149 

17  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106 and 1149 (removed), 1107 

18  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034 + 1145 (removed), 1035 

19  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032 + 1146 (removed) 1033 

20  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1030 (removed), 1031 

21  03/08/09 AD W Trench 4: progress shot, after removal of 5.8 

22  03/08/09 AD N Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8 

23  03/08/09 AD E Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8  

24  03/08/09 AD S Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8 

25  03/08/09 AD S Trench 4: progress shot, after removal of 5.8 

26  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1026 +1147 (removed), 1027 

27  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1024 + 1143 (removed), 1025 

28  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1021 + 1022 (removed), 1023 

29  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: northern end clean up 

30  04/08/09 AD S Trench 5: clean up 

31  04/08/09 AD E Trench 5: clean up 

32  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1065 + 1142 (removed), 1066 
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Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

33  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1060 + 1061 (removed), 1062 

34  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1053 + 1154 (removed), 1054 

35  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1069 + 1136 (removed), 1070 

36  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1093 + 1094 (removed), 1095 

37  04/08/09 AD E  Trench 3: 1131 + 1150 (removed), 1132  
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: B&W Roll 2  CAMERA DETAILS: Pentax MX (Kodak T-MAX 100)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  30/07/09 AD E Trench 4: sondage 1: section east 

2  30/07/09 AD S Trench 4: sondage 1: section south (section 1) 

3  30/07/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 1:section west (section 2) 

4  30/07/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 1: section north 

5  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034, 1035 (pre-excavation) 

6  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032, 1033 (pre-excavation) 

7  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3:1030, 1031 (pre-excavation) 

8  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1017 (removed), 1018, 1019, 1020 

9  30/07/09 AD E Trench 3:section in cut 1020  

10  31/07/09 AD E Trench 4: working shot 

11  31/07/09 AD N Trench 4: working shot 

12  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1020, 1019 (removed) 

13  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1053, 1054 

14  31/07/09 AD E Trench 3: 1112, 1113, 1144 

15  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106, 1107 (pre-excavation) 

16  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106(removed), 1107, 1149 

17  03/08/09 AD W Trench 3: 1106 and 1149 (removed), 1107 

18  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034 + 1145 (removed), 1035 

19  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032 + 1146 (removed) 1033 

20  03/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1030 (removed), 1031 

21  03/08/09 AD W Trench 4: progress shot, after removal of 5.8 

22  03/08/09 AD N Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8 

23  03/08/09 AD E Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8  

24  03/08/09 AD S Trench 4: progress shot after removal of 5.8 

25  03/08/09 AD S Trench 4: progress shot, after removal of 5.8 

26  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1026 +1147 (removed), 1027 

27  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1024 + 1143 (removed), 1025 

28  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1021 + 1022 (removed), 1023 

29  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: northern end clean up 

30  04/08/09 AD S Trench 5: clean up 

31  04/08/09 AD E Trench 5: clean up 

32  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1065 + 1142 (removed), 1066 
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33  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1060 + 1061 (removed), 1062 

34  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1053 + 1154 (removed), 1054 

35  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1069 + 1136 (removed), 1070 

36  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1093 + 1094 (removed), 1095 

37  04/08/09 AD E  
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: DIGITAL Roll 3  CAMERADETAILS: Nikon D-70 (Sandisk Extreme III 2 GB)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: 1013, 1015 

2  04/08/09 AD N Trench 3: southern end clean up 

3  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: southern end clean up 

4  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1071 + 1096 (removed), 1072 

5  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1196, 1197, 1020 

6  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), 1020 

7  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), 1020 

8  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), detailed shot 

9  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), detailed shot 

10  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034, (removed), 1033 

11  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032, (removed),520 

12  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 519, (removed), 520 

13  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: structure 1 

14  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: structure 1 (eastern end) 

15  05/08/09 AD E Trench 4: structure 1 

16  05/08/09 AD E Trench 4: structure 1 (western end) 

17  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 521 + 528 

18  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: cut 520, post pipes 531 + 537 

19  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 525 

20  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 534 

21  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1069 + 1136 (removed), 1070 

22  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1199 (coffee rock) 

23  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: section east, 1019 removed 

24  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1131 + 1150 (removed) 1132 

25  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1043 (removed), 1044 

26  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1071 + 1096 (removed), 1072 

27  06/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1061 (removed), 1062 

28  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 557 

29  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 562 

30  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: post hole cut 523 

31  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 563, 564, 557 

32  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 565 (removed),566 
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Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

33  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 567 (removed), 568 + 569 

34  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 566 (removed), 570 

35  06/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1112 (removed), 1113 

36  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4 south: 570 (removed), 571 

37  6/08/09 AD E Trench 4: 526 (removed), 527 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: B&W Roll 3  CAMERADETAILS: Pentax MX (Kodak T-MAX 100)_______ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: 1013, 1015 

2  04/08/09 AD N Trench 3: southern end clean up 

3  04/08/09 AD S Trench 3: southern end clean up 

4  04/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1071 + 1096 (removed), 1072 

5  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1196, 1197, 1020 

6  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), 1020 

7  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), 1020 

8  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), detailed shot 

9  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1019 + 1148 (removed), detailed shot 

10  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1034, (removed), 1033 

11  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1032, (removed),520 

12  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 519, (removed), 520 

13  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: structure 1 

14  05/08/09 AD W Trench 4: structure 1 (eastern end) 

15  05/08/09 AD E Trench 4: structure 1 

16  05/08/09 AD E Trench 4: structure 1 (western end) 

17  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 521 + 528 

18  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: cut 520, post pipes 531 + 537 

19  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 525 

20  05/08/09 AD N Trench 4: post pipes 534 

21  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1069 + 1136 (removed), 1070 

22  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1199 (coffee rock) 

23  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: section east, 1019 removed 

24  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1131 + 1150 (removed) 1132 

25  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1043 (removed), 1044 

26  05/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1071 + 1096 (removed), 1072 

27  06/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1061 (removed), 1062 

28  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 557 

29  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 562 

30  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: post hole cut 523 

31  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 563, 564, 557 
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Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

32  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 565 (removed),566 

33  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 567 (removed), 568 + 569 

34  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4: south: 566 (removed), 570 

35  06/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1112 (removed), 1113 

36  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4 south: 570 (removed), 571 

37  06/08/09 AD  E Trench 4: 526 (removed), 527 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: DIGITAL Roll 4  CAMERA DETAILS: Nikon D-70__________________________________ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4 south: 571 (removed), 524 

2  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

3  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

4  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

5  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

6  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

7  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 551, 553, 555, 580 

8  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 574 (removed, 557 

9  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3 1063 + 1204 (removed), 1064 

10  07/08/09 AD S Trench 4: section 3 

11  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: north east area, final 

12  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 581 (cut) 

13  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1045 + 1084 (removed), 1046 

14  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 2 

15  07/08/09 AD N Trench 4: sondage 2, section in 573 

16  07/08/09 AD S Trench 3: north: 1211, 1005, 1198 (working shot) 

17  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3: north: 1172 

18      

19      

20      
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PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD FORM 

Palais Royale 2009 
FILM: B&W Roll 4 CAMERA DETAILS: Pentax MX____________________________________ 

Photo # Image # Date By Facing Description 

1  06/08/09 AD W Trench 4 south: 571 (removed), 524 

2  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

3  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

4  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

5  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

6  07/08/09 AD W General view of site from rooftop 

7  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 551, 553, 555, 580 

8  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 574 (removed, 557 

9  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3 1063 + 1204 (removed), 1064 

10  07/08/09 AD S Trench 4: section 3 

11  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: north east area, final 

12  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: 581 (cut) 

13  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3: 1045 + 1084 (removed), 1046 

14  07/08/09 AD W Trench 4: sondage 2 

15  07/08/09 AD N Trench 4: sondage 2, section in 573 

16  07/08/09 AD S Trench 3: north: 1211, 1005, 1198 (working shot) 

17  07/08/09 AD E Trench 3: north: 1172 

18      

19      

20      
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7.5  Trench 3 Harris Matrix 
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20th Century 

Palais Royale 

1850-1870 

Railway Period 

Natural/Pre-

European 

Post 1870 -1890 Elite 
Skating Rink/McLellan 

Hellyer 

1891 Fire 
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7.6 Trench 4 Harris Matrix 

 

Test Trench 

4S 

Elite Skating 
Rink/Palais 
Royale 

Pre-Palais 
Post 

Cottage 

Cottage 

Natural 


